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Fore o d
This book he prepared by the bral Radio Propagation Laboratory

of the National Bu ,,u of Standards in order to meet the need for an elementary
presentation of the theory and practical use of radio-wave propagation involving
the ionosphere.

Preparation of the volume represents one of the completed projects of the
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards.
This laboratory is charged with the function of centralizing within the United
States all information on radio propagation. '[he laboratory operates, either
directly or by cooperative arrangement, a large number of ionospheric stations
that furnish many of the data on which our knowledge of propagation conditions
is based. It is responsible for the reduction, analysis, and interpretation of the
data from these stations. It is also charged with responsibility for observa-
tional and theoretical research on the propagation of radio waves.

Ionospheric Radio Propagation is in part a revision and expansion of the
IRPL Radio Propagation Handbook that was prepared during the war at the
request of the Armed Services. Current knowledge and technics of making
radio-propagation calculations are summarized, and much of the material that
has been included has appeared heretofore only in the form of reports that have
had a limited circulation. The theoretical treatment is by no means compre-
hensive but is intended to explain the basic facts and principles of electro-
magnetic-wave propagation and the ionosphere for persons who have not had
advanced courses in electrodynamics. In the effort to present basic theory in
a simple manner, it has been necessary at times to use a mathematical treat-
ment which would not be appropriate in a work prepared for more advanced
students. Frequent references to the literature are given for further study,
and the reader is encouraged as far as possible to consult them.

This book does not give all the necessary charts, graphs, and computing
aids required for radio-propagation calculations in different parts of the world
at different times, because ionospheric conditions vary widely from month to
month and gradual improvements and changes in calculating technics are made.
In general, therefore, a series of prediction charts, such as appear in the monthly
CRPL series D of reports available from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C., is needed for practical
use. From time to time such charts and computing aids as are necessary will
be published and issued by the National Bureau of Standards.

The sciences, and indeed all fields of human activity, depend on the
contributions of many individuals, and the National Bureau of Standards is
indebted to many investigators and agencies for permission to use their results
in this book. In particular, the excellent work that has been done by the
Radio Propagation Unit of the United States Army Signal Corps is acknowl-
edged, especially that on atmospheric radio noise. Finally, acknowledgment
is made to members of the Bureau's staff who have been responsible, under the
direction of J. H. Dellinger and Newbern Smith, chief and assistant chief, respect-
ively, of the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, for various chapters of
this book: chapters 2, 4, and 5, A. G. McNish; chapter 3, R. Bateman,
H. V. Cottony, H. P. Hutchinson, and A. H. Morgan; chapter 6, W. B.
Chadwick and R. Silberstein; chapter 7, T. N. Gautier; chapter 8, J. W. Herb-
streit, K. A. Norton, and Edna L. Schultz; chapter 9, T. N. Gautier and
R. Silberstein.

E. U. CONDON, Director.
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IONOSPHERIC
RADIO PROPAGATION

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Purpose 1.2. Outline of Subject Matter

The purpose of this book is to present the The ionosphere ordinarily consists, during day-
elementary principles of sky-wave or ionospheric light hours, of three main layers of ionization
radio-wave propagation at high frequencies and capable of reflecting radio waves at certain
their practical application to the problems of frequencies. These are the E layer, the FM layer,
radio communication. Its scope is limited to and the F2, centered at heights of about 100, 200,
those wares which are propagated over long and 300 kin, respectively. The density of ioniza-
distances by reflection from the ionosphere. tion, and hence the ability to refect higher

The frequencies involved range ordinarily from frequencies, is greatest for the F2 layer and least
0.5 to 30 Mc/s or so. Low frequencies, below 0.5 for the E layer. Below the E layer is a region,
Me/s, might also be considered as belonging to this called the D region, which strongly absorbs radio
category, but consideration of them is excluded waves of certain frequencies. Absorption in the
from this volume because the principles by which D region is greatest for the lowest frequencies.
they are propagated are different. Owing to During night hours the ion density in all of the
variations in the state of the ionosphere, much reflecting layers decreases, and hence the fre-
higher frequencies--up to 70 Me/s--have been quency which each will reflect decreases. During
known to be propagated by the ionosphere, but night hours, moreover, the Fl and F2 layers merge
except insofar as these frequencies are propated into one, and the ability of the D region to absorb
byIthe ionosphere they will not be considered here. radio waves also decreases. Thus, during night
Ground-wave propagation will also not be con- hours the ionosphere may be thought of as consist-
sidered, although it is an important mode of ing almost solely of a single F layer, which is,
propagation for short distances within the spec- nevertheless, still designated as n2.
trum range given above. In other words, the The characteristics of the ionosphere are different
scope of this volume is determined entirely by in different geographic locations, They change
whether or not the waves are reflected by the with season and with the sunspot cycle; the various
ionosphere. factors which are responsible for the changes are

The volume is not intended to be either a com- not independent in their effects. There are also
prehensive treatise on the theory of wave propaga- random fluctuations which are not yet completely
tion or a strictly practical handbook replete with explained. Thus the variations of the ionosphere
charts and nomograms to solve by rule-of-thumb present a complicated geophysical phenomenon,
all types of practical problems of radio communica- the principles of which, however, need to be under-
tion. It is intended rather to set forth in simple stood in order to achieve the best use of radio.
form the physical and mathematical theory under- A typical practical problem of radio communi-
lying the principles of radio communication by cation may consist in selecting a suitable fre-
reflection from the ionosphere and to brine these quency for a given service over a given path at a
principles into understandable relation with the given time within the limitations of the trans-
practical problems of radio communication. mitting and receiving equipment. The frequency
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must be low enough so that it will be reflected from research organizations in a vast international
the upper layers to the place at which reception is cooperative effort to delineate the characteristics
thdeired, for if the frequency chosen ir too high it of the ionosphere. Field intensities of various
will penet rate tihe ionosphere. On the other hand, remote transmitting stations are measured con-
if too low a frequency is selected, it will be subject tinuously at many additional places. Measure-
to great absorption in passing through the D ments oi radio noise and other auxiliary observa-
region, and then the radiated power requirements tions are also in progress, but on a less comprehen-
for sat isfact ory reception will he excessive. Under sive scale, in various parts of the world.
certain colliiio,:s this selection is easily accom- The data acquired by the observational methods
plished, while under others no practical radio of chapter 3, interpreted in terms of the physical
commnnitiiication can be established. Considera- and mathematical principles outlined in chapter
tiois also iteeds to he given to conditions at the 2, are the basis for the physical concepts of the
transmitting location anid at the receiving loca- ionosphere described in chapters 4 and 5. These
tioe, incldinig the limitations imposed by radio are the geophysical phenomena which determine
"46oise" (either natural or man-made), fading, the ability of the ionosphere to transmit waves of
interference, etc. There are many variations of various frequencies. The main features and the
this basic practical problem, for each of which a geographic distribution of the ionosphere are set
standard method of solution exists. forth in chapter 4, together with a theoretical ex-

planation of why it is as it is. Time variations
1.3. Outline of Chapters of the ionosphere are described in chapter 5, to-

gether with an explanation of the causes of the
The chapters of this volume are developed along variations. An elementary discussion of solar

a plan to yield a basic understanding and satis- phenomena is included because of their intimate
factorv solution of the usual problems of radio relation with ionospheric effects. With the con-
commuunication. Throughout the volume, the clusion of chapter 5, most of the salient scientific
inks (meter-kilogram-second) system of units has facts and principles necessary for application to
been used because it has the advantages of sim- the practical problems of radio communication
plicity and practicality. In accordance with have been presented. The methods of applying
present radio engineering practice, ratios of these facts and principles are covered in the chap-
attenuation, voltage, etc., are frequently given ters which ensue.
logarithmically in decibels, although the primary Chapter 6 covers in detail the methods for de-
mode of expression is kept as the unit itself rather termining the maximum usable frequency for any
than in decibels above or below a given reference path at any time. It takes into account the
level, various possible modes of propagation and applies

Chapter 2 presents in simple form the mathe- principles which have been found to work in prac-
matical theory underlying the propagation of radio tice, although the reasons for the success of some of
waves by the ionosphere, starting with the ele- these principles have not been established from
mentary laws of Ampere and Faraday and deriving theory. The application of these principles is
therefrom Maxwell's equations and the wave illustrated by suitable examples. The procedures
equation. The physical significance of the equa- used in predicting maximum usable frequencies in
tions is brought out and illustrated on occasion by advance, allowing for effects of changing solar ac-
simple analogy. The mathematics has been tivity, are set forth in detail.
made as simple as possible, although at some The practical problems of ionospheric absorp-
sacrifice of rigor. Use of the imaginaries and tion are treated in chapter 7. These differ fun-
other similar convenient notations has been damentally from the problems involving the
avoided in order to hold the treatment to the maximum usable frequency. If a frequency in-
simplest types of manipulations. tended for a given purpose exceeds the maximum

Methods of measuring the characteristics of the usable frequency, good reception of the signal can-
ionosphere and other factors affecting radio propa- not be obtained regardless of how much power is
gation are described in chapter 3. The descrip- put out by the transmitter, but in calculating
tions are not given in sufficient detail for the limitations imposed by absorption account must
contents of the chapter to be used as operating be taken of the amount of power radiated and the
instructions for the making of ionospheric measure- field intensity required for intelligible reception
ments; the chapter serves to point out the types in the presence of the several interfering factors,
and principles of measurements on which our such as atmospheric radio noise. The theory upon
knowledge of the ionosphere is based. The pulse- which these calculations are based is covered in
echo method of determining virtual heights and the first five chapters, but the necessary param-
critical frequencies, described in this chapter, is eters and the methods by which the calculations
being used at about 60 different ionosphere stations may be accomplished most easily constitute a
scattered over the earth. These stations are separate body of material.
operated by various local governments and private Because intelligible radio reception is limited,
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among other factors, by the intensity of radio cost of an annual subscription is $1.00 (foreign,
noise, chapter 8, on radio noise of atmospheric, $1.25). Each issue contains charts of extra-
solar, and cosmic origin has been included. Be- ordinary-wave critical frequency for the F2 layer
cause investigation in this field is relatively recent, and charts of maximum usable frequency under
involving meteorological factors which are not average conditions for a transmission distance of
clearly delineated on a world-wide basis, severe 4,000 kin. These charts are provided for each of
limitations are imposed on our present state of the three zones into which the world is divided,

* knowledge concerning radio noise. Chapter 8 for the purpose of taking into consideration the
couples, in the best way possible at present, the variation of the characteristics of the F2 layer with
observed facts of radio noise and the theoretical longitude, that is, the geomapnetic effect. There
generalizations that may be drawn from them and is a chart of maximum usable frequency for
from related facts of radio pr -pagation. E-layer transmission over a path length of 2,000

The considerations brought out in chapters 7 kin, and charts showing the highest frequency of
and 8 are employed practically in chapter 9 to sporadic-E reflections as well as percentage of
enable the calculation of the lowest useful high time occurrence for sporadic-E in excess of 15
frequency that may be used for communication Mc are included.
over certain paths at certain times employing a The tables and charts referred to above, for use
given amount of power, and also the calculatien in practical calculations of ionospheric radio
of the inverse quantity, i. e., the lowest required propagation, together with information and recom-
radiated power to permit communication for mended procedures, will be available as a Circular
specified conditions and frequencies. Several of the National Bureau of Standards. This will
examples of the calculation of the quantities include all the most recent material available for
involved are given, and the necessary charts and the radio-propagation calculations.
data for these calculations are presented. The National Bureau of Standards also pre-

sents as a weekly service the CRPL--J series, which
1.4. Practical Aids to Computation gives an estimate of periods of radio propagation

disturbances a month in advance. The disturb-
The necessary aids required to carry out the ances considered here are of the ionosphere-storm

calculations described in these chapters are not type, which is most severe in polar regions, and
completely presented in this volume, but only such tapers off toward the equator. Sudden ionosphere
samples as are required for solution of the illus- disturbances (SID), characterized by simultane-
trative problems. There are several reasons for ous fadeouts in the entire high-frequency spec-
this. Some of the computational material is of trum, on paths in the daylight side of the world,
current significance and must be changed from are not included in this forecast.
month to month. Other of the computational This weekly service is supplemented by semi-
material, while still following the principles set hourly warnings of radio disturbances broadcast
forth in this book, will be changed from time to by the National Bureau of Standards broadcast
time as new evaluation of the parameters involved station WWV, Washington, D. C., at 19 and 49
becomes possible. Furthermore, the inclusion of min. after each hour. WWV operates continu-
all the necessary tables and charts within this ously on 2. 5, 5, 10, and 15 Mc with carrier power
volume would involve presentation of them in a outputs of 700 w, 8, 9, and 9 kw, respectively; on
form inconvenient for regular use. It must be 20 Mc with carrier output of 8. 5 kw except for
emphasized that the charts in this volume with the first four workdays following the 6rst Sunday
which an overlay is to be used are to a smaller in each month *when the carrier output is 100 w;
scale than the corresponding ones in the practical and on 25, 30, and 35 Mc with carrier output
aids mentioned in the following paragraphs. of 100 w. A series of W's signifies that disturbed

The National Bureau of Standards supplies conditions over North Atlantic paths exist or are
material for solving radio-propagation problems. expected within 12 hr; a series of N's signifies that
This includes the CRPLJ-D series "Basic Radio conditions fre expected to be quiet.
Propagation Predictions," which present monthly Tables and graphs of ionospheric characteristics
contour charts of predicted values of F2-zero-mu, observed at various stations are available from
F2-4,000-muf, E-layer-2,000-muf median fJs, the National Bureau of Standards. From time
issued three months in advance. This publication to time, additional material of interest in connec-
is available on a purchase basis from the Super- tion with radio propagation is presented in occa-
intendent of Documents, United States Govern- sional reports, a list of which is available upon
ment Printing Office, Washington, 25, D. C. The request.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORY OF RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

2.1. Maxwell's Equations E at every point in the same path in air (or in a

a. Laws of Ampere and Faraday vacuum) will be the same, and so will the total

The principles of the propagation of radio waves emf around the circuit, given by V= Eds, inte-
rest upon a few fundamental laws of electricity grated around the circuit. This emf is the sum-
and magnetism, most of which are taught in every mation of all the emf induced in the wire, and is
high-school physics course. Among these are the equal to the electric intensity E integrated around
laws of Ampere and Faraday relating magnetic the circuit. If the magnetic flux increases at the
and electric phenomena. Ampere's and Fara- rate of 1 weber/sec and the area of the loop is in
day's laws, as such, apply only to voltage and cur- square meters the relationship is given by
rents in electric circuits. In order to understand
and study the phenomena of electric and magnetic
fields in space, it is necessary to generalize the -- (?B/B)t)dS--- Eds, (2.1)
laws so that they apply not only to well-defined
circuits but also to any point or region in space.
As so generalized, they become equations which E being expressed in volts per meter and the loop
are valid at any point in space. From the integral being taken in a clockwise direction
"field equations" so written, we can derive all the looking in the direction of B. The left-hand side
properties of electric and magnetic fields, and their states that the flux increases are added together
interaction with charges; we can, in fact, by apply- over the total area of the loop S, and the right-hand
"irg the equations to electric circuits, derive all of side states that the electric force in the instantane-
electric circuit theory from them also. ous direction of travel is added around the circuit

Faraday's law states that the total electromo- 8. The right hand side of the equation is also the
tive force, V, around a circuit is proportional to the work done on a unit charge in traveling around
rate of change of the magnetic flux, 0, threading the circuit while the field is changing. No limi-
through the circuit. This is clearly seen in the tations are placed upon the shape of the loop.
case of % loop of wire threaded by a m eticflux of density B. If the magnetic flux '= f 9fdS, b. Expression of the Laws in Differential Form
indicated in figure 2.1, increases, there will be an
electromotive force in the wire given by V= To express this law in a form valid at any point
(b/bfIJ)ffBdS=ff( iB/bt)dS integrated over in space, let us imagine the changing magnetic
the total area of the loop. We have said nothing field as extending over a considerable region and
about the resistance of the wire-if the wire concentrate our attention on a small rectangular
were of infinite resistance the electromotive force area within that region shown in figure 2.2. We
would be the same. Thus it is clear that if no shall conduct our integration around the rectangle
wire is present the electric force or electric intensity dxdz, starting from the origin of the coordinate

system, going in the z-direction along the z-axis,
dB/dt then in the x-direction, then in the minus z-direc-

tion, and finally in the minus x-direction back to
our starting point. As we do so we shall add
together all the values of E, the electric intensity;
that is, we shall compute the work (ione on a unit
charge carrying it around the circuit. Going out
in the z-direction the work done is E~dz, where
E, is the electric intensity along that leg of the
circuit, and dz is the length of that leg. But com-
ing back on the opposite leg, the work done is

E -Edz- (bEbx)dxzdz, where (bEIjbx)dx repre-
sents the change in E, due to the fact that our
position in the z-direction has been shifted by an
amount dx. Similarly going outward along the x-
direction, the work done is + Edz+ (6E./1z)dzdx,
and coming back it is -- Edx. Adding these
together, we have for the total work done, i. e.,

Fiouns 2.1. Illustration of Faraday's law. for the integral of Ed& around the loop:

4 Ckcular of the National Bureau of Standards



Y where I is in amperes per square meter and H is
in ampere turns per meter. I is sometimes written

dBy/dt as pu(p=-charge in coulombs and u=velocity in
meters per second) and sometimes as aE(u= con-
ductivity in mhos per meter and E=electric inten-
sity in volts per meter).

Following the procedure outlined, we may gen-
eralize Ampere's law to a point relationship in,
terms of differential equations analogous to 2.2a,
b, and c, which express Faraday's law, namely,

/ ~I.=a•H,/bz--bH,/1bX. (2.4a)

OFI=•HIj- H/z (2.4b)

II,= H,1 /ax-- aHlIzoy. (2.4c)

But Ampere's law in its simplest form is strictly
true only for steady electric currents flowing in
conductors; in order to embrace all electrical
phenomena, another term must be added. Con-
sider a circuit containing a battery and a con-

FI(ITRE 2.2. Illustration for derivation of Faraday's law denser as shown in figure 2.3. While the con-
in differential form. denser is charging, a current will flow in the cir-

cuit, and a magnetic force would be created around
any path circling the wire. The same magnetic

Edo= (bE./1z)d.rdz- (bE,/bx)drdz. force would be observed even around a path en-
closing the space between the plates of the con-
denser. This is due to the "displacement current"

We identify this expression as the right-hand side flowing in the space between the plates indicated in
of eq 2.1. But Faraday's law says that this is figure 2.3 by the dotted lines. The displacement
numerically equal to minus the rate of flux in- current between the two plates is continuous with
crease within the circuit. The area of the circuit the charging current and is
is dzdz so that the flux increase within the circuit
is (bB, /bt)dzdz, which we now identify as the dD/dt=KdE/dt. (2.5)
quantity appearing on the left-hand side of eq 2.1.
We now write If there is conductivity or "leakage" in the con-

denser, the magnetic field around the loop encir-
- (•BR/?t)drdz= (bE./1z)d.rdz- (bE,/1)dxdz. cling the space between the plates of the condenser

will be the sum of the effects of the displacement
or and the conduction currents; the conduction

-. ZB,/43t= 6E•/z- ZE,/&x. (2.2a) current density between the plates of the con-

Two more equations may be derived for the com-
ponents of the magnetic field in the x-direction
and in the z-direction, namely:

- (6B0/bt) = 6E,/4I-- Mlbz. (2.2b)
CONDENSER

-(6B,/t) = bE,/•z-- •lE/I. (2.2c) ,;,,,; i,,I ''i

Ampere's law states a reciprocal principle BATTERY
regarding the production of a magnetic field by an
electric current. If we replace the magnetic flux,
B, in figure 2.1 by an electric current of density I,
we have a magnetomotive force, H, around the
loop instead of the electric force, E. This circuit
equation may be written

fIdS= Hds, (2.3) FlOuas 2.3. Electric circuit illustrating displacement current

J f between plates of condenser.
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denser can be written vE, where a, is the total xE,1/be_= 2 -- •Hzt (2.9)
conductivity of the space between the plates.
Thus we must include displacement current -- pH,/bzb1t=WEz/ , (2.10)
along with conduction current in each of the e
2.4a, b, and c, by writing I+,•(dE/df) in place 01 which, on combination, yield
I, using the appropriate subscript for each com-
ponent. If we write B=4H, in eq 2.2a, b, and c,
where u is the permeability of the medium, the 2Ez/,1b0= E,/z 2 . (2.11)
six field equations may be written: This is a familiar equation in physics. It repre-

(I.-+xE./bt) = 6H,/by- -,H 1/?z (2.6a) sents a transverse-wave propagated in the z-
direction with a phase velocity v= 1/-VK; for

(,+xbE,/ t) = 6H.1/Iz--bH,/Ix (2.6b) free space Yo= (1/36r) X 10-'

(I,+xbE,/bt) = bH,/b--H,/by (2.6c) Po=4rX 10-

-,•H.1bt= bE,//jy- -E•z (2.7a) and thus the phase velocity in free space, c, is
equal to 3 X 10Wm/sec. It is satisfied by functions

-js- H.1/bt= bE./z- •?E,/1x (2.7b) of the form E.=E,, cos co(t±z/v), where co=2,r
times the frequency J. The wavelength X=v/f.

-- &bH,/bt= E•/x--bE.1by (2.7c) At time 0=O,TE. will have the value E,0 at points
along the z-axis distant X, 2), 3X, etc., from the

These equations simply state Ampere's and origin (see fig. 2.4). Similarly, for z=0, that is,
Faraday's laws; that an electric current or its
equivalent, a changing electric field, produces a
magnetic field along a path encircling that current
or changing electric field (2.6a, b, and c), and a
changing magnetic flux produces an electric field
along a path encircling the changing magnetic
flux. They state these relationships quantitatively
for all points or regions in space, not limited to
electric circuits, and in a convenient form for
mathematical manipulation.

c. Derivation of the Wave Equation

The equations express the relationships for the
components of I, E, and H directed along each of
the three axes of our coordinate system. But there
is nothing sacred about our f'oordinate system.
Assuming that we are dealLhg with the above-
described electromagnetic relationships in a por-
tion of space which is nonconducting and where
therefore no I can exist, let us select our coordinate
system so that E is in the direction of the x-axis.
Equations 2.6b, 2.6c, and 2.7a may be disre-
garded because one side of each contains only
terns which are nonexistent. There is no ZH./bt,
and any II present must be perpendicular to the
x-axis. Let us rotate our coordinate system
about the x-axis until the direction of H coin- FJGURE2.4 Electric and magnetic vectors in plane polarized
cides with the y-axis, there being then no H,. wave.
We have now reduced our equations to

at the origin, E, will have the value E~o when
• =-- z. (2.8a) t=1/f, 2/f, 31J, etc. It may be seen from the fore-

going that E and H are perpendicular to each other
--p•H,/St= . (2.8b) and also to the direction in which the wave is

being propagated. The - sign represents a wave
Let us differentiate eq 2.8a with respect to t traveling in the +z-direction, and vice versa.
and 2.8b with respect to z. We obtain The equation for the wave may be written in
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several different forms, each of which has its own where m is the mass of the ion. (For our purposes
advantages for certain purposes a free electron will be considered as an ion also).

The velocity of the ion in the direction of the elec-
E,=E., cos 0(t-4z0t) (2.12a) tric intensity increases so long as the field is ap-

plied, approaching the velocity of light; naturally
E.=Ezo cos Po(ct--,z) (2.12b) negative ions or electrons, which may be regarded

as ions, will be accelerated in the direction op-
E,=Eo cos (Wt-4z) (2.12c) posite to the intensity. So long as the velocity

is well below the velocity of light, it is given by
,(2.12d) integrating eq 2.13, so that

etc., where u= (e/m)Et, (2.14)

P=2ir/Xo (phase constant) assuming, that the ion starts from rest.
v=phase velocity=w/ *oAs an ion carries an electric charge this motion

-of an ion corresponds to an electric current given
)•= vacuum wavelength by

v=refractive index ( Ioo) I=ue= (e2/m)Et. (2.15)

0=21r/X, It may be noted that the longer the electric inten-
sity is applied the stronger the current becomes,

,=actual wavelength and the current will not be reduced to zero unless
an , Lectric intensity is applied in the opposite

j=i•-. direction for a sufficient time that the product Et
is equal to that which created the motion. Of

The exponential form is symbolic, like the use of course, if the ion strikes a gas molecule the mo-
j in alternating-current theory, and is convenient mentum is largely lost and the current must be
for mathematical manipulation, only the real built up again,
part of the result being used. A constant magnetic field exerts no force on an

In the lower atmosphere both i and ji have es- ion at rest, but if the ion is in motion it experiences
sentially their free space values x0 and uo, a force given by
respectively, so that the velocity of propagation is c,
the velocity of light. If this condition applied f.MeuXH. (2.16)
throughout the entire atmosphere, the problem of This is a vector equation; it denotes that the force
radio-wave propagation over long distances would is perpendicular to the velocity and to the mag-
be simple-there would be none. netic intensity and is proportional to the com-

2.2. Motion of Ions in Eletric and ponent of the velocity, which is perpendicular to
the magnetic intensity. Thus, an ion moving

Magnetic Fields parallel to the magnetic intensity experiences no

n of radio waves over long distances force. If the ion is moving in the d.rection of the
Srenderedpos , though slightly o- x-axis and the magnetic intensity is in the directioncated, by the presence of free more compli- of the y-axis, then, for a positive ion and a right-

electrosin the upper t eree Trese(ions ohanded coordinate system, the force is in theelectrons) the upper atmosphere. These ions direction of the z-axis.
render the atmosphere electrically conductive, and As the force, and hence the acceleration of the
consequently the term in I of the Maxwellian ion are always perpendicular to the component of
equations cannot be ignored in treating propaga- velocity perpendicular to the magnetic intensity
tion in those regions. To apply the wave equa- that component velocity is continually changing,
tions to an ionized region it is necessary to con- so that the ion's motion'in the plane perpendicular
sider the current or polarization P that arises from
the behavior of ions in the presence of electric and to the magnetic intensity is a circle, the diameter

mnan ic filds.of which is determined by balancing the centrif-magnetic fields.

An ion in free space in the presence of an electric ugal force due to the circular motion by the cen-
I tripetal force due to the magnetic intensity. Thefield experiences a force: f=eE, where e is the radius of the circlo is given by

electric charge on the ion in coulombs, E is the
electric intensity in volts per meter, and the force
f, is given in newtons. This force imparts a veloc- r=mu/e.LH. (2.17)
ity, u, to the ion in accordance with the familiar
Newton's law of motion The number of rotations per second is given by

du/dt= eE/m, (2.13) fg=u/2rr= e#H/2rm (2.18)
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iad is independent of the velocity of the ion. For
dectrons H

A =2.84X 10'OB=3.57X 10'H.

In the atmosphere, where the earth's magnetism
gives rise to a magnetic intensity of the order of
40 amp turns per meter. the gyromagnetic fre-
quency, fit, is in the neighborhood of 1.5 Mc/sec
for electrons and about 50 c/sec for ions of atomic NEGATIVE ION
oxygen. Thus ions in the upper atmosphere in aE
state of thermal agitation are not free to move like
uncharged gas molecules but must encircle the
lines of magn~etic intensity. As random motions
will have velocity components parallel to the lines
of intensity, which are unaffected by the foregoing
considerations, the paths of the ions will be helixes POSITIVE ION
about the lines of the earth's magnetic intensity
as shown in figure 2.5.

_ _FIGURE 2.6. Motion of positive ion in presence of croased
electric and magnetic fields.

in the direction of the electric intensity, and, as
this results in a velocity, the ion is deflected by

H the magnetic field and it finally moves contrary
to the electric intensity until its momentum is
spent, at which time the motion starts over again.
In performing this motion, the ion has slid off in

FIoURE 2.5. Helical motion of ions.due to thermal agitation a direction at right angles to the electric and
in presence of uniform magnetic field. magnetic intensities.

When magnetic and electric intensities are both 2.3. Propagation of Radio Waves in an
present the motion of an ion is complicated. Ionized Medium
Naturally, when the electric intensity is parallel
with the magnetic intensity there is no interaction a. Absence of Constant Magnetic Field
between the magnetic intensity and the ion moving
under the influence of the electric intensity. The Let us suppose that an alternating electric
motion of the ion then is exactly as given in eq intensity representable by E=Eo sin wt, such as
2.13. exists in an electromagnetic wave, is applied to a

But when the intensities are crossed, for region containing ions. In the absence of a con-
example, when E is in the x-direction, and H stant magnetic intensity, the only force acting
is in the y-direction, the motion produced by the on the ions will be the electric force. We may
electric intensity is altered by the magnetic then write
intensity. The motion in the direction of the md'z/dt2=eE=eE& sin wt, (2.19)
electric intensity does not increase indefinitely,
but the ion swings around and eventually moves where m is the mass of the ion, and dPz/d42 is its
against the electric intensity, the resultant average acceleration. Integrating once and shifting m to
motion being perpendicular to both the electric the other side, we get
and magnetic intensities as shown in figure 2.6,
drawn for ions starting from rest. This average dxldt -(e/mw)E0 cos wt. (2.20)
motion is independent of the mass and charge of
the ion, and even of the sign of the charge, ne- This represents the velocity of an ion. If there
gative and positive ions both moving in the same are N ions per cubic centimeter in the region, and
direction. Therefore, where there are the same if each carries an electric charge, e, the current,
number of positive and negative ions no conduc- I, represented by the motion of all these ions is
tion currents can flow in a direction perpendicular
to any magnetic intensity which may be present I=Nedk/dt=-(Ne'/m2v)Fcos wt. (2.21)
except insofar as these conditions are altered
by collisions of ions with each other or with other This we may substitute for I in eq 2.6a, assuming
objects. The motion of an ion under these con- as before that the electric intensity of the wave
ditions may be thought of as first an acceleration is in the x-direction only and that the magnetic
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intensity of the wave is in the yf-direction only. 50,000 ions of molecular oxygen or nitrogen.
We should also perform the differentiation with The terms electron density and ion density are
respect to time called for in the equation. frequently used interchangeably. Except in

specific cases, the term ion is assumed to include
Equation 2.6a becomes electrons as well, as a special class of ions.

(-Ne'/mco)E6 cos cat+itEo cos wt=-bH ~bz b. Presence of Constant Magnetic Field
or (The presence of a constant magnetic intensity
r [K--Ne'/mo],-E~ cos wt=- --- H/bz. (2.22) in the atmosphere due to the earth's magnetism

In the atmosphere, where= and ;&=, this is alters the motions of the ions when an alternating
equivalent to the existence of a dielectric constant electric intensity is applied. If there is a com-

ponent of the constant magnetic intensity per-
(2.23) pendicular to the electric intensity the ions are

deviated in accordance with eq 2.16. The ions
othat the phase velocity in this ionized medium is then describe elliptical paths, as shown in figure

s t2.7. This introduces an electric component of-the

I l•[ •= c -= cli --Ne1mw2= cl/ 1 -- N2LP, x
(2.24)

where f 2----80.5N, N is in electrons per cubic
meter, e is the electronic charge (1.59X10- iACT" W WAN

coulomb), elm is the specific electronic charge
(1.767X10" coulombs/kg), and c is the velocity mo wc cu m wmmm
of light in a vacuum. The quantity /1--Ne2/xom• 2

is called the refractive index of the medium, z
designated by V. So long as Ne2/x•,mw< 1 the FiouRE 2.7. Motion of ions caused by radio waejroPauated
wave continues to be propagated in the medium, in direction of a constant magnetic field.
but when N is great enough that

wave in the y-direction. The ions acquire mo-
N /x --i 1, (2.25) mentum from the electric intensity of the wave,

which they do not lose when the intensity oscil-
the left-hand side of eq 2.22, and, hence, the right- lates in the opposite direction. This momentum
hand side, as well, reduce to zero. Under this "helps" them in their motion in response to the
condition, an electromagnetic wave can no longer alternating phases, so that their motions are
be propagated. As both e and m may be regarded greater than they would be in the absence of a
as constant, this condition depends upon the constant magnetic intensity; thus the presence
values of N and w. Solving eq 2.25 for c in of a constant magnetic intensity tends to increase
terms of N, we get " the apparent electric conductivity of the gas for

waves of certain frequencies.w----2wj=---- N2/K-o-----2 N. (2.26) The mathematical development for this caseis beyond the scope of this volume. It leads to an

A wave of frequency, J given by eq. 2.26, will effective dielectric constant given by
meet a refractive index of zero at the level where
the ion density has the given value of N, and will i (2.27)
be reflected at this level; this is the level where v=----- _2(_._._. )t 2(l I (2+y.27
f=-fN. If N is the maximum density of ions in a 2(1-x) 4(lX) 2
given ionospheric region, all frequencies less than
the corresponding value of fN are reflected back where
to the earth by that region while all frequencies xNel/KnkF(=fv/'P) ;jfy= 4/Ne2 /4r'n
greater than the value fJ continue to be propa- H/(f/f)
gated and pass through that region. This value ( r/ =fHr/2 m
of frequency is called the "critical frequency" for
the region and is designated "f," or a

As the quantity m appears in the denominator H --=magnetic intensity transverse to direc-
in the expressions for IN and for K, ions with the tion of propagation
least mass have the greatest effect on propaga-
tion. In particular, electrons are most effective H,-magnetic intensity along direction of
in reflecting rmdio waves because of their small propagation.
mass, one electron being the equivalent of over The ± sign in the equation for go means that the
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wave is split into two components because of the 2.4. Phase, Group and Signal Velocity
magn etic field, and that the dielectric constant is
different for each component. The + sign refers In section 2.3 it is shown that an electromag-
to the so-called ordinary, the - sign to the extra- netic wave is propagated in an ionized medium
ordinary wave. The conditions for reflection with a phase velocity given by eq 2.24
(91=0) are v=c/1--N?/KomT. This indicates that the

z=1 phase velocity is in excess of the velocity of light.
where 1--,This is no contradiction of the theory of relativity

where because it signifies nothing more than that if a
y = y/_r-±L--=oH/mo =f,/If wave of constant frequency is being propagated in

an ionized medium the distance from one wave
H=total magnetic intensity crest to another is greater than it would be in

free space. It does not mean that an electro-
Jf,=peH/2vm (gyrofrequency). magnetic signal is propagated in excess of the

The case z= 1 corresponds to the ordinary wave: velocity of light.
When a signal is emitted from an electromag-

fN'=Ne'/4T2Icom=J' (2.28a) netic oscillator it consists of a group of waves of
The case z= 1 ± y corresponds to the extraordinary various frequencies, that is to say, a carrier
wave: frequency modulated by side bands. Owing to

f,-'=-Ne2I4TYom=If(f'±.f). (2.28b) the fact that the refractive index, and hence the
phase velocity, is different for different frequen-

There are thus two levels at which the extra- cies, these waves which make up the signal will all
ordinary wave can be reflected; ordinarily most be propagated in the ionosphere at different
of the reflection takes place at the lower level, velocities. If two waves at nearly the same
where •Y=J(/-.f-f). Note that where Yr=-0, frequency are emitted, they appear as a continu-
however, ( and in practice, where yV is very small, ous frequency modulated at a frequency equal to
i. e., for vertical transmission near the magnetic one-hall the difference of the two frequencies.
pole of the earth): The wave groups so produced are propagated not

at the phase velocity but at the group velocity,
fN

2 =J(ff+f- ) ordinary wave (2.29a) which, in the ionosphere, is always less than the
velocity of light. fn the simple case where there

fIN=I(f--JH) extraordinary wave, (2.29b) is no magnetic field in the ionosphere the group
velocity wo is given by

and the level of reflection for the ordinary wave is
different, corresponding to the higher level for the W=W)-, (2.32)
extraordinary wave in the general case. For the
extraordinary wave, with the - sign in eq 2.28b, where V is the refractive index for the average of
f is greater thanfN, which means that higher radio the two req racie Inde nor thaverae ofreqencis ae releced i thepreenceofe two frequencies. It may be noted that sincefrequencies are reflected in the presence of a -the phase velocity is given, by eq 2.24 as v=e/v•,
magnetic field than would be reflected in its consequently i vb=q.
absence. The relationship between the frequen- A pulse, or packet, of radio waves consists of a
cies of the ordinary and extraordinary waves
reflected at a given level is the same as that o large number of frequencies so that the above
the respective critical frequencies for a given simple theory is not applicable. This pulse is
ionospheric region. Designating J. for the or- propagated at the signal velocity, which also
dinary wave by the symbolf. andfor the extra- never exceeds the velocity of light. The signal
ordinary wave by the symbol ,= velocity is not susceptible of exact definition as is

the group velocity, but for practical purposes it
2. may be taken as approximately equivalent to the

f.f U.-A) = Ue)2 (2.30) group velocity.
The theory underlying this idea is complicated,

As there is usually a component of the electric but an appreciation of the physical significance
intensity of the wave parallel to the constant may be derived from everyday experience. If an
magnetic intensity as well as perpendicular to it, impulse is started in a pool of water by the
two different frequencies are usually returned by dropping of a pebble, or by the passage of a boat,
the same ion density, that of the ordinary wave a group of waves is set into motion. As these
and that of the extraordinary wave. If f. is waves are propagated it may be noticed that the
sufficiently large with respect to J, the relation- leading crests die out and new crests are formed
ship is approximated by to the rear. Thus the pulse, as a whole, is

propagated less rapidly than the individual waves
fo=f.--•r12. (2.31) of which it is composed. The velocity of an
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individual wave in the pulse corresponds to the if f1>., and
phase velocity and the velocity of the pulse as a
whole corresponds to the signal velocity. Because Cl
of the difference of the refractive index for different jdS/i-- (l/ 2)y,,J/J.) log, [(Jo+1/(Jo- .)] (2.35)
frequencies the characteristics of the pulse change
as the propagation continues to greater and if ff<,,, where f is the frequency of the wave,.fo is
greater distances. tile critical frequency of the layer, y is the height

When a pulse of electromagnetic waves enters of reflection, and yr is the height of maximum
the ionosphere it behaves in the same manner. ionization, the value y=O being taken as the
As the pulse approaches the height of reflection bottom of the layer.
its velocity of propagation becomes less and less, In the lowest layer from which we obtain reflec-
reaching zero instantaneously at the height of tions, the virtual heights satisfy the relation
reflection. Because the pulse must pass through
lower ion densities before it is reflected the length h'=hO-(1/2)y,(f/f.) log. [(J,+f)ICf.-f)1 (2.36)
of time required for a signal to be returned from
a given height in the ionosphere is greater than which can be solved for h0, the height of the
would be required if it traversed nonionized bottom of the layer, and y.,, the half-thickness,
regions until reflected. This phenomenon is we have the virtual hleielts corresp)onding to
known as retardation. least two frequencies. TIlhese values can then 1,

e may calculate the height of reflection by substituted into the expression for the true height
dividing th e length of time required for the pulse of reflection,
to return by the velocity of propagation. If the
velocity of propagation is taken as the velocity
of light, the height so calculated is greater than h=/--+y[11 -f/fo),]. (2.37)
the actual height. This calculated height is
called the virtual height and is given by For practical reasons it is often convenient to

determine the true height of maximum electron
A'= (t/2)c, (2.33) density from the relationship

h. = Vom, (2.38)
in which t is the time for the echo to return. The where h' 0 .8 4 is the virtual height for the frequency
virtual height has more significance for radio j=0.834fo, (2.39),
propagation than the true height. since this is the value of.f which exactly reduces

If the ion d6nsity has a maximum (N..) at the right-hand side of eq 2.36 to 4-y.. In case
some height, then a wave with angular frequency a layer whose true heights are desired lies above
given by (.

2 = .. e2 /K.om encounters a refractive another layer, corrections for retardation in the
index q=O at this height. This frequency is the lower layer must be made.
critical frequency, and a wave of this frequency The method of calculation outlined above is
is infinitely retarded on reaching the height. valid within the limits set forth only if the dis-
Waves of slightly lower frequencies, or slightly tribution of ion density as a function of height is
higher frequencies if they are reflected from a representable by a parabola. For other distribu-
layer above this region, show very great retarda- tions, other methods of calculation must be
tion. employed.

Although we can measure directly only the
virtual heights at which radio waves are reflected. 2.5. Oblique Incidence
we can compute the actual height of ionospheric
layers, provided we assume a particular form of In the foregoing discussion attention has been
ion distribution. in the caseg o f ais adio aventio h ee

To compute the true height of reflection of a directed to the case of a radio wave propagated
wave we must correct the virtual height for vertically upward into the ionospheref Although
retardation in the portion of the highest layer this case is basic to the understanding of radio pro-
through which it has passed, as well as all lower pagation, it is a case that is never encountered in
layers. The correction for retardation is the practical communication. The wave which is
difference between the virtual distance and the received at a distance from the transmitter in-
true distance the wave has traveled in each layer. pinges on the ionosphere obliquely. It is not

Assuming a parabolic distribution of ion density "reflected" from the ionosphere in the sense that a
the lenth of the virtual path traversed by a ray of light is reflected from a mirror; the wave
wave within a layer is enters the ionosphere, is deviated by refraction,and emerges from the ionosphere in much the same

manner as a ray of light is deviated on passing

2C~ds/,,=i.f/'f,)Jolog,. [C +i,)l(f'-f.)] '2.34) through a layer of hot air near the ground to pro-Jo duce the familiar optical phenomenon known as a
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0 Rememlbering that fN is the critical frequency for
an ion density of N, eq 2.42 shows that if a certain
frequency is returned at. vertical iticideince by the
ion density at a height h then the %ame ion density
will return at oblique incidelenc, i, a frequency
sec i times as great.

Thus, the significance of the study of vertical-
incidence phenomena to the probleims of radio
propagation is apparent. If the critical frequency
for the ionosphere over a certain point on the
earth is known, the frequencies which will be
reflected over that point can be calculated. The
angle of incidence can be calculated from geometri-
cal considerations, knowing the separation of the

FROM two points between which propagation is to be
established and the height at which rfl6ction
occurs. The height in this consideration is the

A virtual height, not the actual height, for we are
FiousE 2.8. Refraction of waves by the ionosphere. dealing with the apparent paths of the radio

waves.

mirage. The optical analogy is a very close one. In the practical problem of determining suitable
We may now consider a narrow beam pro- frequencies for communication over long distances

pagated from A so that it enters the ionosphere at additional considerations must be. taken into ac-
an angle 0 (see fig. 2.8). As the upper part of each count, including the curvature of the earth, be-
wave front enters the ionosphere before the lower cause, for large angles of incidence, the radio waves
part, the upper part feels the effect of lowered impinge on the ionosphere at smaller angles than
index of refraction first. Consequently, the utper they make with the vertical at the point of depart-
part of each wave front has an increased p ase ure from the earth's surface.
velocity so that the entire wave front as it enters
the ionosphere wheels about like. a column of 2.6. Absorption of Radio Waves in the
soldiers obeying the command "column right." Ionosphere
As the higher parts of the ionosphere have a greater
ion density, the bending effect on the upper part a. Nondeviative Absorption
of the wave front is greatest, so that the wheeling
process continues and the waves are directed to the As was shown in section 2.3, a plane radio wave
point B. entering the ionosphere sets the ions into motion.

As propagation over long distances occurs if the Thus the electromagnetic energy of the radio
direction of propagation becomes horizontal at waves is in part transformed into kinetic energy
some point, it is not necessary in the case of prop- represented by the motion of the ions. If the ions
agation over any considerable distance for the do not collide with gas molecules or other ions, all
wave to be bent through as large an angle as is of this energy is reconverted to electromagnetic
necessary for reflection at vertical or nearly verti- energy and the wave continues to be propagated
cal incidence. If we designate by r the angle (although not necessarily in its original direction)
which the direction of propagation (or ray) makes with undiminished intensity. But if the ions
with the vertical after refraction and by i the engage in collisions, they dissipate the energy
angle which the ray makes with the vertical on which they have acquired from the wave and
entering the ionosphere, we may apply Snell's consequently the wave is attenuated. This atten-
law directly from optics: uation or absorption is, as might be expected,

proportional to the number of ions N and to the
V= sin i/sin r. (2.40) frequency of collisions. Therefore, for a given

wave, attenuation is ordinarily greatest in the

i eeary region where the product of ion density and colli-For reflection, as explained above, it is nece.sr sional frequency is greatest. If the ion density is
that r=90* or sin r=1. Then --=sin i. Substi- sinl r e he critical value so that the
tuting for v the value from eq 2.24, we have s iently below t

wave is not greatly deviated but the collisional
frequency is so high that absorption is appreci-

/1--f,,2 /f =-sin i, (2.41) able, the absorption is known as nondeviative
absorption. Nondeviative absorption is very im-

which leads by simple trigonometric transforma- portant in most radio-propagation problems.
tion to To examine the process of absorption we shall

f =f-/cos i-=f, sec i (2.42) consider the simplest case, that in which a mag-
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netic field is absent. To do this we shall rewrite A solution of this equation is
eq 2.13

eE,- md'zl/dO +,mdz/dt, (2.43) Ezo= E'•,-/ cos (wt-- z), (2.49)
in which

in which acceleration du/dt has been replaced by
dehIdgs, and a second term vmdz/dt, has been 2ko= -- "eV /.wm(w'+Y1 )
added to take into account the effect of collisions andthis term havin; the significance of a frictional (0_+_V)_K]
term. (It may be noted that all three terms in if
eq 2.43 have the dimensions of a force, MLT-1).
This equation is physically valid for the average W2>11=2 , p=K o , c=/0-11ao,
displacement of a single ion if E is constant or if
(dE/dt)/E is small with respect to Y. It is also P= (w/c)V1/--Ne2/m1o=--W /C
valid for the av displacement of a large number

of ium if (dE/dt)JE is small with respect to NY. k= (moNOY/mw) (cj/2o) =
We shall also assume that E varies sinusoidally as vNe2/2ctcmw2 = Yf,31/2c,•f.
in a wave; for this purpose it will be convenient
to adopt the form for IN given in eq 2.12c, namely, Equation 2.49 expresses the fact that a radio

wave propagated in an ionized medium, where the
E,-=E.. cos (ct--Jz). collisional frequency is appreciable, decreases in

By differentiation and substitution, it may be intensity by absorption. The decrease in intensity
seen that in passing through 1 m of the region is determined

z=A cos (w.- -z) +B sin (it- zz) (2.44) by the absorption coefficient k, that is, the in-
tensity is decreased by the factor c-e. Since k

is a solution of eq 2.43, in which B= + (eE%./m) usually varies with height, the loss in intensity is
(P/w)/(&l?+) and A=-(eE./m)/(-2+•'). Re- proportional to e-.f•. As was anticipated earlier
membering from eq 2.21 that I=Ned-Tdt, we may in this section, k is proportional to N and Y. It is
now write the value for I in a region where there inversely proportional to the square of w, the angu-
are collisions between the ions and the molecules. lar frequency of the wave. It is inversely propor-

tional to the refractive index v, and hence directly
l=Ne/dt=New[--A sin (wt--•z)÷ +proportional to the time spent in traversing a unit

B cos (Wt--z)] distance in the medium. The quantity a=fkdz

=[Ne2E~ 1 ~m(c2+ YJsin (cat- pz) + is called the absorption index.

(V/W) cos (Wt--0z)J. (2.45) b. Deviative Absorption
Substituting this value of I in eq 2.6a, we have

([Ne'v/m(&O]+)1 cos (Wat-4z)- When q does not differ greatly from unity the
absorption is called nondeviative, but when V is

[--NO/m(W+9)]a sin (w9t--#z)})E,%= small, resulting in considerable deviation of the
wave from its original direction of propagation,

- -llj/z. (2.46) the absorption is called deviative; This case
occurs when the ion density is close to the critical

Substituting the expression for E, in eq 2.7b, value. Under the circumstance, t approaches 0
we have and k approaches m. At the critical frequency

-- H,/d ---= (b/bz)E.. cos (cot--z). (2.47) -1=0, so that a wave propagated vertically into
the ionosphere at this frequency is neither reflected

Proceeding as witfi eq 2.8a and 2.8b, that is, dif- nor propagated; it is completely absorbed
ferentiating eq 2.46 with respect to t and eq 2.47
with respect to z, and eliminating the term
b(bH)/bzUJ by substitution, we have C. Absorption in the Presence of a Magnetic Field

cos (4t-#z)- In the presence of a magnetic field the process
of absorption is more complicated. In particular,

[Ne2v/mw(O+Pý)] sin (wt--z) }= if the wave frequency is close to the gyrofrequency,
the absorption becomes very great, for when this

(W/bz Eftcos (wt--0z), (2.48) condition obtains each ion can absorb a large
amount of energy from the wave, which is corn-

which is the equation satisfied for the simple pletely dissipated when it engages in a collision.
propagation of a wave in an ionized medium if The formula for the nondeviative absorption
collisions are appreciable. coefficient in the presence of a magnetic field is

ao$nospbsdc d. PA M 13
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CHAPTER 3

MEASUREMENT TECHNICS

3.1. Purpose 3.2. Measurement of Virtual Height

The basis of our knowledge of the characteris- a. Group Retardation or Pulse Method
tics and behavior of the ionosphere and of some of
the other factors, such as radio noise, which in- The pulse method, originally devised by Breit
fluence radio transmission and reception at iono- and Tuve, is the most straightforward way oi
spheric frequencies lies in the measurement of measuring the virtual height (h') of the ionosphere
these factors. Accordingly, in this chapter are layers. A succession of pulses of short duration
described the fundamentals of those measurement (30 to 100 p sec) is sent vertically upward at regular
technics which apply to the specialized subject of intervals (1/30 to 1/120 see) by a transmitter and
radio propagation, "in order to provide a back- at the receiver the time delay of the echo is mess-
ground of information on how the various factors ured on an oscilloscope, usually a cathode-ray
which are dealt with in other parts of this book are tube, with some form of fast t~me base. The vir-
actually measured. In general, only the methods tual height h' in kilometers, corresponding to a
most widely used at present are given; there is no delay time t,, in microseconds, is then, for each
attempt to treat the subject of radio propagation echo:
measurements exhaustively. h'= 0.15 ta.

a b

"Wpe moveoble pip

C d

-0'" •slit a-o' slit a-€' lit
FiGunz 8.1. Methods of presentation of ionosphere echoes.
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FIGURE 3.2. Slil method of recording virtual heights.

The method of presentation of the ionosphere is placed, together with the marker pip voltage,
echoes generally employed is the so-called "A" on the vertical sweep plates of the scope; the
scan, similar to the radar "A" scan. In this trigger pulse is used to start the time base sweep
method, the time base of the cathode-ray oscillo- of the scope. The transmitter may be placed
scope is synchronized with the pulse repetition fre- right beside the receiver, provided the time con-
queney of the transmitter, and a stationary pulse stants of the receiver are sufficiently small to
pattern, of one of the types shown in figure 3.1 is prevent blocking. In operation the receiver is
obtained. The retardation is measured from the tuned to a given frequency which is free from
beginning of the ground pulse "G" to the leading interference, the transmitter tuned to the receiver
edge of the echo "R", and can be calibrated directly by observing the amplitude of the echo pulses,
in terms of virtual height in kilometers. Virtual- and the height measurement made and recorded.
height markers, similar to radar range markers, This procedure is repeated for as many frequencies
may be put directly on the time base, as in figure as desired, generly for a series of frequencies
3.1,&, or a movable marker operated by either a starting at the lowest and going to the highest
phase shifter or a variable delay circuit calibrated frequency on which any echo is visible.
in kilometers of virtual height, may be set on each For automatic recording, some modification of
echo in turn and measurements thus made (see the basic A sweep is necessary. As in figure 3.1,c
fig. 3.1,b). the peaks of the pulses can be clipped, so that all

For manual measurements, the amplitude- echoes appear in a slit a-a' as a mark, and thenmodulated A scan, shown in figures 3.1,a, and a strip of photographic paper moved slowly ver-
3.1, b, is generally used. The equipment needed tically past the slit, so that there is a continuous
for this type of measurement is relatively simple; record made of the retardation time or virtual
it consists of (1) a pulsed self-excited power- heights appearing on the scope, as shown in
oscillator, delivering perhaps 50- or 100-w peak figure 3.2. Alternatively, the slit may be placed
power and covering the desired frequency range, on the base line (fig. 3.1, d) so that the echo appears
generally from 1 to 20 Mc, (2) a communications- as a white trace on the recording paper, all the
type receiver, broad-banded to accept the band- rest of the paper being blackened. The scope
width of the pulse used, (3) a pulse generator, may also be intensity-modulated rather than
delivering a pulse about 50 S see long to triger amplitude-modulated (A2 scan), the resultant
both the transmitter and the cathode-ray oscillo- echo-dots or "blips" appearing on the slit (fig.
scope circuits, (4) a cathode-ray oscilloscope, with 3.1,e).sm-le triggered sweep and circuit for generating If an automatic height record is made with the
eighLt-ma'ker pipe, and (5) broad-band antennas, receiver and transmitter tuned to one frequency,

one for transmitting and one for receiving, such the resultant record is called a "fixed frequency"
" vertical rhombics or inverted vees having good or "k't" record. If, however, the receiver and
vertical directivity. The output of the receiver transmitter tuning are continuously changed over
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Typica of modern ionosphere ipent is theCRPL model C automatic ionosphere recorder.

Both A2 and sweep scans are provided, with pro-
_ _ _ _ _vision for direct photography of the sweep scan

ft Fig. b on 16-mm film and moving-film photographs of
FiOevN 3.3. Typical automatic ionoephere records. the A2 scan on 35-mm fim. The latter is for

a)l 'tm (b) AA a regular operations, the former is for studying the
ionosphere during storms, eclipses or other unusual

a band of frequencies while the record is being phenomena. The frequency range is 1 to 20 Mc,
made, we obtain a record of virtual height against in one band, using a superheterodyne principle infrequency; this is known as a "sweep frequency," both transmitter and receiver, with a common
"multifrequency," or "II'f record. Figure 3.3,a, variable frequency oscillator to ensure frequency
shows a typical 1't record and figure 3.3,b, an tracking. The peak power output of the trans-
Alf record, made in the above manner. mitter is about 10 kw (older types equipment ran

Modern ionosphere recording equipments are about % kw). The frequency sweep is rapid,
fully automatic, in that the tuning and tracking requiring but 15 sec to cover the range from 1
of the receiver, transmitter, and recording camera to 20 Me. The k'f record has a logarithmic fre-
are all done continuously and automatically with quency scale, so that a logarithmic muf factor
clocks and relays for making sweeps at predeter- slider can be used.
mined intervals. The velocity of light times the delay time

Another type of presentation on the cathode- measured by this method gives the time a pulse
ray scope, the "sweep" scan, is being used on traveling with the velocity of light would require
modern ionosphere recorders. This is like the to travel to the virtual height of the layer and
A2 scan in principle, except that the time base back. Since the group velocity (u) decreases
sweep is vertical; the echoes appear as bright spots as the wave penetrates into regions of higher
on the vertical sweep. As the transmitter and and higher ionization density, the wave travels
tracked receiver are tuned over the frequency over an appreciable part of its path with less
range (1 to 20 Mc, say) each succeeding vertical than the velocity of light. At vertical incidence
sweep is displaced slightly in a horizontal direction it will reach a point finally when it actually
on the scope, from the preceding ones. The h'f decreases to zero, reverses direction, and, when it
curve is thus built up on the screen of the scope; finally emerges from the ionosphere layer, it has
by use of a fast sweep (1 to 20 Mc in 15 scc, say) attained its initial velocity again. The virtual
and a long persistence screen on the scope, the height (h') measured by the group retardation or
hyf curve appears as a whole, resembling a radar pulse method is thus always greater than the
"B" type scan. Height markers appear as hori- actual height (A), becaus3 of the retardation en-
zontal lines, and frequency markers as vertical lines, countered in the ionized region. The pulse
Figure 3.6 indicates the appearance of such a method of measuring virtual heights is the one
record. used in all modern ionosphere equipment.

H

0
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Fiauitz 3.4. Virtual path di~fference between skcy and ground wvaves.
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b. Frequency Change Method. In this method the fading effect on the verticalantenna, arid the fading effect on a loop antenna
In obtaining the virtual heights of the ionosphere aet aht the plane of theowavenprnpa

layers by the frequency change method developed set at right angles to the plane of the wave propw-
by Appleton, it is necessary to know both the gation, are used to derive the angle at which the

downcoming skywave meets the surface of theamount of frequency variation of the transmitter earth. When this angle is found it is a simple
and the maxima and minima observed in the triangulation problem to obtain the height of the
receiver caused by the change of frequency. The layer as the distance between the transmitter andtransmitter is usually separated from the receiver receiver is known.
by several kilometers, so that the skywave field It has been shown that the group retardation,
intensities approach those of the ground wave, frequency change, and oblique angle methods, all
thus making the interference phenomena more measure the same quantity, i. e., the equivalent
readily discernible.

The virtual path difference between the sky- or virtual height (h') of the ionosphere layer.
and ground-wave paths is shown in figure 3.4. It 3.3. Ionosphere Records
is TfR--D, where D is the distance between the The technic generally employed at present for
transmitter and the receiver. Then the difference obtaining ionosphere characteristics involves tak-
N between the number of wavelengths in the two ing automatic pulse retardation records atfrequent
paths isN=(•TH --D)/,=(_/c)(THR--D). The intervals over the 24-hr period of the day and
value of N can be deduced from the interference scaling from such recordings the pertinent charac-
phenomena of the minima and maxima observed, teristics, which are then plotted as diurnal curves
from which the equivalent path T7HR can be ob- (fig. 3.5).
tained, and by triangulation, the virtual height Ionosphere recorders have been developed that
(A') is derived. are completely automatic in that they are switched

on at preset times, obtain a multifrequency sweep
c. Oblique-Angle Method on photographic film, and switch off until the next

This method was also developed by Appleton, sweep is to be taken. A typical multifrequency
and is very similar to the frequency change method. sweep record is shown in figure 3.6.

There are definite seasonal and diurnal varia-
00 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 IS 20 22 i tions in the ionosphere characteristics at a given

station. Normal conditions during day and night
500 for different times of the year, may be visualized

by examining typical records for (a) a summer
night, (b) a summer day, (c) a winter night, and

* 30oo (d) a winter day, as shown in figures 3.6 through

, _J 
2W 3.9.

3.4. Measurement of Sky-Wave Field

>. Intensity
0 0 a. Characteristics of Sky Waves Affecting Field-

1 1Intensity Measurement
,o • The analysis of ionosphere heights yields in-

formation on delay times of radio waves, the con-
9 ditions which determine whether reflection will or

will not take place, and to some extent, the appear-S6 8 ance of downeoming waves reflected from the
7 ionosphere. It is also necessary to know, for

propagation studies, the field intensities of the6 6
6 downcoming sky waves.

U- 5 5 The technics for measuring field intensities of
radio waves have been in general well developed.

4 In a downcoming sky-wave, however, we ,ure not
dealing with a steady wave of constant amplitude

o 3 and phase, but one which fades rapidly and greatly,
2 2 whose polarization is constantly changing, which

is composed of not one but many component
waves, which is affected by reflection at the ground
near the receiver, and which is subject to the varia-

002 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 00 tions in height and energy absorption in the
Fiaunz 3.5. Typical dirurnal curves. ionosphere, and to focusing by the ionosphere.
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In order to interpret field-intensity measure- but a different direction or polarization, a voltage
ments in terms of the intensity of the downcoming pick-up factor is used in place of the effective
sky wave, it is necessary to determine the pickup length. This is particularly important in sky-
factor of the antenna, which is dependent upon a wave reception, as the pick-up factor varies con-
number of parameters. Some considerations siderably with the incident angle of the sky wave,
which need to be taken into account in deducing whereas the effective length is a function only of
the intensity of the downcoming sky wave in the dimensions of the antenna. It is often con-
ionosphere transmission from the actual voltages venient to express this also in terms of the cross-
induced in the receiving antenna are mentioned sectional area over which the antenna can extract
in the following paragraph, quoted from the IRE energy from the radio wave.
Standards on Radio Wave Propagation: Measur- The received field is usually a combination of the
ing Methods, 1942: direct field due to the incident sky wave, together

In analyzing or reporting measured data, it is important with that due to the wave reflected from the
to take into account the influence of the receiving site and ground. The resultant electric vector at the
surroundings (including topography), electrical properties antenna is therefore dependent upon variations of
of the ground, the proximity of disturbing structures, etc.,
and the orientation and height above ground of the receiv- the ground-reflection coefficient as well as upon
ing antenna. In view of the effect of ground reflection, the instantaneous changes in both the amplitude
the question arises as to whether the measured values of and direction of the incident sky wave. Because
the resultant field should be reported or an attempt should of these variations it is generally best to record
be made to measure (or compute) the value of the incident
field. In the case of a well-defined incident angle and when the median or rms values of the incident field
the electrical properties of the ground are accurately rather than the instantaneous values. The median
known, such a measurement would indicate the actual sky-wave field intensity is that value which is
variation of the field at points equidistant fron. the tians- exceeded 50 percent of the time. Because of
mitter without regard to the nature of the ground at rouhness of the ionosphere the polarization as
various receiving points. In general, dealing with the u
incident field will eliminate confusion in the study of laws wel as the intensity of the wave after reflection is
of attenuation and in the measurement of the directional random. The rapid variations in field intensity
characteristics of antennas. However, the measurement of the reflected sky wave, (that incident upon the
of the incident field is always an indirect measurement
involving a knowledge of the angle or angles of arrival and receiving antenna) arise from the combination of
the electrical properties of the ground, and its proper a large number of electric vectors of random polar-
determination thus introduces some difficulty. ization and phase which over a period of time

The effective length of the antenna is defined as combine to give a distribution of intensity like
the length which, multiplied by the field intensity that shown in figure 3.11. This is called the
Ein volts per meter, gives the open-circuit voltage "Rayleigh distribution" of the instantaneous
induced in the antenna when the electric field sky-wave field intensity, and gives the percentage
vector E is parallel to the antenna and the direction of time that the ratio of instantaneous value to
of propagation of the received wave is perpendic- median value of the sky-wave intensity exceeds
ular to the antenna. For example, the effective given values. This distribution is based on a
length of a half-wave doublet antenna would be constant value of sky wave incident on the iono-
the value calculated from a field intensity Es, sphere; in practical cases, large corrections must
polarized as shown in figure 3.10. also be made for both diurnal and long-period

This is the maximum value of voltage that changes in absorption of the wave in the iono-
would be induced in this antenna from a given sphere.
strength of field; for fields of this same intensity The curves given in figure 3.12 show the effect

x H

E -'lef fWHERE l*ef IS DEFINED P

AS THE EFFECTIVE P z DIRECTION OF PROPAGATION

LENGTH OF THE ANTENNA. OF WAVE.

Fiouaz 3.10. Effective length of the antenna in relation to direction of propagation of wave.
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limits and approach the ground-wave value in the
limit when the sky wave is negligible. Thus the

5% so % effect of simultaneous sky-wave and ground-wave
reception is to increase the peak values of received
fields, so that considerable fluctuations occur, and
oalso to increase the rms values. This is shown in
figure 3.13, which is a continuous automatic
recording of the intensity of received signals from
the Allentown, Pa., radio range, on 319 kc, as

W. Lo- received at Sterling, Va. The received intensity is
h 0practically uniform throughout the day; during

the night period, however, when sky-wave reflec-
2_ tion occurs at this frequency, fading results and
49 o,- the field intensity fluctuates as shown.

1.0

FIELD INTENSITY RELATIVE TO GROUND WAVE b. Automatic Field-Intensity Recording
FIGURE 3.12. Received intensity relative to ground wave. A single observation or short series of observa-

of the combination of sky wave and ground wave tions of the field intensity of a sky wave is com-
at the receiving antenna, for various ratios of pletely inadequate to yield information of practical
incident sky-wave to ground-wave field intensity, use in radio-propagation calculations. It has thus
It may be shown that when the ratio of sky-wave been necessary to develop equipment for recording
intensity to ground-wave intensity exceeds 10, field intensities continuously and automatically
the resultant field-intensity distribution is essenti- over long intervals of time.
ally the Ravleigh distribution given in figure 3.11 The basic field-iitensity recorder is a recording
above. As the ratio of sky-wave to ground-wave radio-frequency field-intensity meter, consisting
intensity decreases to 0.1, however, the values of generally of a calibrated antenna, a radio receiver
received field intensities converge to narrower and a recording output meter. Many combina-
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tions of these components have been devised, of current flows in both windings the motor operates
which the following, in use at the National Bureau and drives the recording arm toward the position
of Standards, is typical. of balance.

A communications-type receiver, fed by a To provide a long time constant, the unit is
calibrated antenna, is used, and the avc voltage is connected through a suitable attenuator to the
supplied to an attenuator and vacuum-tube bridge output of the radio receiver. By suitably propor-
circuit, as shown in figure 3.14. Two resistance tioning the resistances and capacitances usable
arms of this bridge and the balance galvanometer time constants of the order of 60 to 90 sec may be
are contained in a commercial galvanometer-type obtained and give considerable smoothing of the
recording potentiometer which operates to adjust actual impressed voltages.
the slide wire for balance. The voltage across the
slide wire is about 1.2 v for this galvanometer- d. Calibration of Equipment
type recorder.

For this type circuit it was found that R,=-log Calibration of the field-intensity recording
E, where R, is the plate resistance of the tube in equipment may be divided into two phases, (1)
the bridge circuit whose grid is supplied from the calibration of the recorder scale in terms of the
avc .voltage, and E is the voltage input to the microvolts applied by a signal generator to the
receiver, receiver input, and (2) over-all calibration of the

By adjustment of the attenuator, the recorder receivin antenna and recorder to indicate absolute
can be set to operate on very weak signals orstrong values of received fields.
local signals, and the scale can be expanded where In the case of vertical-incidence field-intensity
desired. Where average values of intensity are of measurements the angle of arrival remains eg-
interest, a circuit with a long time constant (48 sentially constant, the pattern of the receiving
sec or longer) is used to average out the fluctuations antenna (including the effect of ground reflection)
and allow easier scaling of the records. In the can be calculated. For oblique-incidence work,
g{alvanometer-type recorder, the galvanometer some assumptions have to be made regarding the
itself is also damped in addition to the use of a relation of the downcoming sky-wave field to
suitable time constant. the field at the receiving antenna, and the effective

Figure 3.14 shows the complete circuit of the length of the receiving antenna must be calculated
galvanometer-type field-intensity recorder. Two or measured. The recorder then measures the
voltage regulator tubes are used in the bridge- field intensity at and in the direction of the
plate supply to obtain constancy of plate voltage receiving antenna, and further deductions as to
under variations in line conditions. It has been the character of the sky-wave field involve con-
found most desirable and practical to use crystal siderations of polarization and records of sky-wave
control of the receiver oscillator to prevent changes propagation.
in the frequency of the receiver with consequent One method of calibrating antennas for oblique-
changes in calibration of the recorder, to include angle field intensity recordings consists of compar-
a-c line-voltage controls, and to install the equip- ing records made by the recorder with records
ment in a building in which the temperature is made by a standard field-intensity recording
thermostatically controlled. meter. Such a meter may consist essentially of a

field-intensity recorder located at ground elevation
c. Printing-Type Recording Potentiometer over a ground mat extending several hundred feet

radially from the recorder, and using either (1)
A printing-type recording potentiometer which a short vertical antenna over ground mat, or

operates on a fixed time cycle at 15-sec intervals is (2) a loop antenna. This installation is used as a
also being used to obtain field-intensity recordings. secondary standard, by calibrating directly the
This unit, which was originally designed for use in vertical antenna and loop, using a target trans-
recording d-c thermocouple voltages, has two mitter at ground level and a loop-type field-
separate input terminals, which may be connected intensity measuring set.
in parallel for field intensity recordings. A
standard cell is incorporated in the instrument,
which gives compensation for bridge current, and 3.5. Measurement of Ionospheric
the instrument itself records d-c voltages from 0 to Absorption
5 mv with an accuracy of 0.5 percent, in spite of
line voltage variations from 100 to 130 and fre- Two methods are in use for measuring the
quency changes of from 50 to 70 cycles, absorption or reflection coefficient of the iono-

The d-c potential applied to the bridge is sphere at vertical incidence, (1) the pulse ampli-
changed to alternating current through a vibrator tude method, and (2) the CW recording method.
unit, amplified and applied to one winding of a The basic equipment used in the pulse method
two-phase driving motor. The other winding is is similar to that used for manual ionosphere
supplied with current at line frequency. When height measurement, except that a calibrated
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attenuator is provided in the receiver, and a PAe
reference amplitude mark on the screen of the -- 1
oscilloscope. The principle of operation is to
measure the relative amplitude of each arriving Unfortunately it is not very easy to determine
sky-wave echo in terms of the attenuation, a, any of the values of Ao or A., because all sky-wave
necessary to bring its amplitude up to the reference pulse echoes fade severely, continuously and ran-
mark on the scope. Suppose, at a given frequency, domly. In order that measurements of p should
the field intensity of the first sky-wave echo, in have practical value, the A's should be recorded
the absence of ionospheric absorption, is enough to continuously for a period long enough to insure
produce a deflection K/k on the scope, where h obtaining a median value, free from abnormalities
is the height of reflection and K is the over-all or focusing effects. Thus far there is in use no
equipment constant. Let A be the value of practicable form of continuous A-recorder for
attenuation (taken as a fraction less than unity) pnecessary to bring this unabsorbed echo to the pus.nece sar to b rin th s u abs rb ed ech to th e In practice, tw o syste m s of observing are used.
reference mark on the scope. If, at the time when In one, the observer adjusts the pulse amplitude
absorption measurements are desired, the reflec- a dozen or so times at perfectly regular intervals,
tion coefficient of the ionosphere is p, and that of a doeras timesuat perfect regularerls,
the ground po, the amplitude of the first reflection and averages the results, for each mode of reflec-
will be Kp/h, that of the second Kp0 12h, that of the tion, thereby obtaining an approximation to a
nth, Kpapo'-1/in. Let A,, A2, A, etc., be the atten- random sampling of the fading pattern. In the
uations necessary to bring the various echoes to second, the observer obtains median values of
the reference mark. Then, from each successive Ao or A., by estimation, for a larger number of
pair of echoes, we can determine p the relation frequencies, plots them, and then fits a curve to

the plot. The pulse technique is more involved
than the CW technique described below, but by

A(*-.) n its use it is possible to separate out, identify, and
- A. (n- l)o*" analyze separate modes. Since the ordinary and

since extraordinary waves are oppositely polarized, it is
A Kp K=A po_ . ._ AKpepo-1 possible to obtain one and exclude the other by

T - ..... zh the use of crossed dipoles in a properly phased
circuit.

It is to be noted that the ground-reflection The CW recording method of measuring iono-
coefficient po is generally nearly a constant with spheric absorption has the advantage of continu-
time at any frequency; it cannot be determined ous recording, thereby obtaining reliable median
by using the attenuator readings, but will need to values, but it has the disadvantage of not being
be determined by other means, able to separate the modes of reflection. This
In particular for the first and second echoes: method involves the use of continuous automatic

field-intensity recorders, operating from half-wave
2 A, horizontal dipole antennas, a quarter-wave high,p=A- and broadside to the CW transmitters, which are

located a number of miles away in order to mini-
mize the ground wave, and which also operate on

and the attenuation corresponding to the un- half-wave horizontal antennas a quarter-wave
absorbed echo is high. The maximum radiation and the greatest

2A 2 pick-up factors of these antennas are for verticalsky-wave propagation. The field intensity re-
ceived at any given time is that of a combination'

For the unabsorbed e~cho, usually taken as a of different modes and ordinary and extraordinary
night echo, it is possible to determine an attenua- waves, all fading randomly with respect to each
tor setting AO, which will bring the first unabsorbed other. Approximately, the resultant median field
echo to the same reference mark previously used. intensity is the square root of the sum of the
Then squares of the median values of all of its com-

ponents. From a knowledge of the differential
AoKAKp, etc. absorption of ordinary and extraordinary waves,

and using the root-sum-square rule, the field in-
tensity of the ordinary wave, first echo, can be

Thus we can calibrate the equipment in terms of deduced from the records.
AG for each frequency; in making the measurement, It is possible to interpret the measured median
then, we can deal, if we wish, only with the first field intensity in terms of the reflection coefficientreflection, and obtain, therefore, for each fre- 1 for the or(a wave. It is necessary to cor-
quency: rect for the differences in h' for various frequen-
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cies and times of day, using the regular A'j sweeps from the Beltsville, Md., radio transmitting station
for this purpose. of the National Bureau of Standards, as received

Figures 3.15 to 3.18 show sample vertical-mnci- at the Bureau's Sterling, Va., radio propagation
dence field-intensity recordings using emissions laboratory.

FIuu 3.15 TAia Ieiclicd~c 1Al-~aeut r-orin on 101. ic.
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FIGUnu 3.17. Typical vertical-incidence field-intensity recording on 5892.0 kc..
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Fiouaj. 3.18. Typical uertical-incsdence /ield-inleneily recording on 6995.6 kc.

3.6. Measurement of Sky-Wave Angles can be calculated approximately from a knowledgeof Ar1"val of ionospheric conditions along the path these

conditions are frequently too complex for easy
In designing an antenna for the reception of solution of the problem. It is therefore desirable

radio sky waves, it is desirable to know the angle to make direct measurements wherever possible
above the horizontal at which the principal amount There are three principai methods of measuring
of energy arrives. This angle is referred to as the the vertical angle of arrival: (1) the phase mess-
vertieaV angle of arrival, in designing a trans- urement method, (2) use of a "musa" or multi-
nutting antenna it is equally desirable to know the unit steerable antenna system, and (3) the use of
most favorable angle for the particular path and two antennas having different radiation patterns
frequency. Although the vertical angle of arrival in the vertical plane.
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Because of its relative simplicity the phase the determination of the conditions under which
measurement method is the one most often used. antennas operate, since any antenna system of
This method is based on the fact that when a radio dimensions comparable to those used in the tests
wave from a given direction arrives at two re- would work with such a resu!tant wave. From
ceiving antennas separated by a known distance 3.1 it can be seen that the resolution for small
the phase angle # between the induced voltages is values of 9 is poor and that for an antenna spacing

greater than half a wavelength the equation yields#ff2ivLd cos 9 cos 4, (3.1) a multiple solution for 0. These ambiguities cancpa be resolved by using several antenna spacings
where and noting the value for 9, which repeats in all

d=spacing in meters between the two cases. Having determined approximately the
parallel antennas angle or range of angles involved for a particular

).=wavelengths in meters of the radio wave path, an antenna spacing can be chosen that gives
-=-vertical angle, measured from the hori- a maximum resolution.

zontal, of the downcoming wave Figure 3.19 is a simplified block diagram show-
-=bearin. angle, measured from a line ing the arrangement of the principal components

joining the centers of the two anten- of an equipment for measuring the vertical angle
nas. of arrival by the phase measurement method.

In practice the antennas are so oriented in the The essential features of such a system are a
horizontal plane that 0=0 for the condition of pair of parallel antennas spaced a known distance
propagation along the great circle. Although along the great-circle path to the transmitter, a
propagation is normally by the great-circle path, means of amplifying the radio-frequency voltages
with minor deviations, it is known that large devi- pickled up by the antennas so that they can be
ations are sometimes encountered. In order, observed on a cathode-ray oscilloscope or other
therefore, to eliminate this possibility of error suitable instrument. In practice, a p air of identi-

in the results it is desirable to take bearings cal radio receivers, provided with a common
with a good direction finder at the same time the heterodyne oscillator, is used. The difference
vertical angle is being measured. It is to be noted frequency is then amplified and applied to a
that the accuracy of the phase-measurement cathode-ray oscilloscope or a phase-meter circuit
method is subject to certain limitations. If mea- as indicated in figure 3.19. If the output voltages
surements are being made on a single downcoming from the receivers are applied to the opposite
wave front, the accuracy will depend largely on plates of a cathode-ray oscilloscope the phase
how well the phase difference between the two angle can be determined from an analysis of the
antennas can be determined. If multipath trans- elliptical pattern appearin on the screen. A
mission is taking place, nothin better than a recording phase meter calibrated in terms of
weighted mean figure for the angle of arrival can vertical angle of arrival can be incorporated in the
be expected. In such cases the principal purpose system to provide a continuous record of the
of the observation is however, achieve, i.e., vertical angle.

The musa 'system for measuring the vertical
+ angle consists of an antenna array having a very

sharp lobe which can be steered up and down in the
vertical plane. The vertical an"le is determined
by the position of the lobe at which the maximum
voltage is received. An advantage of this system
is that, if the lobe is sufficiently narrow, the various
angles at which appreciable amounts of energy areY I , arriving can be determined. It can also be made

Ima fully automatic and provide a printed record.
Amy This system has the disadvantage of requiring an

antenna array of formidable dimensions for opera-
tion on frequencies used in ionospheric propaga-
tion.

The third- system mentioned makes use of two
antennas having different radiation patterns in
the vertical plane. The difference between the
voltages induced in the antennas by the downcom-
ing wa-e will then be a function of the vertical

uangle of arrival. The antennas may be either a
pair of identical antennas spaced at different

lRomm 3.19. /ipment for meaaurig O the a angle Of heights above the ground or one can be a hori-
by the phaa-imeaurement method. zontal antenna and the other a vertical antenna.
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SOSNG| irregular quick weak fades, usually signifyinc
normal conditions. In the latter group (regular
quick weak fades) the signals are subdivided intoDO.' either light RQW's or -heavy RQW's; a great
number of RQW's sometimes signifying the ir-
regular conditions preceding an ionospheric storm.

"T"- The received field intensities are noted and com-
pared to values on normal days. The bearings

-•sm -"are further classified into normal, no observed
LZ ,bearing (N. 0. B.) or not able to receive (N.A.R.)- =[Figure 3.21 shows values plotted for a typical

station on a normal day (a) and a disturbed

Used in conjunction with the bearing data are
Fiauaz 3.20. Pquipment for measuring the vertical an#e of observations of the fluctuation of the horizontalrriad bV us. of two antennas having different radiation component of the earth's magnetic field. Read-

ings are taken on a magnetograph giving relative

values of field strength. The readings are taken
In either case the relative gain as a function of over the most active three-hour period in the
the vertical angle must be known. Like the phase preceding 24-hr period and classified into a dis-
measurement method, this system, under condi- turbance factor similar to the geomagnetic K
tions of multipath transmission yields only a activity figures.
weighted mean value for the angle of arrival. If By the use of the above techniques, it is often
the approximate range of vertical angles to be possible to recognize ionosphere storms in their
encountered can be determined, a combination of initial phases and to issue warnings of impendi
patterns can be chosen which provides a maximum disturbance on various transmission paths.
resolution. Figure 3.20 shows the arrangement
of equipment for making measurements according
to this system. 3.8 The Measurement of Radio Noise

The present state of development of vacuum
31. Mesuem.ent of Ionospheric tubes and amplifier circuit technics is such that,

Distubances subject to some limitations in bandwidth, the
ganM of an amplifier can be raised to a very high

A method of detecting the occurrence and value. The practical limits to the gain are set
estimating the severity of ionosphere storms that by the intensity of electrical interference that
has proven quite useful has been developed during may reach the input of an amplifier from the same
the past few years by use of measurements on source from which the amplifier receives its signal
radio direction-finding and associated ionosphere input power, and by the intensity of radio noise
equipments. This has been done by regularly
oserving the bearings and "bearing swings" of a Tim
selected group of radio transmitting stations, ,,..
whose transmission paths pass through or tangent
to the north auroral zone.

For this purpose a number of European trans- " '""mitting stations operting at frequencies between .] J [
9 to 21 Mc are regulay monitored with radio

direction-finding set, consisting primarily of a ,..---------------
four-unit antenna array, a gomometer a receiver, ------

and a visual bearing indicator. The direction -. ----------------
finder is operated in the usual manner; the im- ,
portant characteristic of the direction finder is
that it gives an instanteneous bearing indication, .
so that rapid bearing shifts and swings can be . - l
noted. I i

Bearing deviations, fading characteristics, and
received field intensities are measured -nd an
hourly record is plotted for each of the monitored
stations which shows changes of bearing or a 00- " "V = I M
period of unusual bearing fluctuations. ading I I I I.
characteristics are divided into one of two groups, FaGrz 3.21. Com=parion of bearings on normal and
IQW's and RQW's. The former is the normal diturbed days.
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which s gnerated within the amplifier. The _ _ _

external r interference lends itef readily to WO ff. A

a ication into man-made interference and AM~

natural radio noise. It is not within the scope of
this section to discuss the measurement of man-
made interference. The natural radio noise, in 1- ;
turn, may be classified into several categories W

according to origin. In the frequency spectrum
below approximately 25 Mc the radio noise is
predominantly terrestrial in origin and is known
as atmospheric. Above that frequency the FiGURE 3.22. Atmospheric-noise measuring equipment.
atmospheric noise is low in intensity and it is
possible to detect and measure radio noise coming, over a given frequency band, say the bandwidth
apparently, from interstellar regions. This noise of a receiver, gives the total power content within
is known as cosmic radio noise. At still higher that frequency band. These considerations apply
frequencies, of the order of several hundred strictly only to the fluctuation type of noise; they
meg�ycles, it is possible, by the use of sensitive apply only approximately to impulse-type noise.
and highly directive radio receivers to detect It is then necessary to decide, in measuring the
and measure the intensities of radio noise generated noise output of a receiver, whether to measure the
by the sun. This noise is known as solar radio average voltage, the peak voltage, or the rms
noise. The internal noise of an amplifier may, voltage. The conventional sinusoidal relation-
in turn, be classified into circuit and tube noise, ship connecting these quantities does not hold for
The circuit noise is caused by the molecular the noise. Numerous tests have been made to
agitation of electrons in a conductor and is determine which of these parameters might present
known as thermal or "Johnson" noise after its the best correlation with the interference effect
discoverer. The tube noise is produced in several which the noise has on radio communication, but
ways. The most important of these is that due there is no general agreement at present. Either
to random fluctuation in emission of electrons by the peak or the average noise voltages can be
the cathode. This noise is known as "shot measured by the use of a diode rectifier by proper
effect" ("scHnoTumIT", or "Schottky Effect," charging and discharging time constants.
so named after its discoverer). There is a system, now in wide use geographic-

ally, for measuring required field intensities for a
a. -Aoerle Padio Noise particular service in the presence of atmospheric

noise. A block diagram of this system in im-
A vast amount of effort has been expended on proved form is shown in figure 3.22. It consists

attempts to measure atmospheric radio noise; the of an untuned 25-ft rod antenna connected to a
work as been done by many observers us receiver. A standard voltage generator, keyed
different methods, however, and the results have ove a Morse code signal, is also connected to
been difficult to correlate. There are many the input of the receiver. The output of the volt-
problems involved in the measurement of noise age generator is attenuated until the signal is
intensities. Selection of a suitable antenna is one barely intelligible. The intensity of the field
phase of the problem. Vertical-rod antennas which would produce this signal is then noted.
possess the advantage of uniform gain in n This is a strictly subjective test, in tLat the equip-
directions in azimuth, as well as structural ment depends on the judgment of the operator,
advantages, but they do not have the same gain for for proper evaluation of noise. This equipment
different vertical angles of arrival. This is par has been in use for approximately three years at a
ticularly true if the antennas are longer than a number of stations scattered over the world and
half wavelength. They also have the limitation has been used to collect a substantial amount
of being sensitive only to the vertically polarized of data.
waves. Loop antennas possess some mechanical b. Cosmic and Solar Radio Noise
and electrical advantages, but at the same time
have a disadvantage in that they have distinct The methods of measurement of cosmic and
directive patterns. solar radio noise are substantially the same as

The task of actual measurement of noise is those of atmospheric radio noise, except in the
another phase of the problem. Noise is, by its selection of an antenna. A vertical rod antenna,
nature, a random phenomenon possessing no given because of its "blind spot" in the zenith, does not.
frequency; it lends itself however, to a Fourier- lend itself very well to the measurement of cosmic
inte ral analysis by which it can be resolved into radio noise that comes from a general overhead
a disturbance having a general spectral distribu- direction; a horizontal dipole, on the other hand,
tion of energy with varying intensities at various is good, particularly when it is spaced one-quarter
frequencies. the integration of this intensity wave-length above ground.
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Most of the measurements of cosmic radio noise e4=KTRAF,
published thus far have employed directive antvi-
nam. Only a moderate degree of directivity can er=the noise voltage in volts
be obtained with any reasonable size antennas at K=Boltzmann constant 1.38X 10- joules
these frequencies (a few degrees' beamwidth at a per degree kelvin
few hundred megacycles). A more precise study T=absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin
of this phenomenon is necessarily dependent on the R=resistance in ohms
development of more directive systems. AF=width frequency band over which the

One of the problems that arises in connection measurements are made, in cycles per second.
with measurement of cosmic noise is the calibra- Thus a 100-ohm resistor at room temperature
tion of equipment for sensitivity and for noise (3000 K) will have an open-circuit voltage, due to
inherent in the receiving system. One possible thermal noise, of a pproximately 0.1 pv in a circuit
way of doing it is by substitution of a resistor equal having a 6-kc bandwidth.
in its resistance value to the radiation resistance Thermal noise is extremely important, because
of the dipole. As will be discussed in greater it represents a theoretical limit to the sensitivity of
detail later on, a resistor is a source of noise power receivers. Although a high signal-to-noise ratio
proportional to its resistance value and to its may be, attained over almost any path by the use
temperature. By substituting a resistor at am- of directional antennas, there is no known method
bient temperature one calibrating point will readily of eliminating or reducing the interference of the
be available. If means are provided for varying thermal noise below the theoretical minimum.
the temperature of the resistor, without changng
its resistance value, a number of noise-calibrating e. Shot Noise and Other Sources of Noise
voltages can be obtained. Another method which
is being used in practice is to replace, for calibra- In addition to the thermal noise which is gen-
tion purposes, the dipole by a resistor of equivalent erated in the electrical circuits of a receiver there
value of resistance and to send known noise are several other sources of noise which are present
current through it. This noise current is readily in an amplifier system. For example, noise may
obtainable from a temperature-limited diode and enter from outside because of faulty shielding or
the method will be explained in greater detail filtering, or it may be generated by poor contacts
later on in this section. By the use of this method within the receiver or by defective batteries.
a number of calibration points may be secured These sources are here ignored. However, the
for the equipment. This method is applicable to vacuum tubes themselves are at all times a source
both single dipole antennas and to parabolic of noise. Tubes with oxide-coated cathodes hove
reflector antennas which are used for detailed a phenomenon known as the "flicker" effect
exploration of the sky. which results from shifting active spots on the

coated cathode. The noise components of this
c. Solar Radio Noise effect are principally in the audio-frequency band.

Vacuum tubes may also contribute to the noise by
The methods of measuring solar radio noise ionization of residual gases in the tube. This noise

are identical in principle to those for measuring is a function of imperfections in vacuum exhaust-
cosmic noise. Although parabolic reflectors offer ing systems and, except for qualitative knowledge
the most promising means for obtaining the direc- that it can be reduced by improving exhausting
tivities required for solar measurement, a number technics, does not lend itself to precise analysis.
of observers have used successfully dipole arrays There are two sources of radio noise in a vacuum
similar to those used on low frequency radar equip tube which are more important than the others.
ment and evei yagi antenna systems. The proT- One is known as the "shot effect" and the other
lem of calibrating the equipment is the same as as "partition noise." Shot noise is radio noise
that for calibrating cosmic noise equipment. enerated in the plate circuit of a vacuum tube

because of the corpuscular nature of electricity.
d. Thermal Noise The intensity of shot noise, for a temperature-

In the 1920's it was discovered that an electrical saturated diode, is given by
resistance maintained at a temperature above abso- i,=2eIAF,
lute zero has generated within it an emf which has
equal components at all frequencies. This emf is where
proportional to the square root of the absolute iN=noise current in amperes
temperature of the resistance, and to the square e=charge of electron in coulombs
root of its resistance value. Theoretical consid- (= 1.59X 10-,9)
erations in fact predict such an emf on the basis of I~diode space current in amperes
molecular motion within the resistor. The ex- AF= the width of the band of frequency over
preusion is known as the Nyquist formula and is as which the noise is measured in cycles
ofolows. per second.
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Although this formula is not especially sig- factory standard for rating a receiver or an ampli-
nificant for the purpose of computing the internal tier; however, thermal noise, presenting a rea y
noise of an amplifier circuit a temperature-lrm- computed voltage offers a satisfactory standard
ited diode is extremely useifu as a generator of against which the noise introduced by a receiver
radio noise with an accurately known, uniform or an amplifier can be rated. Based on this prin-
frequency spectrum (limited by the band-width ciple a system of rating a receiver in terms of
of associated circuits), and its performance is "noise figure" has been devised for this purpose.
given by the formula. Random or fluctuation According to this method the noise figure of a
radio noise, generated either in the receiving sys- receiver is a quotient of the ratio of available
tem or outside of it, can be readily measured by a useful (signal) power output to the available
substitution method, using such a diode as a thermal noise power output of the voltage gener-
standard noise generator. ator divided by the ratio of available useful

Shot effect is also present in an amplifier triode (signal) power output of receiver to the total
or pentode, but these operate under space-charge available noise output of the receiver. Because
conditions. The effect of the space charge is to the receiver will contribute noise of its own the
reduce greatly the noise due to shot effect. The second ratio will have a smaller value and the
mechanism by which it effects this reduction is noise figure of a real receiver will always be
fairly well understood, but does not lend itself greater than unity. It can be shown that the ratio
to a simple mathematical analysis. The space of useful voltage to the thermal noise voltage
charge, in effect, acts as a cushion, reducing ran- output depends on the load as well as the useful
dom fluctuations in the emission of electrons by (signal) voltage emf and internal resistance of the
turning back to the cathode a greater number of voltage generator. For this reason a concept
electrons when emission is at peak, and vice versa, of available power is introduced. The available
Comparative magnitudes of the noise currents of useful (signal) power of the generator is defined
a temperature-limited diode and of a good as the maximum which it can deliver. This maxi-
space-saturated triode may be, of the order of mum would be obtained under matched load con-
0.0044 pa for the former and 0.0014 pa for the ditions, when the load resistance would be equal
latter, both values being computed for a band- to the internal resistance of the generator. If Re
width of 6,000 cycles, is the internal resistance of the generator and ea

Partition noise is a property peculiar to multi- is its useful (signal) emf, the available useful power
grid tubes, where the cathode current is the sum is equal to e./4R0 . In a somewhat similar manner
of plate and screen currents and where the output the available thermal noise power of the generator
is taken only from the plate. is defined as 4/4R&, where er is the thermal noise

There is no simple direct way to compute the voltage of the generator. As 4=4KTR0  AF,
noise due to this source; it is nevertheless quite then the available thermal noise output power
important, exceeding, in a space-charged tube, the of a generator is equal to KTAF.
shot effect in magnitude. It effectively bars the If the bandwidth of the receiver is known it is
use of a pentode tube in the low-level stages of possible to measure its noise figure by the use of a
sensitive amplifiers, in which a low noise figure is standard single-frequency voltage generator. How-
the most important criterion, ever, because the bandwidth of the receiver is not

always known very accurately and also because
f. Noise Figures the bandwidth between the half-power gain points

is not exactly equivalent to the bandwidth for
For a number of years the science of radio engi- noise comparison purposes, it has been found very

neering has been faced with a problem of devising useful to employ the shot effect of a temperature-
a system of rating a receiver or an amplifier on its limited diode for measuring the noise figures of
merits from the standpoint of low noise. The receivers and amplifiers. The noise generator
problem has been complicated by the fact that in employing such a diode has uniform frequency
addition to the useful voltage output of a generator distribution of noise power Just as the thermal
(the generator, under operating conditions, would noise power of a resistor. Therefore no correction
be an antenna and the useful voltage, the desired for bandwidth is necessary.
saigal voltage) there is always present in the output Figure 3.23 illustrates the conventional circuit
ofa generator a certain noise voltage. In case of conaections for the use of diode noise generator in
an antenna this voltage would include thermal measuring the noise figure of a receiver. Resistor
resistor noise voltage, and atmospheric and cosmic RG represents and must equal the internal resist-
noise voltages; in case of a standard voltage gener- ance of the voltage generator (antenna, in case of
ator this voltage would include only the thermal a receiver) from which the receiver or amplifier
resistor noise voltage. Because the atmospheric normally receives its input. The procedure for
and cosmic noise voltages are subject to fluctua- measuring the noise figure is as follows: with
tion with time, location and construction and noise diode current equal to zero, the output of
orientation of antenna, they do not offer a satis- the receiver E, which will be amplified thermal
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CHAPTER 4

STRUCTURE OF THE IONOSPHERE

1. Description of the Atmosphere prevails at the height to which it is raised (adia-
batic expansion). Owing to this condition, local-

a. General Nature of the Earth's Atmoqghere ized heating of air masses will cause them to move
upward so that complete mixing of the air is

The general properties of the atmosphere at the possible. This condition extends to a height of
earth's surface are well known. The atmosphere about 10 kin. The region through which it pre-
is composed of molecules of nitrogen, about 80 vails is known as the troposphere. Its upper
percent, and oxygen, about 20 percent with a limit is called the tropopause.
minor admixture of other gases including helium, Above the tiopopause the temperature is about
there being, at the earth's surface, about 2.6X 1025 -550 C (2180 absolute) and reL'7ins essentially
molecules per cubic meter in all; these molecules the same at all heights up to abouu 30 km above
are in a state of thermal agitation traveling with the earth's surface. As a mass of air cools when
random velocities of about 400 m/sec and colliding expanded, any upward motion of air masses in the
with each other at the rate of about 4X109 stratosphere is impossible. Under these condi-
collisions per molecule per second. As we go to tions the various gases of the atmosphere would
greater heights, the pressure decreases and with be in diffusion equilibrium, that is, each would be
it the molecular density and collisional frequency. distributed according to its own partial pressure

The relationship between density and height is and scale height. The formula for the atmos-
given by pheric composition would then be

h

P=poE H, (4.1) a OPE--h/HI•poSE--hIa+PO,iE--s/H . , (4.2)

Po being the density at ground level, e, the base where the additional subscripts a, 1, 2, 3

of the system of natural logarithms, h, the height, refer to the molecules of all gases, and the r mole -
and , te "caleheiht" eqal aproimaely cules of the individual gases present, respectively.and H, the "scale-height", equal approximately A oeueo yrgnwih n-itet

to 7.7 km close to the earth's surface. Thus for A s a molecule of oyyoen the-sixteenth
an increase in height of 7.7 kin, the density de- fo hydr o genw ti escas g eaasf
creases about 63 percent to 1/2.718 of what it for hydrogen will be 16 times as great as for

the lower level. The scale height is given oxygen, or about 100 km. This means that at awas at t lheight of 100 km the number of molecules ofby H=kT/mg (k is the gas constant; T the abso- hydrogen per milliliter will be 1/2.73 of what it
lute temperature, m the molecular mass of the
gas; and g the gravitational constant). The was at ground level, and the number of oxygen
greater the value for scale height the more slowly moleveles wouls e be 1/10,000,000 of the ground-
the density changes with height. Factors of im- level value. Thus gases which are negligible at
portance in increasing the scale height are in- the ground might be the dominant constituents
creases in temperature and decreases in the molec- of the atmosphere at great heights.
ular weight. Thus if the temperature were 2730 C This was the conception of the upper atmos-
(=5460 absolute) instead of 0' C (=2730 abso- phere which persisted until recent years. Obser-

eincreased to 15.4 vations of meteors, refraction of sound waves,lute), the scale height would be icesdt154 sounding balloon measurements, and of late,
km. Similarly, if all the diatomic molecules of measurementsm bne ins ten
oxygen and nitrogen were changed to monatomic measurements made by rocket-borne instruments
molecules, the scale height would be increased to indicate that the temperature above 30 km in-
15.4 kin. With these basic facts in mind the creases with height, reaching a temperature around
15.4skm.vWthithesen facts inthatospe mid the 800 C (3530 absolute) at about 60 kin, after which
observational facts of the atmosphere may be it decreases again to stratospheric or substrato-
examined, spheric temperatures at slightly above 80 km.

This condition-a decrease of temperature with
b. Variation of Temperature and Density With altitude-is favorable to the presence oi ascending

Height air currents, so that vigorous mixing of the con-
stituent gases is likely. It is probable that at this

As we proceed upward from the earth's surface height the composition of the atmosphere is nearly
the temperature and density of the atmosphere the same as at sea level. Above 80 km the tem-
decrease. The decrease in temperature is approxi- perature is thought to rise again, but any state-
mately such that if a mass of air is moved upward ments about temperature and composition in this
it cools by expansion to the temperature which region and above are largely conjectural. This
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region above the stratosphere is called the iono- 4.2. Formation of Ionized Layers
sphere. From such information as is available
regarding temperature, density, and composition a. Ioniing Agents
of the upper atmosphere, the velocity, mean free
path, collisional frequency, and other parameters Ions may be produced in a gas by electromag-
may be calculated. As all of the variables are not netic radiation, including ultraviolet light, X-rays,
definitely established, the calculated values are gamma rays, and cosmic rays. They may also be
different and dependent on the assumptions which produced by the impact of high-speed particles on
are made. Various hypothetical distributions of the molecules or atoms of a gas. Both causes of
the several quantities are shown in table 4.1, to- ionization appear to be present in the upper atmos-
gether with the assumptions on which they are phere, but by far the predominant ionizing agent
based. As new evidence becomes available from is the ultraviolet light from the sun.
future observation, an estimate can be made as to
which assumption most closely approximates the b. Recombination and Attachment
physical facts. The peculiar structure of the up-
per atmosphere is largely the result of the various When ions (and among ions are included free
physical and chemical actions of ultraviolet light electrons) are formed they tend to unite with ions
from the sun. The most important of these is the of the opposite sign to form neutral molecules or
ability of ultraviolet radiation (1) to break down atoms. The rate of change of the ion density is
the oxygen molecule into two unattached atoms given by the equation
and (2) to separate an electron from an atom
whether it is attached to another atom or not. dN/dt=q-WaN, (4.3)
The process of ion production-the separation of
an electron from a molecule or atom-is the one in which N is the number of ions of one sign (or
which most closely concerns the propagation of ion pairs); q, the rate of production, and a the
radio waves, although the other facts are im- coefficient of recombination. For equilibrium
portant too. conditions, q-aN*2 . The value of a is dependent

on conditions in the gas. There is in addition
TAuu 4.1.-Properties of the atmnosphere for tentative another process that is important for electrons.

standard temperatures. As long as an electron is free it can contribute as
much to the propagation of radio waves as 30.000

lute I [ Sped ordinary ions, but if an electron becomes attached
At torm- Burs S pah of IN to a neutral molecule it is no more effective than
b e , w , soun, molecules, (Per Ins) the heavier positive ion which was formed when

Tthe electron was split from the original molecule.
Attachment of electrons to molecules takes place

(a) FOR BOTH DAY AND NIGHT very rapidly at high pressures, where the molecular
- OK -I - - - I -|c density is great. In the troposphere attachment

0 288L. 0 ........- 340.20. 00x10-,NX 10- 8 x I0- takes place so rapidly that the life of a free
2%00 21.0 8.4 I8X 1O•4 2.0 .00109 32.9 149.1 electron is only a few millionths of a second;
30000 21o8 120.1 1864 29.o0 .00476 74.62 I 31.49
40W00 276.7 2t. 388.0 33.85 .024• 1&.27 7.696 attachment probably remains an important proc-
6%3000 30.60 a. 820 •. A : SM 1| 29 1.891 LW ess in the lower portion of the ionosphere but
7%0000 29&9 1 . 3 148 3f47 .M86 0.73 .a350 becomes negligible at great heights.

(b) FOR DAY ONLY c. Theory of Layer Formation

8%0000 266.8 0.375102X 168 34710.84 8.6 10- 8 22 6N991
90000 40 .3878 11 - 310.61 SX-o9 6a The theory of the production of ions in the

100,000 3M3. .073 3384 391.8 20.7 V7. I994
000 3W• .01= 2 •t 5• U .•8. 4 81 41& 8 atmosphere by the absorption of monochromatic
000 3 r 6 129 3 19 0 ultraviolet radiation from the sun has been de-

veloped in detail by Chapman. If dS is the radia-
____ _ORNINL tion absorbed in passing through a thin layer of

M, 2a 06 678 5102X•10-o 310.6 1. 6Xl- 2219X UP 9x1 the atmosphere, then
0%000 26 8 06.• =W 16 32I 76.7 7.08 8•3.7 2528100,0o01 303.0I .00992Ia8. s4.4 28.9 I161.4 7I8?4.8

11400.0 3& .01•S1& 8.63 38,.3 79.9 187.24 2&. dS=ApS(sec x)dl
a 37& 0 W 3Cb 8 1 -0 2L "5 12b o or- dS/S= (Apo sec x)e-CkIdh, (4.4)

1 Dta o te aovetabe ae fom"Tentative tables of the upper attoa.
plSINational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Technical Note No.

120 dGWy 1947)." Colunos I to 6ar as given in the table, and coltuns
ads = pte d = fom constants appearnLelsewhere In the note. in which A is the absorption coefficient, x theWSWfree p for eletrons and for Ions may calculated from tho s t

for molecles by th aproximate formulas Xt.-4- 2., s-n. s s zenith angle, p the density of the atmospheres Ps may be ,ir = Mbut reqassumptons as to extent of at the height h, and S the intensity of the radiation
aproxm n attat. sm 1mgyeqlbl-. they ae giv at that height. As S has its maximum value,
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S., outside of the atmosphere, where A= w, we by the recombination coefficient a. That is,
may solve eq 4.4 and obtain N=/•//0/l+[1/2I1(r x•e(•*-)/Nl It is as-

sumed in the Chapman theory that a is the same
S=S.ce-u.a 1 ).'-IN-(4.5) throughout a given layer. The maximum ion

density, corresponding to I.., is then
The number of pairs of ions produced in each unit
of volume of air is equal to the derivative with N.=,V(Io cos x)/a.
respect to A of eq 4.5 multiplied by cos x and a
constant, P. Designating by h9 the level where the The maximum ion density of a Chapman layer is
rate of ion production is a maximum when x=O thus proportional to the square root of the cosine
and by 10, the rate of ion production at level he of the sun's zenith angle. The behavior of the
when x=O, we have F-layer ionization follows this law reasonably well.

It is of interest to see how the energy absorbed
I'-Ie•h.+U-h)IB1-Cm- 13 (he-h)l' (4.6) from a radio wave passing through such a region

and reflected by a higher one varies with x. In
ho and Io may be determined by the relationships chapter 2, p. 13, the absorption coefficient k is

*&HI=ApIH k-- vNC2

and -2ci•wemwadIO=P-1 JoHe. (4.7) 2Km

where P is the collisional frequency (roughly pro-
Equation 4.6 may be written portional to atmospheric density) and N is the

electron density, corresponding to the ion density
log. N/o1= (he-h)/H+ 1- (see x)eN-A)1H. (4.6a) N derived above.

The total absorption index a, for a vertically
I is a maximum where (A--h)/H=log.(sec x), incident wave, is the integral, fkde, over the path,
and where If we consider only the nondeviative absorption a..

I.11=1o cos X. (4.8) a,=fkds--2 o e•N,, d eh= Co__.aNdh

Equation 4.6 is plotted in figure 4.1 for various
values of x. This shows that the rate of ion 1f the absorption is nondeviative, the quantity PN
production varies with height and has a maxi- will be negligible at heights much less than A, duemum from which the value falls off in both direc- to the low value of N, and also at very great
tions, i. e., it has the characteristics of a layer. heights due to the low value of P, so that we are
The height of the maximum varies with x and the interested in the integral f PNdh. Writing
lowest value is determined by the absorption S-A
coefficient for the radiation. The intensity of the "='oe•-', where a, is the collisional frequency
ion-production is determined by the coefficient 0
and the intensity of the radiation. Changing the 6.5
intensity of the radiation does not alter the height
at which maximum ion-production occurs. Thus
if there are several spectral components in the 4

ultraviolet light for which the absorption coef- -.-

ficients are markedly different, several distinct 3.5
layers of ionization will result, the most strongly .. 5 ,6o.00
absorbed radiation producing the uppermost layer n 50
and the least strongly absorbed radiation produc- 45..- ,.5-
mg the lowermost layer. Likewise, ionized I
layers would result if the gases of the atmosphere ,
were distributed according to their partial pres- 05 -0-"

sures as given in eq 4.2, assuming that the gases
of lowest molecular weight absorb most strongly. -0. 5

As I in eq 4.6 is the rate of ion-production, we
can identify it with q in eq 4.3 and write _1.5

dNldt=JoejIA+-)!19- xb.(h-r4 )H -- aN'. (4.9) - 2.'o 02 0.4 0.6 o0 Lo

For the steady state N is equal to the square Fiovux 4.1. Rate of ion production at various h*eigh. s
root of the first term on the right-hand side divided (-(h--ho)/H) for different values of x.
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at height A* and 4.2. It may be noted that the lower part of the
ion bank closely resembles the distribution de-

N= 4 "4 C•-•n2E.(1I~~im(l- ,•-) duced by Chapman. Since the steady state is
reached more rapidly at lesser heights there is a

ft++a a ./ad tendency for a process of this type to lead to layer
PNdk= (2.'%,q.1/a)e . +-d formation owing to fluctuations in the rate of

ion-production as the zenith angle of the sun
=2HPl47•o1e/a cosPA x, changes. The process'will also lead to the forma-

tion of distinctly separated banks of ions if the
in which z=r-IM" and b= (1/2) (sec x).wllf. Thus incoming ultraviolet radiation is selectively
the nondeviative absorption for a wave penetrat- absorbed or if the distribution of the atmospheric
ing a layer of the Chapman type is found to be gases is in accord with their molecular weights.
proportional to the 3/ power of the cosine of the A similar condition obtains if, in the Chapman
sun's zenith angle. theory, the value of a is dependent on molecular

If we consider that the electrons are removed by density.
the process of attachment of electrons to mole- It is entirely likely that both types of processes
cules, a different type of ion distribution results. apply in the formation of ions in the atmosphere,
The attachment of electrons to molecules is the process cited by Chapman predominating in
proportional to the number of molecules present, the highest levels and the alternate process in the
which is proportional to the density of the atmos- lower levels. These processes are capable of
phere. Therefore, we must substitute Na'pe(-4h)/H accounting for most of the observed effects of the
for aN' in eq 4.9, a' being the attachment co- ionosphere.
efficient and p% the density at A=ko. The equation
becomes 4.3. Observed Distribution of Ion Densities

dN/dt=Ioel[•o+m-.,, is]_ xl•. m-•,1u_ With Height

Natp e(--hek (4.10) Let us examine the facts of the ionosphere as

and in the steady state when dN/dt=O supplied by radio measurements. Since there is a
dependence of ionization on the sun's zenith angle,
the ionization might be expected to exist only dur-

-, - (ing the daylight hours. However, because of the
fact that recombination of electrons with ions or

This type of ion bank has no maximum for the their attachment to neutral molecules takes place
steady. state except at very great heights where at a limited rate, some of the ions persist through
a maxmum is attained by all of the molecules the night hours. It is well, therefore, to consider
becoming ionized. A plot of ion density versus daytime and nighttime conditions separately.
height for this type of ion bank is shown in figure Figure 4.3 shows a typical distribution of ion

densities at midday at a tropical station as de-
-s s- duced from automatic multifrequency ionospheric

s--] - - records obtained by the method described in
! chapter 3. Figure 4.4 shows the distribution at

-1/.1 FO X8_6 midday during the summer at a midlatitude sta-
tion. There are striking similarities in both

35 figures. The presence of three distinct banks of
ions is clear, one at a height of around 300 km, one

- at aheight of 200 km andone at aheightof 100
'X 0*, km. These are referred to as the F2, F1, and E

S -- layers, respectively. Ion densities below about
0 • 1010 equiva ent electrons per cubic meter are not

- -shown because the measuring equipmeDt used is
ý0.5 not sensitive enough to obtain reflections of radio

waves at frequencies corresponding to those ion
S- .5 densities during daylight hours, although the

" - ----- -- frequency range of the equipment is adequate.
This indicates the existence below the E region, of

0.. at o. O o 1.0 a fourth region of ionization called the D region.
/1,. AM Nlft This D region exists practically only in the day-

Fzeuza 4.2. Diabilutir? of o dem With heif ht time, and so strongly absorbs radio waves of
(--(h-h)//), asuming •oon are removed by a•ackm.eu frequencies around 1 Mc (corresponding to an
and 9ag .sdj e azids. equivalent electron density of 1.24X10 °/m' for
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refiection), that reflections at that frequency are midlatitude station selected (the CRPL',station
extremely weak, as compared with reflections at near Washington, D. C.) the P2-layer ion density
the same frequency at night. is greater in winter than in summer.

Comparison of figure 4.4 with a corresponding Similar sets of curves are shown in figures
representation given in figure 4.5 for the same 4.6 4.7, and 4.8 for night hours at the same times
station, for the same time of day but during the and stations. In these it is seen that the Fl-
winter, shows striking differences. As might be layer shrinks to indiscernible proportions at night,
expected, the ion densities of the E layer and the while the E layer is still present but with greatly
Fi layer are lower during winter when, due to reduced ion density. Appreciable ionization per-
obliquity, the ionizing effect of the sun is less. The sists in the F region, throughout the night. It
same is true of the D region, as may be inferred may be "seen" down to the lower limit of the
from the fact that lower ion densities may be frequency range of the measuring equipment
"seen" through it. But the P2-layer ion density indicating that the ions in the D region have been
does not exhi uis characteristic; in fact, at the largely removed.
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The curves in these six figures are plotted for true hundred times as numerous as the electrons. It
heights so that the ion densities may be compared was assumed in making these calculations that the
directly with the molecular densities given in table Lorentz polarization correction should not be
4.1, on the basis of the various assumptions. It applied. If the correction were applied, the
is important to realize that the ion densities are values of ion density would be increased by
computed from directly observed quantities and exactly 50 percent.
although certain assumptions are made in the cal- There is sufficient evidence presented in these
culations the values of ion densities given are far six figures to place confidence in the theory of
more reliable than the molecular densities. It is production of ions in the atmosphere as outlined
assumed, of course, that the ions effective for earlier in this chapter, at least insofar as the
reflection of the radio waves are free electrons. D, E, and F! regions are concerned. Additional
The radio observations verify this assumption, evidence from the many ionospheric observing
although they do not preclude the possibility stations scattered over the surface of the globe
that molecular or atomic ions may be several further supports the theory. The n2 region
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&n to depart decidedly from the simple theory the sun the ions are formed at lower levels in the
Q eseparate consideration. atmosphere, as is indicated by the theoretical

curves in figure 4.1. This general feature is
verified b4 the charts of observed heights. As

4.4. ;phialy ofo Ionized predicted by the theory, the lowest virtual heightsLayO= appea near the subsolar point.

These charts show the minimum virtual heights
a. Fl, E, and D Rsgimzs from which radio waves are actually returned;

therefore they do not correspond exactly to the
The general features brought out by figures 4.3 true heights shown in figures 4.3 to 4.8. In the

to 4.8 are supported by observations from the case of the E layer, radio waves of low frequencies,
worldwide network of ionospheric stations. These which would give evidence of the minimum he*iht
are represented in plots shown in figures 4.9, 4.10 of the layer, are absorbed by the D region. The
4.11, and 4.12 of the worldwide distribution of minimum heights of the F1 layer are similarly
critical frequencies in megacycles (which when screened by the E layer; in addition waves which
squared and multiplied by 1.24 X 10 10 give the are reflected back to earth by the Fn layer must
densities of electrons per cubic meter) for the pass through the E layer where they suffer retards'-
E region and for the F1 region at the equinox and tion as explained in chapter 2. Therefore, the
the solstices for 1945. In constructing the figures it virtual heights are all greater than the true heights.
was assumed that seasonal antisymmetry applied
with respect to the geographic equator, i. e., that b. The P2 Layer
observations during June in a northern latitude
correspond to observations during December in This close agreement with the theory outlined
the same southern latitude. The abscissas in above does not apply for the F2 layer. The
the charts are local mean times, so that the data assumption of simple antisymmetry relative to the
apply for all longitudes for the times shown on equator does not hold for the n2 layer; neither
the charts. Because of the antisymmetry with does the assumption that the n2-layer ionization
respect to the equator, the charts shown for the is the same along a given parallel of latitude for
December solstice have only to be reversed, south the same local time. To represent the n2 layer
for north, to represent the June solstice. four charts are necessary. Figures 4.15 and 4.16

According to the theory of ion production the show the distribution with latitude and longi-
maximum ion density for any latitude should tude of critical frequencies for the equinox and the
occur shortly after noon for boii the E and F December solstice when the sun is over the 690 W
layers, and the value of the maximum should be meridian, and figures 4.17 and 4.18 show thesame
greatest at that latitude where the sun passes when the sun is over the 111* E meridian. In
most nearly overhead. Values of maximum ion constructing these charts the assumption has been
density for any latitude at the solstices should be made that the P2 layer at agiven point when the
nearly the same as the value at the equinox for sun is over the 69* W meridian is the same as it
a latitude which differs from it by the average would be in the reverse latitude, with a change of
difference in declination of the sun. (Since the 1800 in longitude and when the sun is over the
seasons are formed here by grouping the months 111* E meridian. That is, the map for the June
Janua= , February, November, December for the solstice corresponding to figure 4.16 would be
December solstice, and May, June, July, Au t obtained by inverting the contour lines on figure
for the June solstice and March, April, September, 4.18, south for north and vice versa. This
and October for the equinox, the mean declination constitutes an over-simplification of the actual
of the sun at the solstices is ± 19w, not ±-230). conditions, but it serves to illustrate the nature of

The charted values of critical frequency (or ion the problem involved. Distribution of virtual
density) agree very well with the theoretical heights of the n2 layer are shown in figures 4.19
values. The tendency for the gradient of critical and 4.20.
frequency with time to be less steep during the Clearly, a distribution of ionization like this
evening hours than during the morning hours, is cannot be explained as the result of an ionizing
also in accord with theory. The different shapes process which is a simple function of the sun's
of the plots for the solstices as compared with zenith angle, although, because of the distinct
that for the equinox results largely from dis- dependence on solar illumination, there can be no
tortions introduced by the projection used, doubt that the main, if not the only, ionizing agent
although there are some real differences which is solar ultraviolet light.
result from the fact that the apparent course of An important clue to the explanation of the
the sun at the solstices is not a great circle, phenomenon is the distinct difference between the

The charts of minimum virtual heights of the E distribution of ionization when the sun is over the
and Fl layers given in figures 4.13 and 4.14 also 690 W meridian and when it is over the 1110 E
support the theory. For greater zenith angles of meridian. The northern pole of the earth's uni-
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form magnetization is in longitude 690 W, latitude are produced in the atmosphere by corpuscular
78.50 N, and the southern pole is in longitude 111 emissions from the sun in addition to the effects
E, latitude 78.5* S. The division of figures 4.15 of ultraviolet light. The effects of these corpus-
to 4.18 is based on whether the sun is over the cles extend all the way down to the E region.
meridian containing one pole or the other; the Their usual effect is to produce very intense loni-
difference between the two conditions is distinct. zation in the lower levels where absorption takes
It is evident that the earth's magnetic field has a place so that propagation over paths involving
strong influence on the distribution of F2-layer reflections in the auroral zones is seriously ham-
ionization. This is known as the geomagnetic pered. Detailed consideration of these matters
effect on the F2 layer. Another feature of the properly belongs in later chapters.
figures which indicates a geomagnetic effect is
the lower ionization which predominates along 4.5. References
the geomagnetic equator, indicated in the figures
by a dashed line. A smooth approach to a maxi- . Chapman, The absorption and dissociative or ionizingmmof ionization in equatorial regions would be effect of monochromatic radiation in an atmosphere on
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CHAPTER 5

VARIATIONS OF THE IONOSPHERE

5.1. Diumal Variations collisional frequency is so great. Our information
regarding the D region is derived almost entirely

a. I Layer from observations of absorption of radio waves
which are reflected by the other layers and which

The most regular variations of ion density in the must pass through the D region on their round
ionosphere are the diurnal variations. The char- tri between the upper layers and the earth.
acteristics of the diurnal variation of ion density in information about the D region indicates that
any layer (remembering that ion density is propor- its regular diurnal variation is substantially
tional to the square of the critical frequency) may similar to that of the E layer in all particulars.

be determined from examination of the charts in
figures 4.9 to 4.12 and 4.15 to 4.18 in chapter 4. c. Fl Layer
The distribution of critical frequencies for the
E and FI layers may be considered as fixed in the The Fl layer too exhibits most of the charac-
atmosphere with respect to the sun so that the teristics of the E layer, but its characteristics are
earth turns under them. For this reason the complicated by the fact that the F1 layer is formed
E or F1 critical frequency at any place on the at nearly the same height as the n2 layer and at
earth for any time of day may be ascertained by times merges with it to such an extent that the
entering the charts pertaining to the appropriate two are scarcely distinguishable in the vertical-
season for the E or F1 layer with the latitude of incidence records of ionospheric reflections.
the station and following across to the vertical Throughout the night hours ionization persists
line for a given time. in the upper part of the ionosphere, commonly

As the earth turns under these layers of ioniza- called the F r'on. But around su-ise at most
tion the critical frequency of the E layer rises stations the nighttime layer splits i..... two sepa-
from practically zero just before dawn to a maxi- rate layers, the lower of which is the Fl layer and
mum shortly after noon and then falls in a regular the upper is the f2 layer. The critical frequency
manner to practical! zero shortly after sunset. of the Fl layer increases to a maximum shortly
Some vestige of the E layer appears to continue after noon and then decreases, merging with the
through the night. The diurnal variation is much Fn layer around sunset. It is purely a matter of
the same at aWlatitudes, the height of the midday definition to state whether the ionization which

maximum depending upon the altitude to wrch e its throughout the nightisthe Fl or the F2
the sun rises at noon. layer. For this reason no values of F1 critical

There is distinct evidence of the production of frequencies are shown in figures 4.11 and 4.12 of

ions in the E layer both before and after the sun chapter 4 for the night hours, it having been arbi-
is visible at the earth's surface. This does not trarily decided, for reasons which will appear later,
seem to be ascribable to the fact that '"unrise5" to consider the persistent ionization in the F region
occurs earlier and "sunset" later at the altitude during the night hours as a continuation of the
of the E layer, for direct rays of the sun, arriving
tangent, must pass through a "reat thickness P2 layer.
of atmosphere to reach the portion of the at- d. F2 Layer
mosphere where the presunrise and post-sunset
ionization occurs. It may be possible that scatter- Althouh the diurnal variation of the F2
"ing of sunlight from higher layers is responsible for layer exhibits a sufficient number of the charac-
this effect. This is one of the details which has teristics of the E and F1 layers to assure that the
not been cleared up in the theory; otherwise the n2 layer too is produced mainly by the effects of
behavior of the regular E layer is in accord with ultraviolet light from the sun, there are a number
what one would expect from the theoretical con- of conspicuous irregularities which cannot be ex-
siderations outlined in the preceding chapter. plained by the simple theory. At most stations

the maximum ion density occurs well after noon
b. D 11egon and declines rather gradually throughout the night.

The rie in ion density in the morning is much more
Data regarding the D region are, in a sense, rapid for the 2 layer than for either the E or F1

much more limited than those regarding the E layers. Some of these facts can be fairly well ex-
layer. This is because reflections at vertical in- plained by the lowrate of recombination of the elec-
cidence from this layer are rarely obtained due tronsawith positiveionsintheF2layer, due to its ex-
to excuusive absorption at this altitude, where the istence at great heights where collisions are few and
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Wmchment of electrons to molecules is probably separation of the FI and the P2 layers is also less
a prcess which may be ored. conspicuort. in winter than in summer, but the

SThe vagaries of the 4 layer which do not fit result of mppi, addition of the ions of these two
into a simple theory include its lack of symmetry layers is not g.,eat enoagh to account for the high
with respect to longitude. This is shown in figures ion densities observed in the n2 layer during win-
4.15 to 4.18 of the preceding chapter in which it ter. It has been hypothesized that the lower ion
was necessary to show different configurations of density in summer is due to accumulated heating
the n2-layer critical frequencies according to and expansion of the layer which causes the ions
whether the sun was over the 690 W or the 111 E to be dispersed over a greater height in summer
meridian. This indicates that the diurnal varia- but it is difficult to understand why increased
tion of the n2 critical frequency will be different radiation, which is assumed to produce higher
at two stations in different longitudes although temperatures, does not also produce higher ioni-
their latitudes may be the same. In contrast to zation as well. The close connection which exists
our models for the E and F1 layers, in which the between the distribution and changes in ion
pattern of the critical frequency contours is density of the n2 layer and the earth9s magnetic
regarded as fixed with respect to the sun while field suggests that many of the phenomena may
the earth turns under them, the pattern of the find explanation in the effect of the magnetic
contours of the n2 layer changes as the earth field and the electromotive forces produced by
rotates the configuration shown in figure 4.15 changes in the magnetic field on migration of the
gradually changing into that shown in figure 4.17 ions in accord with the relationships set forth in
and vice versa as the earth rotates, while the chapter 2.
contours in figure 4.16 are similarly worked into
those of figure 4.18. Another striking character- 5.3. Solar Phenomena
istic of the n2 layer is that critical frequencies
around noon are not highest in equatorial regions. a. Solar Radiation
The highest values occur around 200 from the
geomagnetic equator, with a trough along the As has been pointed out, the main ionizing agent
geomagnetic equator itself. of the various layers of the ionosphere appears to

The geomagnetic equator appears to bear a be ultraviolet radiation from the sun. Our knowl-
special significance in the configuration of the edge of the solar spectrum in the ultraviolet. must
contour lines; also, an adequate representation of be obtained by inference, because absorption of
the world-wide distribution of the n2 layer requires ultraviolet light by the upper atmosphere prevents
separate presentation according to whether the its direct observation at the earth's surface, and
mnis over the69Wor the 110 meridian, which even observations by rockets are subject to severesuridanis over inres y the W or tlimitations.
meridians contain respectively the northern and The intensity of the spectrum in the ultraviolet

These facts indicate that tSe earth's magnetic may be calculated from the intensity of visible
field has an effect on the distribution of the ion lt of the sun by assuming that the sun radiates
density of the n2 layer, an effect which must be as a black body. These calculations lead to an
taken into account in predicting frequencies to be intensity of radiation which seems too low to
used for radio communication, account for the intensity of the ionization which

is observed. Furthermore, since various nuclear
and atomic processes are taking place in the sun

5.2. Seasonal Variations and in its atmosphere, there is reason to suspect
that departures from black-body radiation in the

Seasonal variations of the D, E, and F1 layers th drtues from theckpecyradiati oni
conor coslyto what is to be expected froth high frequency end of the spectrum may be con-conform closelythe siderable. Many of our inferences regarding solar

theoretical considerations. As the apparent posi- radiation in this part of the spectrum are drawn
tion of the sun moves with the changes in season from observations of the ionosphere.
from one hemisphere to the other the maximum of
ionization in those layers shifts correspondingly. b. Sunspot
The lag in meteorological conditions behind the
astronomical seasons appears to be, at the most, Among the most conspicuous of solar phenom-
only weakly reflected in the ionosphere. There ena are the sunspots. Their exact nature is not
are a few irregularities in the observed data which known, but they appear to be vortices in the gases
have not yet been marshalled into a complete which comprise the visible surface of the sun.
picture, but these are of minor importance. Although the sunspots themselves appear dark,

The n2 layer exhibits marked departures from the physical processes they produce (or which pro-
this idealized conception. In most localities the duce them) involve radiations of very high energy.
F2 ion density is greatest in winter and least in Around the sunspots are areas which emit bright
summer, quite the reverse of what would be ex- radiation from ionized calcium atoms, from bydro-
pected from the simple theory. The distinct gen atoms, helium atoms, and numerous other
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pae of the solar atmosphere. ft is reasonable to occurs at times of sunspot minima. At other times
smunms that these visible emissions are associated even the mean annual number has been known to
with corresponding emissions in the ultraviolet; rise as high as 140, with daily values running into
if go, the ultraviolet radiation coming from the the hundreds. These conditions occur at the
sun must be far more variable than the visible maximum of the sunspot cycle (see fig. 5.1).
radiation from the sun's whole disk, which radi- The time from minimum to minimum of the
ates nearly as a black body, for the visible bright- sunspot cycle is variable, but it averages around
line radiation is highly variable. 11 years. The height of the maximum and the

Associated with sunspots are strong magnetic depth of the minimum vary from cycle to cycle.
fields, running up to several tenths of a weber per Usually the time from minimum to maximum is
square meter, extending over areas of billions of less than the time from maximum to minimum.
square kilometers. In certain types of groups of A tendency for high maxima to occur early in the
sunspots, known as multipolar groups, the mag- cycle has been pointed out by numerous investi-
netic fields are extremely complicated and subject gators.
to rapid changes. Such groups contain many This 11 year sunspot cycle is reflected in the
distinct spots n are designated as active groups. variation of several geophysical phenomena in-
They are frequently large enough to be visible volving the electric and magnetic condition of the
to the naked eye. earth. Records of terrestrial magnetism cover-

In addition to the electromagnetic radiations ing the last 100 years show that magnetic storms
emanating from regions around spots, occasional are more numerous at times of sunspot maxima
outbursts of corpuscular radiation occur which than at times of sunspot minima (see fig. 5.2).
reach the earth and cause striking ionospheric Auroral activity, which is closely related to mag-
effects. There is evidence that these radiations netic activity, also reflects the sunspot cycle.
sometimes attain cosmic ray energies. It has The diurnal variations in terrestrial magnetism,
been suggested that the changing magnetic fields which involve other processes than those re-
of active sunspot groups, acting on the same spoisible for magnetic storms, vary in intensity
principle as betatrons, are responsible for these with the sunspot cycle, increasing about 50 percent
radiations. These sunspot regions are also sources in intensity from minimum to maximum. As
of radiations in the radio spectrum which are the propagation of radio waves at the frequencies
known as solar radio noise, discussed in this volunme depends upon the electric

The sunspots seem to be imbedded in the general state of the upper atmosphere, it is to be expected
body of the sun and are carried with it in its that effects of the sunspot cycle will appear in
rotation, which has an average period of about propagation phenomena.

27 days. The life of an individual group may
amount to several of these rotation periods,
although its active stage may last through only 5.4. Effects of the Sunspot Cycle on the
one or two rotations. Thus sunspots exhibit a Ionosphere
quasi-periodic variation which persists for several
solar rotations as spot groups are turned toward One important ionospheric effect associated
or away from the earth. with increases in solar activity is an increase in

ion density of all layers, resulting in higher
C. The Sunspo Cycle critical frequencies for the E, F1, and h2 layers and

higher absorption in the D region. This permits
The most important variation of sunspots is the the use of higher frequencies for communication

11-year sunspot cycle. ShortJy after this cycle over long distances at times of sunspot maxima
was discovered in 1851 a method was devised for than would be usable at times of sunspot minima.
measuring the intensity of sunspot activity by use The increased absorption in the D region, which
of the so-called Wolf "sunspot number". A num- has the greatest effect on the lower frequencies,
ber is formed for each day by multiplying the requires that higher frequencies be used, but the
number of distinct visible sunspot groups by 10 over-all effect is an improvement in propagation
and adding thereto the number of individual spots conditions during sunspot maxima as the critical
observable in the groups. A sunspot number is frequencies are enhanced more than the absorption
observed for each day and monthly and annual limits.
means formed therefrom. In the following dis- The changes in noon values of the critical fre-
cussions all mention of sunspot numbers refers to quencies of the E, Fl, and F2 layers with sun-
this Wolf sunspot number. The 11-year sunspot spot numbers are shown in figures 5.3, 5.4, and
cycle is clearly revealed by this series of numbers, 5.5. These data are based upon the records of
which extends back as a homogeneous series for the CRPL station near Washington, D. C., and
nearly 100 years. For months at a time the visible the Carnegie Institution stations near Huancayo.
surface of the sun may be devoid of spots so that Peru, and near Watheroo, Western Australia,
the sunspot number is zero. This frequently These stations have the longest series of observa-
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Fiouiaz 5.1. Photographs of sun on December 14 1948 during a period of lotv sunspot activity, and on FebruarY 4, 19486, during
a perioJ of high sunspot activity.

FiuaRz 5.2. Geomagnetic activity (U) and relative sunspot numbers (R), annual means, 1836-1941.

tions available at the present time covering more ionosphere by recombination. In the R2 region
than one complete sunspot cycle. They also recombination is probably the most important
represent wide geographic areas, Washington process. Asfo for this layer increases by a factor
being in the northern hemisphere, and Watheroo of approximately two from sunspot number 0 to
in the southern, with Huancayo near the equator. sunspot number 100, the ionizing radiation of the
Observations from all these stations indicate the sun responsible for the formation of that layer
same characteristics for the various layers. The must increase sixteen-fold for the same variation
preatest variation with sunspot numbers occurs in sunspot numbers. The variation of visible solar
in the n2 layer, whereas the Fl and E layers radiation from sunspot minimum to sunspot max-
exhibit nearly the same variation. Variations in imum is almost imperceptible.
the D region seem to parallel closely the variations
in the F1 and E layers, but the observational data 5.5. Short-Term Fluctuations
for that layer are not so complete and definite.

It is of interest to consider the implications of Superposed on these long-term trends of the
these variations. As may be seen from the figures ionosphere are short-term fluctuations, many of
the relationship between critical frequencies and which appear to be related to concurrent fluctua-
sunspot numbers is substantially linear for all tions in the sunspot numbers. As the number of
three layers. From eq 2.26 and eq 4.3, there is a visible sunspots changes from day to day because
definith relationship between critical frequency, of the solar rotation or the formation of new spots
f0, maximum ion density, N, and intensity of the or disappearance of old ones on the visible part of
rate of ion production, q, given by qocfo4. This the sun, absorption by the D region also changes
follows from the relations (see fig. 5.6). Similar changes are observed in the

E-layer critical frequency. These changes in D-
q=aN2 and fo= 4/Ne2/4vA4m region absorption and E-layer critical frequencies

do not exhibit a one-to-one correspondence with
if we assume that electrons are removed from the the daily sunspot numbers, presumably because
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outside of it, the correlation becomes negative,
indicating that high values of critical frequency at

° . one station are associated with low values at the
.____ _•_other (see fig. 5.8). This is additional evidencethat the R2 region is affected by the earth's

magnetic field; it shows that the major day-to-day

_____ -o o_ .fluctuations of the F2 layer are not due to changes
o •in ultraviolet radiation, as that would require

that the world-wide fluctuations should be in
1_ 0 unison.

-"r wBecause of this variability of the n2 layer,
precise predictions of its critical frequencies can-

o __ - not be made for individual days, although seasonalI and long-term trends, and geographic distribution
.0- may be accurately outlined in advance. It is

necessary in selecting frequencies for long-distance
_____ communication to allow for these fluctuations.

5.6. Sporadic-E Layer

F1 In addition to these rather regular character-
" ,"istics of the ionosphere there are a number of

_ •a •.o0 oanomalous effects which have important bearing
on propagation phenomena. One of the most

1E 0 SIC "I o &f.-40 &MOO" important of these is the occurrence of a sporadic-E

l ~ ~ I I I
0SS1 4 So so 10 0 0 00 .0 a*

Fxouuu 5.3. Variation of 12-month running-average fOR, _

*Fi, f*FS, at noon for Washington, D. C., with 15-month Arunning-average sunspot number. • p,.•oosOoo

- 0___ ______ ______ DEC 0-MS

the number of sunspots is not an exact measure 0

of solar ultraviolet radiation. These variations "
exhibit wide geographic range; they are not effects
which are observed at one station and not observed
at others. o - 0

Fluctuations in n2 critical frequencies from o

day to day are greater than the fluctuations of the S ,0 °_°_"_"
E, FM, and D layers. Including the effects of d --
magnetic and ionospheric storms, to be discussed o
later in this chapter, the variability of F2 critical ___"

frequencies is such that, on the average, in one
occasion out of 10 the critical frequency at a given
station differs from the running average value by
more than ± 15 percent. This corresponds to a
range of ±30 percent in ion density or, assuming
the entire effect arises from changes in the rate of o00 o e - -
ion production, a range of ±61 percent in that _ o____ o ___.

quantity. However, the P2-layer fluctuations A"
are not in general world-wide in character. For ,°
illustration, the correlation between daily fluctua- *0S

tions in values of critical frequency at noon for
stations in approximately the same longitude but o. •*
in different latitudes decreases rapidly as the
separation between stations increases, so that for ,L , 4 ".
separations of 1,000 km the correlation coefficient M
is only 0.5, whereas for separations of 3,000 km it FrGURE 5.4. Variation of 12-month running-average f&E
is negligible (see fig. 5.7). If one station lies f*F1, f5F., at noon for Hua-cayo, Peru, woith 15-m• a
within the equatorial trough and the other lies running-average sunspot number.
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FIounR 5.7. Correlation coefficient for pairs of stations versus
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FIURI 5.5. Variation of 12-month running-average f*B, -0. K0

f*Fi, f*Ff, at noon for Watheroo, W. Australia, with o W W 3o. 400 i"W
12-month running-average sunspot number W3RAK IOMWETIC LATITUD (MNORTH)

FxIGaU 5.8. Correlation coefficient between dail noon values
of f*FS at pairs of stations as a function of emagnetic
latitude and station separation.

n Im • ",I . . • - I - I I I layer, usually des'ated as Es, which cannot be
s 'to____....___.... ____'_"_"___ accounted for by theaprocesses which give rise to

*•- ,"" the normal E-layer ionization.SRn Sporadic-E layer phenomena are manifested on
multifrequency ionospheric records by the ap-

earance of reflections from the E region at

_ _ _ _ _frequencies above the normal E-layer critical
frequency. Usually these reflections come from
a slightly greater height than the normal E re-

Lea flections, since -the normal critical frequency can
.I -_,be measured sometimes while & prevails. Some-

times Es consists of an extremely efficient radiat-
Ut -ing surface, which is capable of reflecting so much

LT. of the energy radiated from the transmitter, even
at frequencies of 10 to 15 Me, that reflections
from the other layers of the ionosphere are com-
pletely blanketed out. At other times Es may beS................ ' '' ' so "thin" that although vertical-incidence reflec-

FimGnz 5.6. Efect of sunspot variations on short-time varn- tions from it occur well above the normal E
ations in radio absorption at vertical incidence on 2,061 critical frequency, reflections from the higher
ke/sec. (superposition of 18 epochs selected for sunspot layers may still be "seen" through it. Es re-
maximum 1946-46). flecting low frequencies is observed more often

than that reflecting high frequencies. The data
obtained so far fit fairly well the hypothesis that
logarithm of percentage of time of occurrence of
Es capable of reflecting any frequency is inversely
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proportional to the frequency. Records of reflec- regularly "seen" through them. In the auroral
i s from Es do not exhibit a cuspate form at, regions reflections from the E region which seem

their upper limits such as are asso'ýiated with to be associated with the appearance of auroras
critical frequencies of the regular ionospheric are frequently obtained.
layers. The nature and cause of the sporadic-E layer

This sporadic-E layer may occur during the are not yet understood. There is no evidence
day or during the night. The exact diurnal, that the sporadic appearance of abnormal reflec-
seasonal, and long-term distributions of its occar- tions from the E layer in middle latitudes is the
rence are difficult to ascertain because of absorp- same phenomenon as the prevalent daytime
tion during daylight hours by the D region and sharp boundary reflections above the normal E
variable sensitivity of the measuring equipment critical frequency in the tropics, or the E reflec-
at different frequencies. its occurrence is frequent tions concurrent with auroral manifestations in
enough that from 25 to 50 percent of the time high latitudes. It is fairly clear that all abnormal
long-distance propagation at frequencies up to 15 reflections from the E region cannot be due to the
Mc in middle latitudes is rendered possible by same cause. In certain cases it has been shown
Es. Occurrence of Es is not simultaneous at all that meteors produce ionization in the E .'egion
stations. which is capable of reflecting radio waves, even

lstations, at very high frequencies, in fact, some investi-
Tropical stations, in general, exhibit troi E$a gators believe that meteors are the predominantthan stations in higher latitudes. At tropical cueo prdcElyrfrain

stations during daylight hours, however, reflcc- cause of sporadic-E layer formation.
tions from the E layer, at frequencies above the 5.7. Solar Flare Disturbances
regular critical frequency of that layer, are %f
common occurrence due to sharp boundary reflec- At times communication on high frequencies by
tions, but reflections from the upper layers are sky-wave propagation over the daylight hemi-

I

0i

"""F DU.. E TO SOLAR FLAW.

//

11o0 #too 1300 1400 1500 lo0 1700

TIME IN HOURS

FPo uiz 5.9. Effect of solar flare on radio signals receteed from W8XAL, Mason,
Ohio, as measured at Sterling, Va.
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sphere of the earth is rendered impossible by abnor- which have been kr-wn for a long time as mag-
mally great absorption. This condition may pre- netic storms. Because of our extensive knowledge
vail for a length of time from a few minutes to of magnetic storms derived from observations of
several hours. Onset of this condition of absorp- the earth's magnetic phenomena, extending back
tion is usually very sudden; recovery is more over more than a century, the general character-
gradual (see fig. 5.9). As revealed by the multi- istics of magnetic storms will be discussed first and
frequency records this anomalous absorption thLI their associated ionospheric characteristics
appears as a complete blanking out of reflections will be brought out.
from all layers of the ionosphere; no reflections are Magnetic storms are disturbances of the earth's
returned from the absorbing region either. As magnetic field lasting for a length of time from
reflections from all layers are affected, it is clear several hours to several days during which the
that the absorption must occur in a region between magnetic field fluctuates over much wider limits
the earth and these layers, which means that this than it ordinarily does. These fluctuations are
abnormal absorption is probably a D-region phe- not only marked by their magnitude, but also by
nomenon. When the absorbing region disappears their irregularity. During magnetic storms the
by recombination of the ions or electrons, reflec- field may change by several percent in middle
tions from the upper layers appear again and latitudes and the rate of change may be as great
indicate that no change has occurred in them as one percent per minute, as contrasted with
either with respect to virtual height or ion density, quiet conditions when the field changes are only a
except such as is due to normal variation. Occa- few tenths of 1 percent in several hours (see fig.
sionally the absorbing layer is sufficiently trans- 5.10). In spite of the irregularity of the field
parent for the upper layers to be "seen" through changes, a number of systematic characteristics
it. At such times it is observed that they are un- have been isoiated. The field changes associated
affected by the agency producing the absorption. with a typical magnetic storm may be described,

Examination of the sun at the times of occur- but a particular magnetic storm may differ from
rence of these effects revealed that in all cases the typical storm in many ways.
where suitable solar data were available the Many magnetic storms begin with a sudden
appearance of this anomalous absorption was commencement which is simultaneous all over the
simultaneous with the appearance of an outburst earth to within a few seconds. During the next
of bright light in the solar chromosphere. These few hours the horizontal component of the earth's
bright chromospheric eruptions are usually seen magnetism remains above normal. This is called
best in the alpha line of hydrogen, but may be the initial or positive phase of the storm. Then
seen in the light from other chromospheric ele- the horizontal force drops rapidly to well below
ments also. In clearly defined cases the onset of normal values. This is called the main, or nega-
absorption is coincident with the onset of the tive phase. Recovery continues for the next few
eruption and its duration is the same as that of days in what is known as the post-perturbation
the eruption, indicating that the disturbing agency period. The most violent and erratic changes
is propagated from the sun to the earth with the occur during the transition from the positive to
velocity of light. These solar flare disturbances, the negative phase. The field changes are such
often referred to as sudden ionosphere disturb- as might be due roughly to a ring current encir-
ances (SID), are the only ionospheric phenomena cling the earth at a distance of several thousand
discovered so far which have been directly associ- kilometers flowing first in one direction (positive
ated with individual events observed on the sun; phase) and then in the other (negative phase).
relationships between ion densities and sunspots, In the auroral zones the changes are most
both long-term and short-term trends, are statis- erratic. These auroral zones are belts about 200
tical effects which are revealed by average in radius, encircling the geomagnetic north and
characteristics of both phenomena, not by indi- south poles, which are in 78.6' N. latitude, 690 W.
vidual events. longitude, and 78.50 S. latitude, 111' E. longitude.

Here the effects are such as would be caused by
5.8. Ionospheric Storms intense east-west currents flowing along the zones

associated with disperse return currents in lower
a. Magnetic Storms latitudes. There is conclusive evidence that the

currents flowing along the auroral zone are con-
The most striking of anomalous ionospheric fined to the ionosphere, their most probable

phenomena are ionospheric storms. They are in heights being about 100 kin, which places the
no way associated with the meteorological storms currents in the E region.
which occur in the lower part of the troposphere. The auroral zones are so-called because aurora
They derive their name from the similarly erratic are most frequently seen there. In the zones
character of both phenomena. They are one aurora may be seen on every clear night, but as
aspect of the severe electromagnetic disturbances one moves from the auroral zones either toward the
to which the earth is frequently subjected and geomagnetic poles or toward the geomagnetic
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equator, aurora are seen lesa frequently. During sunspots, a series of 27-day recurrences of magnetic
intense magnetic storms the auroral zones shift storms does not continue indefinitely. It has also
to lower latitudes and with them shift the char- been established that magnetic storms occur, in
acteristic magnetic disturbances. During un- about 50 percent of the cases, within a day to two
usually stormy conditions aurora have been seen of the time when an active sunspot group passes
even at Samoa. the central meridian of the sun. These principles,

b. Relation to Ssp the 27-day recurrence, frequency of magneticb. Rlatin toSunsotsstorms at and after the maximum of the sunspot

A close relationship, in the statistical sense, cycle, and association of magnetic storms with
between magnetic storms and sunspots has been central meridian passage of sunspots furnish a basis
established. During and slightly after the maxi- for prediction of magnetic storms. During the
mum of the sunspot cycle magnetic storms are later part of a sunspot cycle the 27-day recurrence
most frequent and tend to be most violent (see tendency is pronounced, and then affords the
fig. 5.2). A tendency of magnetic storms to recur most reliable single means for predicting magnetic
at 27-day intervals, that is, the rotation period of storms. During the early part of the cycle the
the sun, is also established, but like recurrences of recurrence tendency is much less marked so that

a 0 14 I to 20 22 2•4
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considerable reliance must be placed on predictions the ionosphere is most likely to be affected. The
from visible solar phenomena. appearance of auroral displays (visible, of course,

only during the dark hours) in lower latitudes
c. Causes produces high absorption due to the creation of

ionization at low levels where the ions engage in
A better understanding of the vagaries of these frequent collisions with the neutral molecules of

electromagnetic disturbances may be derived from the air. This is the absorption effect which is
examination of the theory of their cause. The usually observed during ionospheric storms. Shift-
most satisfactory theory of these phenomena ing of the auroral activity to lower latitudes during
attributes them to the effects of charged corpus- intense magnetic storms explains in part the im-
cular radiation from the sun. These corpuscles pairment of radio communication during such
are shot out in individual blasts from active regions times. Communication over paths where the
on the sun which are usually associated with active reflection takes place in very low latitudes is less
sunspot groups. The bursts of corpuscles do not likely to be affected. For this reason communica-
always leave the sun perpendicular to its surface tion b ,o'tipn North America and Europe which,
so that whether or not they engulf the earth is foil tt-circle path, is reflected by the
largely a matter of chance. As they approach the ionu -. igh latitudes, is frequently disrupted
earth they are deflected by the magnetic field in by electromagnetic storms. Communication is
accordance with the principles developed in frequently maintained at such times by relaying
chapter 2; some come down the lines of force in the traffic through low latitude stations, which are
polar regions, producing the aurora, while others less subject to disturbance.
encircle the earth to produce the ring current. The glayer is not appreciably affected by the
Reaching the denser parts of the upper atmosphere, storms except when the intensity of disturbance is
the polar corpuscles produce ionization at all very great. However, absorption at low levels
levels down to about 80 km. during storms often impairs propagation conditions

to such an extent that communication by modes
d. Depression of Critical Frequencies involving E-layer reflections is not satisfactory.

The disturbances in the ionosphere that are
associated with these electromagnetic storms f. Changes in Layer Heights and Anomalous
seriously impair communications over long dis- Cerleighs
tances. The most conspicuous effects are lowering Reflections
of the critical frequencies and increase in absorp- In addition to changes in ionic density of
tion. Thus the band of usable frequencies, those the layers durn ionospheric disturbances great
low enough not to penetrate the ionosphere but the layer heig onosp he d 2trayereat
great enough not to be excessively absorbed, is changes in layer h eights occur, the F2 layer often
considerably narrowed or, during the more intense rising to heights well above the normal ones.

somwiped out altogether. Communication Abnormal stratification of the region also occursstorms, wipediourbancethen possibatis so that overlapping reflections are returned fromduring these disturbances, when possible, is telyradteohriecerydfndciia

considerably impaired by various types of fading. the layer and the otherwise clearly defined critical
During the early part of a storm, corresponding frequencies do not appear. i cto he osiivephae o th manetc dstubane, In the auroral zones, ionization capable of

to the positive phase of the magnetic disturbance, reflecting radio waves is often produced in the E
ionospheric conditions are usually not greatly af- region during disturbances although the region at
fected. For this reason it is frequently possible o the time may not be illuminated by ultraviolet
warn radio operators several hours in advance light. It is presumed that such ionization is due
when disturbances are likely to occur, although t corpuscular radiation. Similar effects have
the intensity of the disturbance cannot be foretold. also been noted at the geomagnetic equator, but
As the disturbance develops, the ion density 'in there is reason to doubt that the two effects are
the F region drops, with attendant lowering of the due to the same mechanism.
critical frequencies, the main effect being asso- The extensive knowledge of electromagnetic
ciated with the F2 layer. During daylight hours storms, gained from the lengthy series of observa-
depression of the ion density is not as marked as tions of the earth's magnetism, may be applied
during night hours because then the continual dirtl o the prth's of may pplied
flux of ultraviolet light from the sun serves to directly to the problems of radio propagation.
maintain the ionization against the adverse effect Thus, had the sunspot-cycle relationship and 27-
of the storm. day recurrence of magnetic storms not been estab-

lished, it is doubtful if we would have confidence
e. Absorption in the reality of the corresponding ionospheric

effect, owing to the limited interval of time over
When violent changes in the magnetic field which we have comprehensive ionospheric observa-

occur, even during the early stages of the storm, tions.
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CHAPTER 6

MAXIMUM USABLE FREQUENCIES

6.1. Itroduction dence which corresponds to the critical frequency
at vertical incidence. Whereas the critical fre-

Early experimenters in high-frequency radio quency is, for vertical-incidence reflection, the
transmission noted that for any fixed distance of frequency below which waves will be reflected by
transmission there was an upper limit of frequency a given layer of the ionosphere and above which
which could just be transmitted. This upper- they will penetrate that layer, the maximum
limit frequency was in general greater for greater usable frequency for a given great-circle distance
distances up to 4,000 km, was greater in the day- along the earth is the highest frequency of waves
time than at night, and was greater on a winter that will be reflected from a given layer of the
day than on a summer day. The existence of this ionosphere and return to the earth at that distance
upper-limit frequency depends on the fact that from the transmitter.
the ionization in the ionosphere will reflect only In the ionosphere the refractive index y' for s
waves of frequencies less than a certain critical radio wave of frequency f' has a value less than
value; this value is called the "maximum usable unity. If we neglect the effect of the earth's
frequency" (abbreviated muf). At frequencies magnetic field, ,' as a function of the transmitted
above the maximum usable frequency for a given frequency is given by
distance the wave is said to "skip."

The maximum usable frequency for high-
frequency transmission via the ionosphere over I N (6.1)
any given path at any instant is an important
quantity. If the operating frequency is above where
the maximum usable frequency thW wave skips, f N
since, as will be seen below, it then will not be i" k-4 n
reflected from the ionosphere. As the operating
frequency is decreased below the maximum usable f =wave frequency or operati frequency
frequency in the daytime, it becomes increasingly (i. e., the frequency of the oblique-
attenuated, since as pointed out in chapter 7, incidence wave)
in the high-frequency range the lower the fre- N=equivalent electron density per cubic
quency the greater the ionospheric .bsorption. meter
Hence it is usually desirable for transmission to e=electronic charge in coulombs
occur on a frequency as near to the maximum m= electronic mass in kilograms
usable frequency over the path at any instant as ke=dielectric constant of free space
is feasible under conditions prevailing in practice. (1/36w) 10-9.
For this reason a technic of prediction whereby
the proper operating frequency may be chosen Considering a plane ionosphere and plane earth,

maximum usable frequency i as illustrated in figure 6.1, with a wave frequency

highly desirable. ef incident on the ionosphere at an angle 40, it is
There exists a direct relationship between the evident that the wave will become horizontal at a

maximum usable frequency and the condition of true height at which the refractive index for the
the ionosphere. Knowledge of this relationship given wave is j'=sin #0.
makes it possible to predict median values of
maximum usable frequency for propagation over .......--......- ...---
any path at any time of day in any future month.
It is the purpose of this chapter to describe this ------------
relationship, the method of predicting basic world
charts of maximum usable frequency, and the
method of problem solution by using world charts. Its

6.2. Obtainng Maximum Usable Frequen-

cies From Vertical-Iciddence Sweeps

a. Transmniion-Curve Technics D

In an ionized layer there exists a "maximum Fisuau 6.1. luetration of equivalecm heorem for a flat
usable frequency" for reflection at oblique inci- earth and flat oiosphere.
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Now at that same height there will be a fre- lence theorem, since a frequency f picked off the
quencyJ lower thanrj', which will just be reflected ionosphere sweeps at any virtual height A' is the
at vertical incidence. As for this case the angle equivalent vertical-incidence frequency corre-
of incidence #e0o, the refractive index q for the sponding to an actual transmitted frequency fJ
equivalent vertical-incidence frequency f at this propagated at oblique incidence, which enters the
height is equal to 0 or in eq 6.1 ionosphere at such an angle #'o that the height of

the equivalent triangular path is equal to the
V- above-mentioned virtual height h'

Then for any frequencyf scaled off the record,
still assuming a flat earth and a flat ionosphere,

or eq 6.2, J'=J sec #a, still holds.
fN=f. Considering any distance of propagation D, the

angle of incidence 0 is, by geometry, a simple
Then substituting in eq 6.1 and solving for ,' function of the height of the equivalent triangular

path. For the simple case of a flat earth, for ex-
ample, shown in figure 6.1

D
from which #o=-tan-' (6.3)

I'=f sec #. (6.2)
Taking account of the earth's curvature, 4'. is

This equation, the well-known "secant law", given by
states that the frequency which will be reflected _ sin 0(.
from a plane ionosphere at a given height at , taxi' (6.4)
oblique incidence is equal to the secant of the 1+ R Cos 30
angle of incidence t:imes the frequency which will
be reflected at vertical incidence at the same true where R is the radius of the earth, and a is the
height. angle at the cehter of the earth subtended by the

Sweep records (hWf records) which are obtained transmission path.
by pulse technic, using multifrequency equipment, Assuming a flat earth and a flat ionosphere, then,
give the virtual heights at wbch vertical-incidence if we take the h'J curve for the F2-layer ordinary

uencies throughout a range are reflected. Al- wave, such as the one illustrated in figure 3.8
though true heights cannot be obtained directly (chapter 3), and scale a frequencyf at a low virtual
from these records by a simple method, there hegh t far down on the trace and then obtain see
fortunately exists an important relationship that ofor that height from eq 6.3, we can substitute
makes the records of virtual height versus fre- in eq 6.2 and obtain a value off'.
quency directly usable. As we scale higher values of frequency off the

This important relationship is the equivalence graph and repeat the process the increased values
theorem. For a fiat earth and a flat ionosphere, of tend to makef' larger. However, as the fre-
without consideration of the earth's magv etic quencyf increases, the virtual height of reflection
field, this relationship states that the virtual height A' becomes larger, and si 4O and sec #0 become
of reflection of a wave pipa ated at oblique inci- smaller, which tends to brihg the value off' down.
dence over a path, i.e., thvheight of the equivalent At first the frequency increase is the predominant
triangular path, is equal o the Yirtual height of factor, so thatf increases. Eventually, however,
reflection for the wave of the equivalent vertical- as the frequencyf approaches its critical value the
incidence frequency propagated vertically tbrough virtual height rises sharply, and sec # decreases so
the ionosphere. The relationship i3 illustrated in rapidly that f' diminishes. It is evident that
figure 6.1, where hO+hI is both the height of the somewhere betwcen there is a maximum varae of
equivalent triangular path and the virtual hei*ht J', which is termed the maximum usable frequency
of reflection of the vertical-incidence wave. The for the path.
equivalent vertical-incidence frequency, for a Note that in this development the ordinary-
wave propagated obliquely through the ionosphere wave trace on the record was scaled. The de-
is the frequency of the wave reflected, at verticaf tailed development involving the earth's magnetic
incidence, at the same actual height as is the field requires this; however, the consideration of
oblique-incidence wave. The equivalent vertical- the extraordinary wave results in but slight
incidence frequency and the oblique-incidence difference in the muf, except at short distances.
wave frequency are related by the secant law. From the above considerations it can be said in

The importance of this relationship is that, at general that in order to calculate the muf for any
least for the case of the flat ionosphere, it is pos- given transmission path and state of the iono-
sible to apply the secant law directly to the h7J sphere, it is necessary to satisfy two conditions-
records. This follows as a result of the equiva- (1) As the virtual height of reflection varies with
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frequency at vertical incidence, the height of curves superimposed on an ionosphere sweep. It
reflection of an oblique-incidence transmission will may be seen that most of the curves intersect the

vary both with frequency and distance, and thus F2-layer portion of the hf" graphs in two places,
the frequency and the angle of incidence of the corresponding to a "low wave" and a "high wave"
waves on the layer must be such that they will be at the indicated wave frequency of the parametric
reflected at the proper height to reach the receiver curve. In this case the low wave corresponding
when they are reflected at the given angle. In to the intersection of the 14-Mc curve at a will be
other words, the frequency f'=fsec *o and the attenuated by the deviative absorption of the F1
height h' must satisfy simultaneously tlV, h'f curve layer (chapter 2, sec. 2.6), and the high wave cor-
and the geometrical relationship between D, V', responding to the intersection of that curve at
and 0o, given by eq 6.3, noting that by the equiv- a' will be attenuated by the deviative absorption
alence theorem A'=h. (2) As the maximum of the F2 layer. At a higher wave frequency, 18
usable frequency is to be found, it is necessary Me, the low wave corresponding to the intersec-
to determine the maximum value of f' that will tion of the curve at b should be strong, other things
satisfy the first condition. being considered, whereas the high wave corre-

The maximum usable frequency may be ealcu- sponding to V' should still be somewhat atten-
lated for any given hW curve, as follows: A co- taited.
ordinate scale, coinciding with that on which the As the frequencyf' of the parametric curves in-
original A'f curves are plotted, is used to plot a creases, the two points of contact come closer to-
family of curves of A' againstf, wheref is obtained gether, culminating at a tangent contact at one
from eq 6.2 and 6.3 for values of sec Oo correspond- point c, giving a maximum usable frequency for
ing to different values of W' for a fixed distance D. this particular ionosphere sweep equal to 20 Me.
These graphs, known as "transmission curves," At this point, where the low and high waves
are made parametric in f', the wave frequency. merge ("focusing effect"), the received wave
If a transparent overlay is made to scale with this should be strongest. This partially accounts for
family of transmission curves drawn on it, and the observations of radio operators that a station is
if this overlay is placed over the h'f graph, the received best just before skipping.
intersections of the curves with the A'] graph will At higher values of f' (higher operating fre-
give, for the fixed distance, values of the wave fre- quencies) there is no value off sec ,0 that will be-
quency reflected at oblique incidence from the come equal tof', and hence no height from which
virtual heights of the intersection, and also the the wave will be returned to earth. Hence it is
values of f corresponding to the reflection heights. said to skip at the distance concerned. The dis-

Figure 6.2 shows such a family of transmission tance for which a given frequency is the maximum
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FIGURE 6.2. Family of transmission curves parametric in frequency for a fixed distance of
2,000 km superimposed on an hf graph.

A flat earth and flat ionosphere aisumed.
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usable frequency is called the "skip distance" for and the high wave, corresponding to intersection
that frequency. of that curve at a', will be attenuated by the

Figure 6.3 illustrates the paths through the deviative absorption of the P2 layer. At a shorter
ionosphere traversed by the waves of figure 6.2 distance, 1,200 kin, the low wave, correspo:nding
as freqi n.cy is increased. The low and the high to the intersection of the curve at b, shoull be
paths of the 14-Mc wave being reflected from the strong, other things being considered, whereas the
true heights corresponding to the virtual heights high wave, corresponding to b', should still be
of reflection of points a and a' are indicated as somewhat attenuated.
dashed lines. The paths for the points b and b' As the value of distance of the parametric curves
at a higher frequency, 18 Me, are indicated as a decreases, the two points of contact come closer
pair of dot-dash lines and the case for the maxi- together, culminating at a tangent contact at one
mum usable frequency, 20 Mc, reflected at C is point, c, giving a skip distance of 1,060 kin for the
indicated as a single solid line. A still higher particular wave frequency for the particular iono-
frequency, 22 Mc, penetrating the ionosphere and sphere sweep.
thus skipping is illustrated as a dotted line. At this point the two waves focus, and the re-

The effect of varying the distance on a fixed ceived wave should be the strongest; at still
frequency is made evident by drawing a family of shorter distances there is no value of jf sec 0. that
curves ofh' against f, for a fixed wave-frequency will become equal toj', so that skip will occur.
parametric in distance in a similar manner to the Figure 6.5 is analogous to figure 6.3, except that
way in which the curves parametric in wave fre- the frequency is held constant and the distance
quency for a fixed distance were drawn. Figure varied. The distances are chosen so that the
6.4 shows such a family for 12 Mc superimposed on reflection point is constant. The low and the
an ionosphere sweep, and here again it may be high paths of the wave being reflected over a path
seen that most of the curves intersect the 1&J 1,600 km long from the true heights corresponding
graph in two places, corresponding to a low wave to km l heights conrespnding
and a high wave at the indicated distance of the to the virtual heights of reflection a and a' are
parametric curve. Considering the curve for indicated as dashed lines. The paths for the
1,600 kin, the low wave, corresponding to its in- points b and b' at a shorter distance, 1,200 kin, are
tersection with the k'f graph at a, will be attenu- indicated as a pair of dot-dash lines, and the case
ated by the deviative absorption of the F1 layer, for the maximum usable frequency reflected at c

... LOW AND HIGH WAVES$ AT A RE•IQUENCY I 140CG ),KILOW THE NMUFr.

-..... LOW AND HIGH WAVES AT A FREOUENCY ( 18 1G ).,ELOW BUT CLOSE
TO THE MUF.

SINGLE WAVE AT THE MUF(2MUC).
.............. OCCURRENCE OF SIP AT A FREQUENCY (M C),ASOVE THE MUF,

Fxoauu- 6.3. Fized distance---arying frequncy (curved earth, curved ionosphere assumed).
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no longer equal to the height of the equivalent sweeps be obtained originally on a standardized
triangular path. The relationship needs to be logarithmic scale or else be replotted on such a
corrected to: scale.

f'=kV sec '0, (6.5) The factor k sec •0 for a given distanee is plotted
where k is a correction factor, usually greater than as abscissa on the same logarithmic scale as that
unity; k .wc 00 is usually referred to as "see .0 used for the h'J graph but with the numbers run-
(corrected)." ning in the opposite direction, the virtual height

The value of k is a function of the distance and A' being plotted in the usual way as ordinate.
also of the ion distribution and is very complicated Figure 6.6 shows a plot of a family of such losa-
to calculate. However, for any given virtual rithmic transmission curves. The transmission
height, it is possible to calculate this factor for curve transparency laid over the A'f curve with
the limiting cases of two different types of ioniza- the height scales coinciding will, in general,
tion, one for which the wave path itself is almost intersect the hAf curve in two places. Opposite
triangular, penetrating far into the medium, and the abscissa 1.0 used as an index on the scale on
the other for the case where the wave is deflected the transparency will appear the value of the
at the lower boundary of the ionosphere. From product ofJ times k sec -0o or]' in eq 6.5. (Because
a curve drawn between the two limiting values by of the logarithmic frequency scale, the same
an approximate method it is possible to calculate a number, except for the decimal point, will appear
fairly good correction factor. on the transparency opposite the 1.0 index on the

In practice, ionosphere sweeps are scaled for logarithmic I,'f chart). The transmission curve
maximum usable frequencies or maximum-usable- can be slid along the abscissa until it is just tan-
frequency factors (described below) for a standard gent to one curve on the f' sweep. The product
distance and the data used in predicting the maxi- as then read at the index is the value of the maxi-
mum usable frequencies for future months. For mum usable frequency. The procedure is illus-
such purposes it is possible to use a family of trated in figure 3 of the first reference listed in
transmission curves parametric in wave frequency section 6.7.
for the standard distance. For many purposes, the maximum-usable-fre-

As an alternative to using a family of transmis- quency factor or ratio of the maximum usable
sion curves for each desired distance, it is possible frequency to the critical frequency for the same
to construct a type of transmission curve whereby a layer is desired. This may be obtained directly
single curve suffices for each distance and a family from the logarithmic scale on the transparency
of curves parametric in distance can be drawn on opposite the critical frequency cusp when the
one transparency. This is done by making the transparency is set to read the maximum usable
frequency scale logarithmic, and requires that frequency.
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FiauzI 6.6. Logarithmic transmission curvees for a curved earth and curved ionoephere.
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The above procedure gives the reflection con- The parabolic-layer method has certain advan-
ditions and the muf for the ordinary wave only. tages, particularly when manual ionosphere
For short distances, if greatest accuracy is desired, recorders are used, because only a few specific
a mere scaling of the muf from the ordinary wave virtual heights need to be measured. However,
sweep is not sufficient. The relation of the path it is a longer method, and is therefore generally
to the earth's mafnetic field must be considered. not used as widely as the transmission-curve
However, this relationship is very complicated. method.
For the simple cases where the longitudinal com-
ponent of the earth's magnetic field is equal to 6.3. Angles of Departure and Arrival;
zero, the transverse component is equal to zero or Maximum Usable Frequencies for Dis-
the longitudinal and transverse components are
equal to each other, it is possible to obtain a tances Greater than One-Hop-F2
reasonably accurate solution for the extraordinary-
wave muf by a method indicated in the first a. General
reference listed in section 6.7, under VIII, "Effect Angles of departure and arrival are of impor-
of the Earth's Magnetic Field." ance of because and ge of iepor-

In the limiting case of vertical-incidence sky- tance chiefly because a knowledge of these angles
wave transmission, the solution is simple, the for the prevalent mode or modes of propagation
maximum usuable frequency for zero distance, makes possible the design of the best antennas for
the zero-muf, then being the extraordinary-wave transmission and reception of such modes.
critical frequency.

For long-distance propagation, the transmission b. Single-Hop Transmission
curve applied to the o-trace gives approximately The angle of departure or arrival usually as-
the correct answer. At shorter distances some- sumed for single-hop transmission is that obtained
thing might be gained by use of the method just from the straight geometry of a triangular path
mentioned if an exact analysis of the maximum over a curved earth with the apex of the triangle
usable frequencies indicated by the ionosphere placed at the virtual height assumed for the level
sweep for a particular time and place were of reflection. Families of curves parametric in
desired; usually, however, the x-muf is only very angle of take-off superimposed on the logarithmic
slightly greater than the o-muf, and the uncer- transmission curves of figure 6.6 are shown in
tainties introduced by normal ionosphere varia- figure 6.7. Used in conjunction with an h' graph,
tions are so great that the additional precision is they give angles of departure for the low and high
not justified. waves for any operating frequency for any distance

The transmission curves of figure 6.6 are most out to the limiting distance for one hop for the
accurate at "2-layer heights, as they were calcu- layer considered. The procedure is almost the
lated by using the correction factor k of eq 6.5 reverse of that used in obtaining maximum usable
for typical P2-layer ion distributions. At short frequency. If the transparency is slid to where
distances they will be accurate for any layer the appropriate index reads the operating fre-
because, as the distance approaches zero, k quency, the transmission curve will intersect the
approaches a value of 1.0. sweep at two virtual heights, through each of

which will pass the curve for the angle of departure
b. The Parabolic-Layer Method concerned. In practice the low-angle wave is the

one usually considered.
Another method, developed in Great Britain, It should be noted that this technic is only ap-

exists for obtaining maximum usable frequencies proximate, inasmuch as the equivalence theorem
from vertical-incidence sweeps. This method, is assumed to be valid, i. e., the virtual heights on
the parabolic-layer method, is based on the valid- the hAf graph are assumed to be the virtual heights
ity of the equivalence theorem and the secant law for oblique-incidence reflection.
just as is the transmission-curve method. The If it is desired to predict angles of departure for
difference is that in the transmission-curve any given path less than 4,000 km in length, ap-
method the secant law is applied to the sweep by proximate calculations can be made b applying
means of a standardized graphical overlay, the transmission curves to median vaues of the
whereas in the parabolic-layer method the ioniza- minimum virtual heights, such as the ones on the
tion of the layer is assumed to have a parabolic world charts of figure 4.19, for the n2 layer. For
distribution, the parameters of the parabola the E layer a height of 110 km can be assumed.
corresponding to the important part of the sweep For the Fl-layer angles of departure between those
for transmission are found graphically for the for the E layer and n2 layer can be assumed; if
particular sweep being examined and the muf actual values of the minimum virtual heights of
factor determined by reference to a previously the F1 layer are required, the ma be obtained
calculated set of curves for parabolic layers having as medians of values observedat the location of
the same parameters. an actual ionosphere station, or the world charts
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of Fl-layer minimum virtual heights (fig. 4.14) frequency will be lower than the maximum usable
may be monsulted. frequency in the median case by use of the world

For greater accuracy, it would be necessary to prediction charts, as described under section 6.6.
predict a hypothetical median ionosphere sweep These charts do not indicate, however, whether
for the location of the midpoint for the desired or not the E layer shields the n2 layer from re-
month, and proceed in the manner described above. flecting the waves at the same time. This phe-
These results would still be subject to the error of nomenon sometimes occurs and can be determined
assumming that the equivalence theorem holds, and from the transmission curves and angle of de-
furthermore would be only median values. How- parture curves of figure 6.7. If the muf for E-layer
ever the values of the critical frequencies and propagation, at such a distance that the angle of
heigits of the layers fluctuate widely from hour take-off is the same as that for P2-layer propaga-
to hour and from day to day, so that for any given tion over the desired distance, is greater than the
path of intermediate length the modes of propaga- operating frequency, the E layer shields the n2
tion and the layer heights, and hence the optimum layer. See also section 7.1.
angle of departure, may change widely from hour If both E and n2 modes can appear simul-
to hour and from day to day. taneously, the range of angles of departure ojught

With these considerations in view, it would seem to be fairly wide for general coverage. A range of
that for best practical results an antenna for in- from 200 to 600 is not improbable in some cases.
termediate-distance sky-wave propagation should
be designed for a minimum of low-angle propaga- c. Trun-mnuion Over Distances Greater Than
tion and with most of its radiation upward in a 4,000 Km
broad enough radiation pattern to cover the range
of possible angles necessitated by variations in It would appear that the limiting distance for
heights, critical frequencies and modes of propaga- single-hop propagation by any layer is that de-
tion, and possibly also distances of transmission termined by the earth's curvature, at which dis-
when the service is not point-to-point. The whole tance the angle of departure should be zero. This
period of the day when transmision is to be made distance depends, of course, on the reflection
on a given operating frequency should be con- height; for the P2 layer in various parts of the
sidered. world and at various frequencies, the limiting

An idea of the possible modes of propagation distance may range from 3,500 to 5,000 km or
can be obtained by finding out if the operating greater. However, experience points to 4,000 km
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Fiouaz 6.8. Propagation by a number of geometrc hops.

as being about the average limit. Furthermore, being reflected from the Fn layer. Reradiation
this limit has been reached in practice with trans- takes place from both regions, the first being called
mitting and receiving antennas whose heights are "short scatter" and the second "long scatter".
too low to radiate appreciable amounts of energy The short-scatter source provides fairly inter-
at angles lower than about 50 or so. Detailed mittent energy because of the intermittent nature
consideration of this propagation is beyond the of the ionization causing the reradiation. How-
scope of this book; such phenomena as iono- ever, by the time the wave has gone up to the F2
spheric focusin, scattering, and low-mode guided- layer obliquely and returned, it is spread over a

wave, prpg tioae involved.r
wave prond tien are involved, sufficiently wide area that there are always enough

on e single-hop limit, the simple picture patches of ionization to provide an appreciable
of transmission involves propagation by a number amount of reradiation.
of geometrical hops, as illustrated in figure 6.8. Considering a hop of a given length, if propaga-.
It was at one time believed, because of this picture, tion just fails for that length of path it will, assum-
that failure of propagation at any one of the ing a uniform ionosphere, persist at a slightly
ionosphere reflection points would cause failure of greater distance and continue to "illuminate" the
propagation altogther. Empirically, however, it scatter sources mentioned above. The limitin
has been observed in a number of cases that propa- length of path for which this could happen would
gation did not fail until the ionosphere at "control be 4,000 km and the midpoint of this path would,
points" 2,000 km from each end of the path of course, be 2,000 km from the transmitter.
failed to support the transmission. This was ap- Energy from the long-scatter sources would in
parently true, within limits, no matter how long each case fall into regions where propagation could
the great-circle path was between the control occur by some mode such as by means of a
points and no matter what the condition of the regular layer, &, or otier scatter sources. Figure
ionosphere was in between. 6.9 shows a possible manner in which long scatter

A detailed discussion of the reasons for using might contribute to propagation over a path after
the 2,000-kmi control points is also beyond the failure of the geometric modes.
scope of this book; it is related to the low-angle Now returning to the idea of propagation over
radiation problem discussed above. We may con- a long path, if we assume propagation by a num-
sider, however, the way in which scattered trans- ber of geometric hops and then let the muf at,
mission affects the modes of propagation. Con- say, the first reflection point go below the operat-
sidering a single end of a propagation path, any ing frequency, it is evident that waves leaving the
wave which leaves the earth and strikes the n2 transmitting antenna at a lower angle of departure
layer excites scatter sources on its way up through than that which was necessary to sustain the
the E region and again on its way down after geometric modes will be propagated and excite
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scatter sources, the energy, though attenuated, of departure for greatest intensity by geometric
still reaching the receiver by any or all of the modes and angles of departure for the greatest
devious modes mentioned aove. The limiting number of hours of propagation by apy possible
case for which energy can take off and still be mode needs to be examined in more detail. Most
propagated becomes, under these assumptions, the users have enough power available so that they are
condition where regular P2-layer propagation is interested only in the greatest number of hours of
just possible at a point 2,000 km from the trans- frequency usage. However, although most long-
mitting end. distance installations are lacking in radiation at

By the same reasoning it can be shown that at the lower angles it is believed that too sharp a
the receiving end the limiting case for which beam in the vertical direction is often used, espe-
waves over the path can be propagated to the cially where rhombic antennas are used. As a
receiver is that in which regular P2-layer propa- general rule, it is believed that a large amount of
gation is just possible at a point 2,000 km from power should be radiated at the lowest possible
the receiving end. angles but also a reasonable amount should be

In the practical solution of problems of finding radiated at angles high enough to excite such geo-
the maximum usable frequency by F2 layer for metric modes as would fit the path in the fewest
paths over 4,000 km in length two "control points" possible number of hops and, say, that number obf
2,000 km from each end of the great-circle path hops plus one additional.
are chosen and the muf for the path at any hour Frequently, when transmitters are beamed off
taken as the lower of the two determined for each the great-circle path, they can be received during
control point separately. The technic is de- hours when propagation should have failed even
scribed in section 6.6, e. according to calculations made by the conventional

When it is desired to include the effects of the control-point method. Under such conditions,
E and F1 layers and sporadic-E ionization an transmissions from northern Europe have often
additional pair of control points for use with been observed in the United States; a high-
E-layer data are placed 1,000 km from each end. frequency broadcasting station in England beamed
There is, in this case, less theoretical justification toward Africa, for example, illuminates a long.
than in the case of the P2-layer control points, scatter source far to the south. Such stations
The procedures for these cases are given in can be heard long after failure of propagation over
section 6.6. the great-circle path, and direction fiiders trained

The problem of long-path propagation seems to on these stations give at these times badly swing-
involve two considerations: (1) that of obtaining ing bearings which point on the average to a source
the greatest received intensity, during the hours far to the south of England. The phenomenon
when the geometric modes prevail, using a mini- has been recognized for a long time; in fact, on
mum of power, and (2) that of obtaining the certain trans-Atlantic circuits the antennas are
greatest number of hours of propagation by any beamed for a path to the south of the great-circle
"possible mode with the greatest amount of power path.
it is reasonable to use. In each case much can be
gained from beamed antennas. In the first car, 6.4. Current Methods in Use at CRPL
the proper angle of dep-~ture may be that which
will excite the appropriate geometric modes. It for the Prediction of F2-Iyer Charac-
should be pointed out, however, that the geometric teristics
modes are not clearly defined in the case of long-
distance propagation; they are split by scatter The average variations of the critical frequen-
and by ionosphere roughness, and the predominant cies and muf factors of the various ionosphere lay-
energy may not be carried by the mode that would ers are sufficiently well known to permit long-range
seem by simple theory to be the best one. There predictions to be made for average conditions on
is some reason to believe tiat on paths greater ionospherically quiet days (days without iono-
than 4,000 km long the 4,000-km mode may be sphere disturbances). One of the basic principles
the dominant mode, even though a geometric employed in all ionosphere predictions is the rela-
construction does not show this as a possible mode. tion of ionospheric characteristics to the sunspot
In the second case the lowest possible angles of cycle. The actual prediction consists essentially
departure would be the best. In designing an- of first predicting the solar activity arid then
tennas for low angles of departure the effect of deducing, from the mass of data available, the
ground reflection in producing nulls and maxima corresponding trends of seasonal, diurnal, and
in the antenna pattern is very important. In geographical variations of the ionosphere charac-
order to bring the lowest maximum close to the teristics. No attempt is made at present in these
ground the center of the antennas should in long-range predictions, to estimate the detailed
practice be mounted several wavelengths above day-to-day variations in the ionosphere, these
the ground. being rather localized and depending on conditions

The question of the distinction between angles of solar radiation and terrestrial effects on particu-
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lar days. Also, no account is taken of ionospheric the day and with the month of the year for each
disturbances, either of the ionosphere-storm type station, and also varies considerably between
or of the sudden ionosphere disturbance type. different stations for the same hour and month.
These abnormalities constitute a different fore-
casting problem. b. Prediction Nomogrcams

The basic ionospheric data used in the predic- The values of f0 F2 for sunspot number zero and
tions are the E-, FI-, and F2-layer ordinary-wave 1 ae rad off°thefgr and dur cesof
critical frequencies ()J6E, PF1, and JOF2, resp•c- 100 are read off the graphs, and diurnal curves of
tively) and the F2-M3000 factor (the muf factor these values are plotted for each month for each
for a transmission distance of 3,000 km, consisting station. These curves are then compared with
of the ratio of the 3,000-km F2-layer muf divided previously observed monthly diurnal curves of
bv the f'F2). J6F2 for that station for that month, as a check

on their shape. Minor irregularities in the
diurnal curves are smoothed at this point. Figure

a. Basic Relations 6.12 presents a sample of the /F2 zero and 100

All predictions are based on the well-established sunspot-number diurnal curves.
relationship between critical frequency and sun- The smoothed values of the zero and 100
spot number. As figures 6.10 and 6.11 show, the sunspot-number curves for each hour are then
assumption of a linear correlation is satisfactory used to establish points on a nomogram of the
for all practical purposes. type shown in figure 6.13.

For each station, a separate graph is made for A set of these nomograms is prepared for each
each hour of each month of tbe. year. The monthly month for each station. The nomograms are then
median critical frequency ,r; plotted as ordinate used in the preparation of all predictions and revi-
against sunspot number an abscissa for all years sions of predictions of F2-layer critical frequencies

for which data are available. Two points are and muf.
plotted for each value of the critical frequency, c. Preparation of F2-Layer Predictions
one point using the 12-month running average of
the monthly average Zurich sunspot numbers cen- The first step in prediction is the selection of the
tered on the month in question, and the other using predicted sunspot number, which is the expected
the monthly average Zurich sunspot number for 12-month running average Zurich number for the
that month. A straight line is drawn through the month of prediction. This can be done by a
points, as illustrated in figures 6.10 and 6.11 by subjective extrapolation of the observed trend of
the line segments marking the zero and 100 sun- sunspot activity. It may also be done by a more
spot number intercepts. These figures present objective system using least squares, giving pre-
two examples of this type of graph for Washing- diction coefficients. These are multiplied by the
ton, D.C. deviations of current sunspot numbers from the

In general, points for the 12-month running mean value for that time of the sunspot cycle a.d
average sunspot number seem to deviate less from this predicted deviation added to the mean value
a straight line than points for the monthly average of the sunspot number for the month in question.
sunspot number. Consequently, in drawing the The point of reference is from the last observed
line, greater weight is given to the points for the sunspot minimum. Reliable estimates can be made
12-month running average sunspot number. for a year in advance, but more advanced esti-

The slope of the line varies with the hour of mates are subject to considerable uncertainty.
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SUNSPOT NUMBER
FIGuRE 6.10. Points plotted for January, 0u00 local time, for years 19S4-1946, at Washington, D. C.
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FIGURE 6.11. Points plotted for January, 1200 local time, for years 1935-1946, at Washington, D. C.

By using the predicted sunspot number, cor- son. These are plotted on the latitude variation
responding values of f'F2 are read off the predic- curve sheet with their latitudes and zones reversed
tion nomograms. Diurnal curves of the predicted (i. e., north latitude E-zone stations are plotted
fF2 values are then drawn, smoothed where neces- as south latitude W-zone stations, etc.). The
sary, and compared with previously observed data "reversed" points help determine the shape of the
from that station for that month as a check on curve where no direct data are available, but the
their shape. level of the curve is established by the directly

For a given hour of day, latitude variation predicted points.
curves are prepared, the values being read from Figures 6.14 and 6.15 present samples of pre-
the smoothed predicted diurnal curves. To assist dicted latitude variation curves.
in drawing these, similar latitude variation curves As there is some longitude effect within each
are drawn using observed data for that month for zone, as discussed in section 4.4, the latitude vari-
the previous year for comparison with the predic- ation curves cannot be drawn to pass through
tions. Separate curves are drawn for each bf the each direct predicted point without introducing
three zones, E, I, and W, into which the world is complex and improbable curve shapes. Also, pre-
divided because of the longitude effect. dicted data from some stations are relatively un-

As no data are available for many large areas reliable for some or all hours because of observing
of the world, predictions for these areas using the difficulties or because of insufficient observed data
estimated sunspot number for the month of pre- to establish good trends. Consequently, the lati-
diction, are prepared from the nomograms for tude variation curve must be drawn and smoothed
areas in the opposite hemisphere, if data for those by an experienced person who knows the data well
regions are available, but using the reversed sea- and who can take these factors into account.
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The predicted zero-muf (extraordinary-wvave) monthly means, and second, by comparing the
and 4000-km-muf charts described in section 6.5, e, variations in ionospheric characteristics with the
and published in CRPL-D series publications are variations in sunspot number. Adjustments are
prepared by reading the predicted fF2 from the made to reconcile any differences that may exist
latitude variation curves and adding an appro- and to obtain a final value. Then the mean
priate amount (section 2.3) or multiplying by a hourly. values which make up the predicted
suitable factor to convert to zero-muf or 4000- monthly mean, are predicted. A family of curves,
km-muf, respectively. Contours are drawn and composed of all the curves depicting one character-
smoothed where necessary. Predicted diurnal istic during the same month for all years is plotted
curves for a number of stations are read from the on one sheet. By extrapolation, a diurnal curve
predicted zero-muf contour charts and compared can be built up and drawn in. A separate check
with previous data for those stations as a final is obtained by drawing a series of 24 curves,
check, alterations in the chart being made where representing the variations that have occurred at
necessary to eliminate inconsistent values, each hour of the day in the given month since

The critical frequencies of the E layer, like observations first began. Mean hourly values are
those of the F2 layer, vary approximately linearly read off the predicted curve, averaged, and com-
with the sunspot number. The variations with pared with the value of the monthly mean already
season, location and local time are generally obtained.
smaller and more regular than those of the other
regular ionosphere layers. 6.5. Technic of Predicting Maximum

The diurnal variation of the critical frequency
expressed as percentage of the noon value for the Usable Frequencies for Transmission
Elayer is nearly independent of sunspot number; Over Any Path
therefore, it is only necessary to estimate the criti-
cal frequency for one time of day, usually noon. a. Scaling Predicted Sweeps
Latitude variation curves, 0 and 100 sunspot
number values, and prediction nomograms, of The most accurate way of obtaining maximum
the type described for the F2-layer critical fre- usable frequencies for any location is to construct
quencies, are used to obtain the predicted values an average ordinary-wave hf sweep for the desired
of noonJ'E for every 100 of latitude (fig. 6.16). hour and month for that location and apply the

The prediction of the values at other hours is transmission curves to the sweep. If the location
made by multiplying the predicted noon JE by is near an ionosphere station of lon7 standing,
the average ratio of the critical frequency at other the availability of empirical information on the
hours to that at noon obtained from all previous characteristics of the ionosphere records from
data for the same month. As the muf factors are that part of the world is of great advantage.
nearly constant for all times and latitudes, the If only minimum virtual heights, critical
E-2000-muf is obtained by multiplying the pre- frequencies and F2-M3000 factors (3,000-km
dicted critical frequency by a single factor, 4.78. maximum usable frequency factors) are available,
These multiplications are effected by means of a it is still possible to construct fairly satisfactory
second central scale, B, as shown in figure 6.16. sweeps. A template consisting of a 3,000-km

transmission curve to the proper scale cut con-
d. Prediction Services in Other Countries cavely along the curve can serve as a guide for

The problem of predicting critical frequencies drawing that part of the sweep to which the 3,000-
T km transmission curve was originally tangent.

is one that engaged the attention of many of the If greatest accuracy is desired for short distances,
Axis and Allied Nations during the war from 1939 it is necessary to take account of the earth's mag-
to 1945. Among the other countries actively netic field as described in section 6.2, a.
working in this field were Australia, Canada,
England, Japan, and the Soviet Union. Since b. Distance Factors
the war, prediction services have been initiated
in France and China. Practical problems in radio sky-wave propaga-

The Canadian report, listed in section 6.7, fol- tion require a rapid and easy method of solution,
lows closely the principles and methods in current since the problem usually has to be solved for a
use at the CRPL, the chief differences bein in great many hours of the day. The method of
the type of nomograms constructed for practical constructing and scaling of sweeps described in
application. section 6.5, a is much too slow and cumbersome

Typical of a somewhat different approach is the even without consideration of the earth's magnetic
met od used in Australia. A mean monthly field. A desirable method would involve the
value is predicted for each characteristic for each application of a simple factor or nomographic
station, first by studying the numerical differences procedure to numerical predictions of standardized
that have been observed between successive characteristics of the ionosphere at the location
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concerned. Such a method exists involving the to obtain, from some hundreds of scalings of muf

use of empirical "distance factors," one type for various distances from a large number of

representing the ratio of the muf for a given dis- sweeps taken in various parts of the world in

tmnc to the muf or ero disance (th exra- various seasons, empirical average distance factors
ordinary-wave critical frequency fe), another type relating the muf for all distances out to 4,000 kmn.

representing the ratio of the mu! for a given In the case of the P2 layer, these factors are

distance to the 4000-kmn-muf. averages for a rather wide distribution of empirical
There is no simple exact relationship between factors. If one starts with a predicted value of

the mu! at one distance and that at another, since -zrmu(ie.thF2ay xrodnr-we
the value of muf depends upon where the trans- critical frequency, orftP2) the application of these

mission curve falls tangent to the sweep, which is a factors to obtain, say, the 1500-kin-muf, may

function of the shape of the sweep, i. e., of the yield results vastly diferent from those obtained if
vertical distribution of ionization. It is possible onestarted with the 4OOO-kmn-mu! and worked down
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to the 1500-km-muf since the ratio of the zero-dis- Results have been obtained with this nomogram
tance-muf itself to the 4000-km-muf varies widely. using data for areas remote from those from which
For this reason P2-layer distance factors based on the original data were gathered in establishing the
JP2 are of value only for short distances, and factors upon which it is based. Agreement with
factors based on the 4000-kin 2-layer muf are of answers obtained by using the empirical relation-
value only near 4,000 kin. Such distance factors ships established in these other areas has been
are seldom used; instead, the grid nomogram very close. Nonetheless, it is recognized that as
described in the next section is employed. In the new data from various areas are analyzed it may
case of the Elayer, the scatter of distance factors is become necessary to revise the nomogram using
very small, so that either the factors or a nomo- revised factors, or even to construct additional
gram can be used; the nomogram is ordinarily ones for certain parts of the world.
chosen because of its convenience. The results of a survey made to determine the

Distance factors must not be confused with the accuracy of the muf grid nomogram indicated that
muf factors (M-factors) scaled as described under its error was nearly always less than 10 percent.
section 6.2, a, and used in the prediction of world The grid nomogram affords a quick method for
charts as mentioned under section 6.4. The muf determining the muf at any distance and is
factor is the ratio of the muf to the ordinary-wave accurate enough for the solution of practical
critical frequency whereas one type of distance problems. It should not however be used in the
factor.just described is the ratio of the muf to the study of conditions of the ionosphere on individual
extraordinary-wave critical frequency. Neither days, because individual h'J sweeps may be too
should be confused with sec 0. (corrected), which different from the median sweep. In these cases
is the ratio of the muf or any other oblique-inci- the sweep should be scaled directly with a trans-
dence frequency to the frequency which would mission curve for the desired distance as described
just be reflected at vertical incidence from the in section 6.2.
same height in the ionosphere. In the case of the E layer the small distribution

of individual values of distance factor about the
c. Use of Distance Factor Nomograms median makes a simple distance factor nomogram

feasible. Such a nomogram is shown in figure
In order to avoid the ambiguities involved in 6.18, with an example of its use. The nomogram

the use of distance factors for F2-layer calculations applies a factor for the desired distance to the
and to provide a rapid method of obtaining the E-2000-muf which must be obtained, usually from
muf for any distance up to 4,000 kin, the muf the world charts, and applied to the left-hand scale
grid nomogram of figure 6.17 was devised. In of the nomogram.
the muf grid nomogram the ordinates are labeled The effect of the F1 layer is approximately
in distance and are spaced apart proportionally taken care of in this nomogram, by the assumption
to the empirical factors of section 6.5, b. The that the F1 layer controls propagation at distances
oblique lines connect equal values of frequency on between 2,000 and 4,000 km at a value of muf
theleft-hand and on the right-hand scales. The which is a few percent above the E-layer 2000
left-hand scale is linear and is labeled "zero muf" muf.
(i. e., the P2-zero-distance muf, approximately The same nomogram is, for convenience, used
jP2-+-1/2 gyrofrequency). The right-hand scale with sporadic-E, although the sporadic-E factors
is labeled "4000 muf" (i. e., the F2-4000-muf or are slightly different.
the F2-layer muf for 4,000 km).

The nomogram is used in connection with the d. ISIB Method
F2-zero-muf and the F2-4000-muf values for the
problem to be solved. These values may be A method of obtaining maximum usable fre-
"scaled from the F2-zero-muf and the P2-4000-muf quencies for any distance by P2 layer was devel-
charts of section 6.6. To find the muf at any oped by the Inter-Services Ionosphere Bureau in
distance, then, the P2-zero-muf is located on the England during World War II. This method is
left-hand scale and the P2-4000-muf is located on more accurate than the one in which the muf gfrid
the right-hand scale. The two points are joined nomogram is used but involves an extra operation.
with a straightedge and the muf for the desired The method is based on a family of muf factor
distance read off as the value of the interpolated curves derived from a number of hWf sweeps, or
oblique line passing under the straightedge at the from factors calculated for parabolic layers of dif-
desired distance. An example of the use of this ferent dimensions. An assumption was made that
nomogram is given under section 6.6, b. no matter what the layer dimensions are, consider-

Any reasonably large reference distance such as ing any given pair of sweeps, if the value of the
3,000 km may be used instead of 4,000 km, the muf factor is the same for a given distance, the
given reference muf being located on the ordinate values of the muf factor for both sweeps will be
for that distance. equal for any other distance. With this assump-
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tion, all possible variations of conditions were ex- they are drawn to the same longitude scale an the
presible as families of curves of muf factors related standard map and have a 24-hr time scale the
to the muf factor for a standard distance; the same length as 3600 on the standard map.
standard-distance factor is thus the parameter, Methods of using world charts for muf predic-
instead of the layer dimensions. The standard tions over any path are described in section 6.6.
distance used was 2,500 km. Actually, the muf
factor for any distance can be regarded as a pa- 6.6. Calculation of Maximum Usable
rameter simply by relabeling the curves with the Frequencies by Use of World Chartsappropriate Vslue of the factor for that distance.
Figure 6.19 shiows these curves. The term "maximum usable frequency" as used

In practice the muf factor for the standard in the following discussion refers to monthly
distance is found from the k'f curve by an median values such as appear on the world pre-
method, such as the transmission-curve method, diction charts. Thus communication at the muf
and the muf factor for the desired distance found calculated by the methods given here should be
by following the appropriate curve down to that effective approximately 50 percent of the time
distance. Another set of families of curves is during undisturbed periods.
provided by which the value of fF2 scaled fromthe '.f graph can be multiplied by the nmuf factor
just obtained and at the same time corrected for a. General
the effect of the earth's magnetic field, the result The calculation of maximum usable frequencies
being the desired muf. These families of curves involves knowing the length of the transmission
are given for different values of gyrofrequencies path and the location of certain points on the
and for two sets of conditions of direction of path, called "control points," explained in section
transmission with respect to the earth's magnetic 6.3. A convenient method for obtaining this
field, one for north-south transmission or the information consists in making use of figures 6.29
earth's magnetic field horizontal, and one for and 6.30.
east-west transmission or the earth's field vertical. Figure 6.29 is a map of the world. Figure 6.30
Figure 6.20 shows such a family of curves of the is a chart to the same scale as figure 6.29, on which
latter type, for a gyrofrequency of 1.4 Mc. the solid-line curves crossing the equator at two

In the same study of accuracy as that made points 1800 apart, represent great circles. The
for the muf grid nomogram of section 6.5, c, the numbered dot-dash lines crossing the great circles
ISIB method was found to have an error nearly indicate distances along them in thousands of
always less than 4 percent; it is thus somewhat kilometers. In using figures 6.29 and 6.30, pro-
more accurate than the method using the grid ceed as follows:
nomogram. (1) Place a piece of transparent paper over the

map, figure 6.29, and draw the equatorial line
e. World Contour Charts (zero degrees). Place dots over the locations of

the transmitting and receiving stations. Also
The world contour chart of maximum usable mark the meridian whose local times are to be

frequency is a convenient device for representing used as the times for calculation. Usually the
worldwide variation of muf with local time. Greenwich meridian is used.
Fitures 6.21 to 6.28 are examples of such charts. (2) Place this transparency over the chart,

must be emphasized that the world contour figure 6.30, and, keeping the equatorial line of the
chart is a time chart and in no sense a map. It transparency always on the equatorial line of
is actually a plot of variation of median monthly figure 6.30, slide the transparency horizontally
values of muf against local time at all latitudes until the terminal points marked on it fall either
within a longitude zone for which the data are on the same great circle or the same proportional
reasonably homogeneous, usually being con- distance between adjacent great-circle curves.
structed from individual graphs for each hour Draw in the great-circle path which passes through
showing latitude variation of muf for that hour the-terminal points.
such as the latitude variation graphs described (3) For paths shorter than or equal to 4,000
under section 6.4. At each hour integral values kin, locate the midpoint of the path, keeping the
of muf are plotted at the latitude where they fall. transparency in position on figure 6.30 and using
These points are joined to form contours of as a distance scale the points at which the num-
equal muf. bered lines in figure 6.30 cross the path as drawn

Three longitude zones are chosen: East, West, on the transparency.
and Intermediate (E, I, and W), in accordance (4) For paths longer than 4,000 km, designating
with the considerations of section 4.4. the ends as the A-end and B-end, respectively,

These time charts can be used to find the muf locate on the path and mark with a dot the follow-
at any location on a standard world map such as ing "control points", scaling the distances as in
the one of figure 6.29 at any world time, since (3) above:
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For n2 layer, points A and R, 2,000 km from c. Calculation of Muf for Transmission by the
each end. Regular Layers (F2, E-F1) for Distances of 4,000

For E layer, points A' and R', 1,000 km from Km or Loss
each end.

(1) Calculate the values of muf for transmission
b. Calculation of Muf for Transmission by the by the F2 layer, as in b above.

F2 Layer Alone, for Distances of 4,000 Km dr (2) Place the great-circle transparency over the
Les (Single-Hop Transmission) E-layer 2000-muf chart, figure 6.27, and sliding

the transparency ia accordance with the instruc-
(1) Locate the midpoint of the transmission tions of b above, read off the hourly values of

path byr using the method of a above. Lay the muf for the midpoint of the path.
great-circle path transparency back on the world (3) These values are for transmission by the
map of figure 6.29, and, with the ends of the path in E layer for a distance of 2,000 km. To convert
their proper location, determine in which geo- them to values of muf for the actual transmission
graphical zone, E, I, or W, the midpoint falls. distance and to provide for the inclusion of the

(2) Place the great-circle transparency over the effects of the F1 layer, the nomogram of figure
F2-zero-muf chart (the world chart for the calcu- 6.18 is used, described in section 6.5 For each
lation of muf for transmission by F2 layer at zero hour place a straightedge between the value of the
distance) for the proper zone of the midpoint of the E-layer 2000-muf on the left-hand scale of the
path, and, keeping the equatorial line of the trans- nomogram, figure 6.18, and the value of the path
parency over the equatorial line of the chart, slide length on the right-hand scale, and read the
the transparency horizontally until the Greenwich E-F1-muf for that path length, off the central
meridian coincides with either 00 or 24 (not la- scale. (Example on nomogram).
beled) on the time scale. Note that all points on (4) It is assumed that the higher of the two
the great-circle path are in their proper local time values obtained, one for transmission by the "2
relationship to Greenwich because 24 hr on the layer, the other for transmission by the E-Fl
time scale of a muf chart is drawn to the same combined layer, is the muf for the path at any
scale as 3600 of longitude on the world map. given hour.

(3) Read the value of F2-zero-muf for the (5) As an example, the following values (in
midpoint of the path. Mc) are given for transmission by the regular

(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) for the F2-4000 layers between Washington, D. C. and Miami,
muf chart for the proper zone. Fla., for average conditions during the month of

(5) Place a straightedge between the values of June 1947 (figs. 6.21, 6.22, and 6.27).
F2-zero-muf and F2-4000-muf at the left- and
right-hand sides, respectively, of the grid nomo- OCT ---------------- 0--- 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 is 20 22
gram, figure 6.17, which was described under sec- L713 412 812.111 410.511171IS1&41&716.3 A&
tion 6.5 above, and read the value of the muf for muFi .-f------ - 01--[•7.g . 6:. 2 13.116 411& 0 18. 4'17.0 14. 8
the actual path length at the intersection point Muf for p=ath (reg- . 111.410.51111&4 01...
of the straightedge with the appropriate vertical- uarlyers)-14.7 13..44. 18.04.17.016.8
distance line.

Fzample: F2-zero-muf=6.8 Mc. F2-4000-muf d. Calculation of Muf for Distances of 4,000 Km
=23.0 Mc. For a distance of 3,000 km the F2 or Less; Provision for the Effects of Es
muf is 20.8 Mc.

(6) Repeat steps (2), (3), (4), (5), for 01, 02, (1) Calculate the values of muf for transmission
etc., on the time scale. At times it will be neces- by the F2, E-F1 layers, as in a, b, c above.
sary to make the Greenwich meridian of the (2) Place the great-circle path transparency
transparency coincide with an imagined 25, 26, over the medianfEs, chart, figure 6.28, being care-
etc., on the time scale. A convenient aid is to ful to use the latitude scale for the zone containing
place marks at 1-hr intervals on the equatorial the control point. Read off the values of fEs for
line of the transparency. the midpoint of the path for the desired hours.

(7) As an example, the following values (in Multiply each value by 5, thus obtaining the
Mc) are given for transmission by the F2 layer E&-2000-muf.
between Washington, D. C. (39.00 N. 77.50 W.). (3) By use of the nomogram, figure 6.18, con-
and Miami, Fla. (25.70 N. 80.50 W.) for average vert the Es-2000-muf into the Es-muf for the
conditions during the month of June 1947 (figs. proper distance.
6.21 and 6.22). (4) It is assumed that the highest of the three

values obtained: one for transmission by the F2
GCT ............... 2 0--4-06 d 10 1 14216 4 20 layer, one for transmission by the combined E-F1

-. 0 _ '_ ' - - layer, and the third for transmission by sporadic
MR tpow ---- --14.713- [ .4 102'411811-0.4 i 0..lO'512 7 78141&7l6It71&1178 E, is the muf for the path at any given hour.

(5) As an example, the following values (in
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Me) are given (or transmission betweten Washing- point A' being on the same end of the path as
ton and Miami for June 1947, (figs. 6.21, 6.22, point A of e above.
6.27, and 6.28): (2) Place the great-circle transparency over the

E-layer 2000-muf chart, figure 6.27, and, sliding

OCT -.......... 00 02 04 05 12 14 [ I Z 22 the transparency in accordance with the instruc-

fl- m u !. . . . . . . ... .. 1 1102 4 W 2.7 14. o , z , 4 1 .3 15. t io n s o f e a b o v e , r e a d o ff t h e h o u r l y v a lu e s o f
R -Inuf 14 3--------- .4. 7 1' 1 174 .i 1. 8 1.54 15 .716 14 3 inuf for control point A'. Compare results with
ES-mu .----- &-4114.7 14. 7.14.714. 14.3•18.25 I 2.5.I1 4. 19.8 1. 9 :3 tile values for the corresponding hours obtained
MUl|for path .1&4 14.7114.7J14.7 1 4.3If3 141. 2.1 25. 121.819.8 19.3 in e above, for control point A. The higher of

each pair of values is taken as the muf for trans-
e. Calculation of Muf for Transmissin by the mission b~y the regular layers (P2•, E-F1) at the

F2 Layer Alone, for Distances Greater than A-end of the transmission path.
4,000 Ki (Multihop Transmission) (3) Repeat for control point B' and compare re-

suits with those previously obtained for control

(1) Locate two control points, A and B, 2,000 point B. The higher of each pair of values thus
km from each end of the path, on the great-circle obtained is taken as the muf for transmission by
transparency for the transmission path, con- the regular layers (F2,E-F1) at the B-end of the
structed in accordance with the instructions given transmission path.
above. (4) The muf for the transmission path at each

(2) Determine, by placing the transparency on hour is found by comparing the muf for the A-end
the world map of figure 6.29, in which geographical with the muf for the B-end, and taking the lower
zone, E, I, or N, each control point falls. of the two values.

(3) Place the great-circle transparency over (5) As an example, the following values (in Me)
the F2-4000-muf chart for the zone of control are given for transmission by the regular layers
point A and, keeping the equatorial line of the between Washington and Trieste for average con-
transparency over the equatorial line of the chart, ditions during the month of June 1947, between
slide the transparency horizontally until the the hours of 0800 and 1400 GCT (figs. 6.22, 6.24,
Greenwich meridian coincides with either 00 or 24 and 6.27).
(not labeled) on the time scale.

(4) Read the value of F2-4000-muf for control Control Control Control Control Mu!
point A. Opoint A Mtpo t fOC V.0 lpoint A' IMuf on point W' MUffo

(5) Repeat steps 3 and 4 for 01, 02, etc., on the n-4one E-4000- m A-end = E-2000- u B-end

time scale. m"f muf muf muf

(6) Repeat steps 3, 4, 5 for point B, making 1. .. . . ...I0 0---...... 15..6 -----.... . 6 23. 6 16. 7 236 15.6
sure that the chart for the proper zone is used. 1000....... 1.6 186 24.2 18.1 2 1& 2

l20::::j 10:0 15.8 2 0 24.2 18.9 242 0.(7) The lower of the two values found at any 1-----2 179 21:.5 2 i..0 23:0 21.5
given hour for control points A and B, is the muf 1400 ..... . 1.- 1 23.0

for transmission over the path by the F2 layer,

at that hour. g. Calculation of Muf for Distances Greater
(8) As an example, the following values (in Than 4,000 Kin; Provision for the Effects of Es

Mc) are given for transmission by the F2 layer
between Washington, D. C. (39.00 N. 77.50 W.) (1) Determine, by placing the transparency on
and Trieste (45.70 N. 13.80 E.) for average condi- the world map of figure 6.29, in which geograph-
tions during the month of June 1947, between the ical zone, E, I, or W, each control point A' and
hours of 0800 and 1400 GCT (figs. 6.22 and 6.24). B' falls.

(2) Place the great-circle transparency over the
median fE.- chart, figure 6.28, using the latitude

OCTControlpoint Contropoint F-muf scale for the zone containing the control point A'.
A-O0-muf F2-4000-mufon Read off the values of fEs for eontrol point A', for

the desired hours. Multiply each value by 5,
w ...........................-. 1- 23.6 15.6 thus obtaining the Es-2000-muf at the A-end of
low -------------.------------.. 18.6 24.2 1i 6
1=200 ............................ 20.0 24.2 20.0 the path.
100..............................21.5 23.0 1. (3) It is assumed that the highest of the three

values obtained at the A-end: one, for transmis-

f. Calculation of Muf for Transmission by the sion by the F2 layer at control point A, as out-
Regular Layers (F2, E-F1), for Distances Greater lined under e above, one for transmission by the
than 4,000 Km combined E-F1 layer at control point A', as out-

lined under f above, and the third for transmission
(1) Locate on the transparency two control by sporadic E at control point A', as outlined in

points for E-layer transmission, A' and B', 1,000 (1) and (2) immediately above, is the muf for the
km from each end of the great-circle path, the A-end of the path at any given hour.
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(4) In a similar manner, obtain the niuf for the Thus, eases may arise, over a given puth, ill which,
B-end of the path. although the F2-niuf is higher than the E-'-i-tuf,

(5) The muf for the transmission path is found the E-FI-owf is higher than the F2-owf.
by comparing the muf for the A-end with the muf Because of the variable nature of Es, and the
for the B-end, and taking the lower of these two relative uncertainty with which it is known, it is
values at any given hour. often desirable to operate near the optimum

(6) As an example, the following values (iii Me) working frequency for the regular layers (F2,
are given for transmission between Washington E-F1) only, without the inclusion of Es.
and Trieste for June 1947 (figs. 6.22, 6.24, 6.27, At present the Es-2000-owf is found by sub-
and 6.28). tracting 4 Mc from the Es-2000-muf. In determin-

ing the Es-owf for a path 4,0C0 km long or less,
Control point_- A'it is necessary to make use of the nomogram of

CControl ContropointA' figure 6.18, in order to convert the Es-2000-owf
poýint A (V-oe

OCT ( W-zon e ) ,I into the Es-owf for the proper distance.F24000-ont A-end

mut E fm" E, 5E*2000. In finding the over-all owf for a path falling
i a u into any of the groups considered in previous para-

00.....6 15.6 graphs of this section, calculate the muf for each
100 ....... 1.6 ------- 18.6 layer for each control point as previously described.

12W -......... 20.0 15.8 2.9 .5 20.0 Then in the case of paths 4,000 km or less in
_ ........ _._.9.. length, choose the over-all owf as the highest of

Contr Control point P. the owf by F2, by E-F1, and by Es, exactly as was
Moint B (I-zone) done for the muf. For paths over 4,000 km in

(R-zone) - - length, choose the owf for each path end as the
muf Emu•O fE8 E10-200" F

muu B-end Formlt highest of the owf by F2, b E-F1, and by Es.
- -. Then choose the over-all owfas the lower of the

-0 ..... .6 . 16.7 5.0 25.0 2s.0 1&6 owf for each end.100 24... .2 18.1 5.0 25.0 25.0 18.6
0......... 24.2 18.9, 4.9 24.5 24.5 20. c During periods of ionospheric disturbance (sec-

140 ........ 23.0 18.0 4.2 21.0 23.0 23.0 tion 5.8), the critical frequencies are lower than
S- usual. Consequently, it may be necessary, at such

times, to lower the operatingfrequency in order
h. Relative Importance of the Layers in Affording to insure communication. When, however, the

Tran-rius'ou frequency is lowered to the extent that the energy

For short paths, transmission is frequent] of the wave is completely absorbed (section 2.6)
conrsolled byathe Etlayerssor bysporeauey Y communication is impossible. Since the "iono-

controlled by the E layer, or by sporadic s sphere-storm" type of disturbance is most severe
especially during periods of relatively low solar in polar regions, with lessening severity with
activity. For long paths, the F2 layer is almost decreasing latitude, relaying through points within
always controlling. Thus foi £ransmisson dis- about 350 of the equator is often indicated.
tances over 4,000 en th, it is usually neces- These measures do not suffice in the case of
sary only to calculate the F2-4000-muf at control so-called "sudden ionosphere disturbances", which
points 2,000 km from each end of the path, and are characterized by simultaneous fadeouts in the
to use the lower of each pair of values for a given entire high-frequency spectrum, on paths in the
hour. daylight side of the world. In contrast to the

"ionosphere-storm" type, such disturbances are
i. Reliability of Layers in Affording Transmission. unpredictable, but fortunately rarely last more

Optimum Working Frequency (Owl) ' than two hours. Recovery is usually first at the
higher frequencies.

In the following discussion by owf is meant that
frequency effective for communication 90 percent 6.7 References
of the time during undisturbed periods.

The most reliable layer is the E layer; in fact, Newbern Smith, The relation of radio sky-wave trans-
the day-to-day variation in critical frequency mission to ionosphere measurements, Proc. Inst. Radio
from the median is so small that the optimum Engrs. 27, 332 (1939).
working frequency for transmission by the com- E. V. Appleton and W. J. G. Beynon, The application
bined E-F1 layer is taken as equal to the maximum of ionospheric data to radio communication problems.
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usable frequency for the E-F1 layer. Radio Department, National Physical Laboratory,

The optimum working frequency for trans- Teddington, England.
mission by the P2 layer is taken as 85 percent of Note-Part I appears in Proc. Phys. Soc. $2, 518
the F2-muf, in order to allow for day-to-day (1940); part 2 was originally a classified Radio Re-

search Board Paper R. R. B. /C. 52.
variations in critical frequency and virtual height T. L. Eckersley, Studies in radio transmission, J. Inst.
from the median values of these characteristics. Elec. Engrs. 71, 405 (1932).
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CHAPTER 7

IONOSPHERIC ABSORPTION AND SKY-WAVE FIELD INTENSITY

7.1. Modes of Propagation The radiation angle, A, is plotted as a function
of distance for various modes of propagation in

a. General figure 7.3. These angles are based upon virtual E-
and P2-layer heights of 105 and 320 kin,

Sky-wave propagation between two points on respectively.
the earth's surface takes place by combinations of
reflections from the ionosphere layers and the b. Active Modes of Propagation
earth's surface. A particular combination of reflec-
tions constitutes a mode of propagation. A mode of propagation is said to be "active"

The various ionosphere layers, which act as if the path length is less than the limiting distance
reflectors for radio waves, were described in for the mode, and the wave frequency is less than
chapter 4. Examples of simple modes of propaga- the muf for the mode, and greater than the "E-
tion are the 1-hop-2 and 1-hop-E modes, which layer cut-off frequency" in the case of P2-layer
involve a single reflection from the n2 and E modes. Procedures for determination of the muf
layers, respectively, at the midpoint ef the path. for single-hop modes are discussed in section 6.6.
The 2-bop-12 mode consists of two single n2 hops The muf for a two-hop mode is simply the lower
laid end to end. Similarly, the 2-hop-E mode is of the two mufs obtained for each hop separately.
composed of two single Ehops laid end to end. The E-layer cut-off frequency is discussed below.
Various other modes are possible, involving the F1
layer as well as the E and 2 layers, and involving c. E-Layer Cut-Off Frequency for F2-Layer
reflections from more than one layer in a single Modes
mode. However, for the purposes of this chapter,
modes involving the F1 layer and modes involving Since the wave path for any mode involving
more than one layer at a time may be ignored. P2-layer reflections penetrates the E layer at one

The 1-hop-n2, 2-hop-F2, and 1-hop-E modes are or more pairs of points (see fig. 7.1), in order for a
illustrated in figure 7.1. It is evident that each wave to traverse the entire path, the frequency
mode involves a particular radiation angle, A (ver- must be high enough to penetrate the E layer at
tical angle of departure), which depends upon the each of these points. The lowest such frequency
height of the reflecting layer, the length of the is called the E-layer cut-off frequency.
transmission path, and the number of hops and Referring to figure 7.1, a wave traveling along
that for a particular mode the angles at which the the 1-hop-P2 wave path, starting at T, first strikes
wave path penetrates layers beneath the reflecting the E layer at P1. If the frequency is below the
layer are fixed. It is also evident that the vertical E-layer penetration frequency, the wave is re-
angle of arrival at the receiving station is equal to flected and travels along the dotted line, returning
the radiation angle for the same mode, unless the to earth at the point B. This constitutes a 1-hop-E
reflecting layer is tilted. mode for the path TB, the radiation angle of

As the path length increases, the radiation angle which is the same as that for the 1-hop-F2 mode.
and angle of arrival decrease. The limiting path The penetration frequency for the point Pi is
length or a articular mode is the distance for therefore equal to the E-layer muf for the path TB.
which this angle is zero. The limiting distances for To find the cut-off frequency for a particular
the 1-hop-E and 1-hop-n2 modes are approxi- F2-layer mode, proceed as follows:
mately 2,400 and 4,000 kin, respectively. The lini- 1. Determine the radiation angle for the n2
iting distances for multihop modes are these dis- mode considered by using the chart in figure 7.3.
tances multiplied by the number of hops. 2. On the same chart, and at the same radiation

angle, read the distance corresponding to the
- - 2-HOP- 1-hop-E mode. Call this distance "'". (In fig.

7.1, x = TB for the 1-hop-F2 mode.)
3. Mark the E-layer penetration points on a

great- circle curve constructed for the path in the
manner described in section 6.6, in connection
with muf calculations. These points are located a
distance x/2 from each end of the path and onboth sides of each ground reflection point.

4. Following the procedure in section 6.6, de-
Fiauu 7.1. Modes of propagation. termine the E-layer muf corresponding to a
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The field intensity produced by other antennas is G,, located at a height A above the surface of the
similar in magnitude, but different in detail as to earth, is
directional pattern, etc. For example, the field

at 1 kIn, due to a short vertical wire, G,. = G,( I \ 'T

one en o which is on the ground, is given, in i,
microvolts per meter, by where R is the complex plane-wave reflection

E,=300,000P- sin 0, coefficient of the ground, given by

for perfectly conducting ground. E is somewhat sin A-u/1--u2 cos2 A for vertical antennas
less than this for average ground. Part of the R= sin A+uj u2 -cos2 Af
field intensity near the ground (near 0-=900) is
due to the surface wave, which is negligible when
the wave reaches the ionosphere. Consequently, RU sin A- V1 -- u2 cos" A for horizontal antennas
the vertical directional pattern of an antenna, for u sin A- A+ /1-2 cos 2 A
sky-wave calculations, is considerably different
from the pattern as measured within a kilometer A=radiation anrlo
or so of the antenna.

The atin of an antenna for sky-wave radiation
is obtained by reducing the gain over a perfect U. 1
earth by the amount of the ground-wave radia- -- V ~jx
tion. To a first approximation, the sky-wave
gain G, of an antenna whose free space gain is e•specific inductive capacity of ground
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18000a which affects a receiving antenna due to a sky
f wave arriving via a particular mode of propaga-

tion is the resultant of the field intensities of the
q---conductivity of ground in mnhos per meter incident and ground-reflected waves. This result-ant depends upon the angle of arrival of the sky
j-=frequency in megacycles wave, the ground-reflection coefficient, height

above ground and wavelength. In the remainder
j_ f--. of this chapter reference will usually be made to

the incident field intensity.

For a vertical antenna of length I with one end
on the ground Gr, is that for a dipole of length 7.3. Fading
21 and A=0; for any other antenna, Gi, is that When radio transmission takes place by way of
for the antenna in free space and h is the height of sky waves, the received intensity is not constant
the center of the antenna. but varies with time because of fluctuations in

Further discussion of R and description of ionospheric conditions. The term "fading" refers
antenna radiation patterns is outside the scope to relatively rapid variations which take place in
of this book. a space of minutes, seconds, or even fractions of

a second duration. In general, fading is more
b. Effective Radiated Power P rapid on high than on low frequencies.

Besides variations in intensity, fading also
The effective radiated power, P, radiated in a causes distortion of radiotelephone signals. This

particular direction from a transmitting antenna is because at any instant the fading is different on
is, for the purpose of calculations in this chapter, different frequencies, and therefore affects differ-
defined as 1/3 0rPo. ently the sidebands and the carrier wave.

The factor 1/3 is introduced for the sake of This is called "selective fading" because the
convention, so that 1 kw of effective radiated fading is thought of as "selecting" some frequen-
power corresponds to a field intensity of 300,000 cies rather than others.
Mv/mi at 1 km, which is the field produced at 1 km Fading, which is usually a nuisance, may be
in the horizontal direction by a short vertical reduced by different methods, such as automatic
antenna over a perfect earth, with one end on the volume control, suppressed carrier transmission,
ground, radiating 1 kw total power. The gain and diversity reception. Discussion of these
G, of such an antenna in the horizontal plane is 3. methods is outside the scope of this book.

The effective radiated sky-wave power deter- The most convenient value of a fluctuating field
mines the field intensity for sky-wave propagation. intensity to consider is the median value, i. e.,
Calculations of incident field intensity described the value which the instantaneous field intensity
later in this chapter are based upon a standard exceeds 50 percent of the time. This is the
effective radiated power of 1 kw, i. e., a field inten- quantity on which most sky-wave calculations are
sity of 300,000 Av/m at a distance of I kim, which, based. The rms (root-mean-square) value of the
as seen from the above, corresponds to an isotropic field intensity is the same value that would be
antenna radiating 3 kw total power in free space. observed if there were no fading. The relation

of the median to the rms value depends upon the
c. Antenna Gain Factor, G time distribution of the instantaneous values of

field intensity, which in turn depends upon the
The gain factor, G, of the antenna for radiation type or character of the fading.

in a given direction is the ratio of the effective There are many types of fading, which fall into
radiated power P as defined above, corresponding four principal classes: (a) interference fading, (b)
to radiation in that direction, to the total radiated polarization fading, (c) absorption fading, and
power. Defined thus, the gain factor G is equal (d) skip fading. Most of the rapid fading in the
to 1/3 Gr, and is also equal to the square of the input to a receiving set is usually a combination of
ratio of the actual field intensity produced at the first two types.
1 kim, to the standard field intensity (300,000
pv/m), divided by the total radiated power a. Interference Fading
expressed in kilowatts.

Interference fading is caused by phase inter-
d. Incident Field Intensity ference of two or more waves from the same source

arriving at the receiver over slightly different
Just as the sky-wave field intensity produced paths. If the paths are of different lengths, and

at a given distance from a transmittinmg antenna is their relative lengths vary, because, say, of fluctua-
the resultant of the field intensities ofthe direct- tions in the height of the ionosphere layers, the
and ground-reflected waves, the field intensity relative phases of the waves arriving over the
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various paths vary with time also, causing alter- waves, producing interference fading with a rela-
nate reinforcement and cancellation of the field tively long period.
intensity. Because of irregularities in the iono-
sphere, a single arriving sky wave is really the b. Polarization Fading
summation of a great number of waves of small
intensitv and of random relative phases. The Whereas interference fading is regarded as a
resultant field intensity can vary over wide limits, characteristic of the incident wave, additional
the maximum possible value tending toward variation in the field intensity affecting the re-
infinity, when all the components are in phase. ceiving antenna, called polarization fading, occurs
The rms value of the fading intensity is equal to as a result of changes in the state of polarization
the "homogeneous field," i. e., the steady value of of the incident wave relative to the orientation of
the field that would have existed had the iono- the receiving antenna. When the polarization is
sphere not broken it up into many components, such that the electric force in the wave has a large

The time distribution of the instantaneous field component in the direction of the receiving an-
intensity resulting from the combination of a large tenna, the resultant voltage induced in the antenna
number of waves of random phases and of nearly is large; when that component is small, the in-
the same amplitude has been studied and found to duced voltage is also small. For a linearly polar-
be represented by the following formula: ized receiving antenna and random polarization

fading, the median effective field intensity is
T=- 1/-2_-=0.707 times the intensity of the homo-

geneous field.
where T is the fraction of the time the instanta- In general, the state of polarization of the
neous field intensity exceeds the value E, and Em is downcoming sky wave is constantly changing.
the median value of the field intensity. This is This is due mainly to the combination, with
called the "Rayleigh" distribution. For such a random amplitudes and phases, of the two op-
distribution, the median field intensity is equal to positely polarized magneto-ionic components, the

60.6-93 times the rms value, i. e., 0.832 times the ordinary wave and the extraordinary wave. The
intensity of the homogeneous or nonfading field. state of polarization of the downcoming sky wave
For such a distribution the lower decile value, is in general elliptical, with either direction of ro-
or value of field intensity exceeded 90 percent of the tation, and with random and constantly changing
time by the instantaneous values, is 0.39 times the values of the dimensions and orientation of the
median value. The upper decile value, or ellipse with respect to the receiving antenna.
value exceeded only 10 percent of the time by the The state of polarization of sky waves vaj'ies
instantaneous values, is 1.8 times the median value, more rapidly the higher the frequency, which ac-

Very bad interference fading is experienced in counts in part for more rapid fading on the higher
cases where the sky wave returns to earth at a frequencies.
distance from the transmitter such that the ground
wave is of comparable amplitude. The combina- c. Absorption Fading
tion of a randomly fluctuating sky wave with the
steady ground wave produces much more severe Absorption fading is caused by short-time vari-
fading than is commonly experienced with the sky ations in the amount of energy lost from the wave
wave alone, because of absorption in the ionosphere. In

The "flutter" fading, or very rapid fluctuations general the period of this type of fading is much
of intensity, associated usually with ionospheric longer than for the other two types, since the
disturbances on paths passing in or near the ionospheric absorption usually changes only slowly.
auroral zone, is another type of interference fading. The sudden ionosphere disturbance is an extreme
It is caused by the combination of a large number case of this type of fading, although it is usually
of wave components which have traversed paths classified as an anomaly rather than as fading.
differing appreciably (possibly several wave- Somewhat analogous to this type of fading, al-
lengths) in length. This type of fading is also though the cause is not in the ionosphere but in
associated with transmission by scattered reflec- reflections and absorption in objects close to the
tions, for the scattering centers, themselves, are receiver, is the type of fading experienced in re-
fairly widely separated, and the waves travel dif- ceiving a signal while moving along in an auto-
ferent distances in going to and from the scattering mobile. The fading out of a signal when the re-
centers. ceiver is passing under a bridge or near a steel

Another type of interference fading is experi- structure is caused by absorption of the wave's
enced primarily at low frequencies, where radio energy by the structure. Effects of this sort are
transmission is relatively stable. Near sunrise involved in so-called "dead spots" or places where
and sunset the heights of the ionosphere layers radio reception is especially difficult. Also, re-
change rather rapidly, and the sky waves arrive radiation from wires, fences, and steel structures
alternately in and out of phase with the ground can cause an interference pattern which is rela-
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ively fixed in space, and can be noticed on moving The unabsorbed field intensity, so defined,
the receiving equipment around. Where there are differs from that which would result from dis-
nearby structures which can cause these effects, tance attenuation alone because of:
care must be exercised in selecting a receiving site. (1) focusing caused by the curvature of the

ionosphere reflecting layer;
d. Skip Fading (2) interference and polarization fading;

(3) loss of energy upon reflection at the ground
Skip fading is observed at places near the skip between hops.

distance, and is caused by the waves alternately Focusing tends to increase the field intensity
skipping and returning to earth. Near sunrise but is relatively unimportant except at low angles
and sunset, when the ionization density of the of takeoff and arrival, and even here the effect
ionosphere is changing, it may happen that the muf tends to be vitiated by irregularities in the reflect-
for a given transmission path oscillates about the ing layer.
actualfrequency. When the skip distance moves As pointed out in the preceding section, random
out past the receiving station (sometimes called interference and polarization fading both reduce
"going into the skip") the received intensity the median field intensity received on a linearly
abruptly drops by a factor of 100 or more, and polarized antenna below that of the homogeneous
just as abruptly increases again when the skip wave. The factors involved are 0.832 (-1.6 db)
distance moves in again. This may take place and 0.707 (-3.0 db), respectively
many times before steady conditions of trans- The loss of energy at grouid reflection between
mission or skip are estabiished. hops depends upon the frequency, polarization,

angle of incidence at the ground, and the electrical
7.4. The Unabsorbed Field Intensity characteristics of the ground.

Curves in figure 7.4 and 7.5 give unabsorbed
The unabsorbed field intensity of a sky wave at field intensities for 1 kw effective radiated power

a given distance from the transmitting station is as a function of distance for 1-hop-E and 1-hop-F2
defined as the median incident field intensity that modes of propagation, assuming virtual reflection
would be observed using an antenna of fixed heights of 105 and 320 km, respectively. These
linear polarization if no absorption were introduced curves take account of fading effects but not of
by the ionosphere. focussing. However, as most practical antennas
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FIGunz 7.5. Median incident unabsorbed field intensity for I kw effective radiated power, Fe-layer propagation distances
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are very inefficient at low angles of radiation and 7.5. Interpretation of Ionospheric
arrival, accurate knoweledge of the unabsorbed Abxsorption Measurements
field intensity for low angles is usually unnecessary.

The unabsorbed field intensity KG(ntz) for a a. General
mode consisting of n hops each of length x, is As pointed out in chapter 2, the presence of
given by electrons in the upper atmosphere not only causes

(0.63)4- bending and return to earth of a radio wave of
E(nz)(0.n) Flo(Z), sufficiently low frequency, but also, because. of

the collisions of the electrons with neighboring

where 0.63 is the assumed loss factor for each air molecules, causes part of the wave energy to
groundereflection, 0.n3 F,(x)is the 1-hop un- be dissipated, thus reducing the intensity of theground reflection, and Eo(z) histae 1- h e radio wave below that resulting from the normal
absorbed field intensity for the distance m. The sreading out of the wave front as it recedes fromlogarithm of the unabsorbed field intensity, Thsaortnpocsisf

Fo(n=), is given by the transmitter. This absorption process is of
great importance in the practical use of ionospheric

FO(iz)=F0(x)- (n- 1)0.2-log n. radio transmission.
During daylight hours, absorption takes place

principally in the D region of the ionosphere.
The curve in figure 7.5 represents the "average" Here electron densities are considerably less than

unabsorbed field intensity for distances greater in higher regions but the increased density of air
than 3,200 kin, assuming F2-layer propagation molecules results in an increased collisional fre-
and 1 kw effective radiated power at fairly low quency, which more than compensates for the
radiation angles, i. e., between, say, 5* and 250. scarcity of electrons.
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During the night, ionization and absorption in a=log (E&/E)=Fo--F,
the D region become negligible. However, there
is still some absorption for frequencies near the where FO=log E& and F=Iog E. Thus, we can
maximum usable frequency of the F2 layer because write E= Eo X 0-a or F= F0 -- a as the basic field
wa es at such frequencies are abnormally retarded intensity formula.
and there is sufficient time for appreciable energy In using and measuring absorption indexes, it
loss to take place in spite of the relatively small is necessary to make allowance for the diffcrential
collision frequency. Such absorption is called absorption of the ordinary and extraordinary com-
"deviative absorption" because it occurs in con- ponents of the received wave. The relative inten-
junction with retardation which also causes bend- sities of these components depend upon the fre-
ing of the waves. Absorption which takes place quency and the degree of absorption.
even when the wave is not appreciably retarded The quantity actually measured in most cases
is called "nondeviative" absorption (chapter 2). is the relative tield intensity, i. e., the voltage de-
Absorption in the D region is usually largely livered by the antenna to the receiving set. To
nondeviative. obtain the actual field intensity in microvolts per

As ionization in the D region is caused prin- meter, the receiver input voltage must be multi-
cipally by ultraviolet radiation from the sun, and plied by a calibrating factor depending upon the
the region is low enough in the atmosphere for characteristics of the receiving set and the antenna
rapid recombination to occur, the density of ioniza- system. The unabsorbed field intensity may be
tion in this region, and hence the absorption, calculated if the effective radiated power and
varies practically in synchronism with the eleva- height of reflection are known. It is usually im-
tion of the sun over the horizon. D-region practicable to obtain the factors necessary for
absorption is thus greatest at noon at latitudes these calculations. However, if reflections can
directly beneath the sun. be obtained at night when absorption is negligible,

the field intensity measured at such time, corrected
b. The Absorption Index for any difference in the height of reflection, is the

unabsorbed field intensity. In CW measurements,
The ionospheric absorption index a is defined the unabsorbed field intensity obtained in this way

as the logarithm of the ratio of the unabsorbed should also be corrected for the presence of multa-
field intensity E, to the absorbed field intensity pIe reflections.
E, E0 being the intensity of the sky wave reflected In measurements using pulse technics, the ab-
from a given height if there were no absorption, sorption may be obtained directly by comparing
and E being the actual intensity of the reflected the amplitudes of successive multiple reflections
wave. It may be written: of the pulse. The absorption index is equal to
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the logarithm of the ratio of the intensities of workers have reported experimental values of n
successive pulses corrected for loss occurring at varying between 0.5 and 2.0. A significant differ-
tlh intervening ground reflection. ence between values of n for the diurnal and

seasonal variations seems to exist, those for the
c. Variation with Frequency diurnal variation being somewhat the higher.

The value n = 1 represents the diurnal variation
The variation of absorption with the frequency fairly well on the average, and has the advantage

ayes incident vertically on the ionosphere at of greatly simplifying calculations of the average
in January 1942, as deduced from oblique- zenith-angle over a long transmission path.

i vertical-incidence data of the National Bureau The above formula does not, however, represent
Standards, is shown in figure 7.6. The cusps the absorption very well for values of the zenith

Sthe curve labeled JE and JOF2 correspond to angle near 900. Actually, there is appreciable
,leviative absorption taking place in the vicinity absorption at times of ground sunrise and sunset,
of the E- and F2-layer critical frequencies, re- because of ionization of the D region at these
spectively. Except for these cusps, absorption at times, due to diffusion and other effects. The
frequencies above about 2,000 kc follows the law diurnal variation, including times near sunrise
for quasi-longitudinal propagation (S.K. Mitra, and sunset, is fairly well represented by the
see references, p. 121) through the absorbing region, following empirical expression,
to a good approximation. That is, K=-0.142+0.858 cos x,

a=al/(f f cos 6)", in which K denotes the diurnal variation factor.

where a is the absorption for a frequency .f, .fir TABLE 7.1. Seasonal variation factor, J
is the gyrofrequency, 0 is the angle between the
direction of the earth's magnetic field and the Both terminals of One ter-
direction of propagation, and a, is a constant. transmission path minal ofI tranmnls-direcion f prpagaion, nd a isoncontant
The plus sign refers to the ordinary component and Month poath id

"-~ot 'I-s'-- orth andthe negative sign refers to the extraordinary com- North of South of the other
ponent of the wave. equator equator south of

Below 2,000 kc, reflection takes place before the _ equato
wave has penetrated entirely through the absorb- jan .................................. 1.3 1.0 1.16
ing region, with the result that the absorption is a Feb ----------------------------------. 1.3 H 1.180

Mar .--------------------------------- 1.18 1. 11
maximum at about 1,200 kc, and decreases steadily r---------1.15 1.1 1. 1
toward lower frequencies, une----------------------------- 1.0 1.3 1.18

At oblique incidence, the variation with fre- ruy --------------------------------- 1.0 1.3 1.13
A ug ---------------------------------- 1.0 1.3 I.15

quency is similar except that the whole curve is sept -------------------------------- 1.15 1.15 1.15
t-1.18 1.18 1.18raised in proportion to the secant of the angle of Nov ................................. 3 1. .1.

incidence upon the D region. Dee ---------------------------------. 1.3 1.0 1.1

d. Diurnal and seasonal variation A residual seasonal variation beyond that in-
volved in the above K factor, as determined from

A formula frequently used to correlate the measurements made in middle latitudes in the
nondeviative absorption coefficient with the sun's northern hemisphere, is given by factors listed in
zenith angle x is table 7.1. The factor was arbitrarily chosen to be

unity for summer months. Values for the other
a=-- (cos X)W, months of the year were adjusted accordingly.

The symbol J is used to denote the seasonal
where ao is the value of the absorption when variation factor.
x= 0 (sun overhead), and n is an exponent deter-
mined empirically from the data. Taking the e. Variation with Solar Activity
logarithm of both sides of this equation, we obtain

In addition to the diurnal and seasonal varia-
log a=log ao+n log cos x. tions with the sun's zenith angle, there is a varia-

tion with solar activity manifest in a 27-day cycle
For equivalent vertical-incidence frequencies above coinciding with the rotation period of the sun (see
about 1 Mc, values of log a plotted against log chapter 5), and a secular variation following the
cos X tend to fall on a straight line, the slope of 11-year sunspot cycle. Various measurements in-
which is the appropriate value of n. For a Chap- dicate that the absorption for waves which pene-
man region (see chapter 4), n should have the trate entirely through the D region increases by a
value 1.5 for values of x not too near 900. Various factor of approximately 1.5 between sunspot num-
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her zero and 100. Assuming a linear variation, the takes place at both angles of incidence, or the
ratio Q of the absorption at sunspot number R to same fraction of the D region is traversed in
the absorption at zero sunspot number is thus each case. These conditions are satisfied for

1..Q.OOSR FF2-layer propagation, but not in general for E-
Q1 - 0.005R. layer propagation.

3.Qa Ewata. %A front oF book: In the presence of a magnetic field, if the propa-
Values of R predicted 3 months in advance are gation may be considered as quasi-longitudinal,
given in each issue of the CRPL-D series, begin- the above relation becomes, for the ordinary
ning with CRPL-D32. component

L. Summary of Rgular Absorption Variations a= SecODj+j,, COS 0)2 +1

Combining the above variation factors, we can LVfHCOS 0K)

write the following expression for the nondeviative 1 21;
absorption when the equivalent vertical-incidence (I+fr cos 0 2) J;
frequency (sec. 6.2, a) is above about 1 Mc.

where J is the wave frequency, fH is the gyro-
a-JQKS=AS, frequency, and 0, 01, and 02 are, respectively, the

angles between the direction of the earth's mag-
where J is the seasonal variation factor, Q is the netic field and the directions of propagation of the
solar cycle variation factor, 7 is the average value vertical wave, the incident oblique wave, and the
of K for the transmission path, and S is a function reflected oblique wave, in the D region.
of the frequency and the distance traveled by the Replacing the factor
wave in the absorbing region.

g. Normal Ikty-to.IDay Variations dJJ o 0+ JJ o 2

In the above summary of regular absorption by
variations, no account was taken of the normal
but irregular variations which take place from (j+ju COS 8,)2
day-to-day. These, together with day-to-day
changes in the unabsorbed field intensity, cause where 0' lies between 0, and 8ý, the formula be-
variations in the incident field intensity. The wr les
daily median values of incident field intensity are 2omes
distributed approximately symmetrically about a s J(+f, cosO a.
the monthly median value on a decibel or loga- a = sec CD OS
rithmic scale, such that 90 percent are less than
about twice (6 db above) the monthly median The value of fu varies from about 0.7 Mc at
and 90 percent are greater than about one-half the geomagnetic equator to about 1.6 Mc at the
(6 db below) the monthly median. To a first geomagnetic poles. Thus for large values of f,
approximation, these limits are also independent the above expression becomes approximately
oI the frequency, path length, season, and time of a'd=a sec AD.
day. As the D region extends somewhat into the E

layer, and waves of the same frequency propagated
. Aborption in Obliqu-Incidece Propagation bliquely and vertically are reflected from different

A wave which passes through the D region levels, the fraction of the D region traversed varies
wiih te agleofincidence. The above formulaobliquely traverses a greater distance in this region is therefore not valid in ieneral for bayer propa-

than one which penetrates at vertical incidence. io T he not va ling formulayer propa-
Specifically, if the oblique path makes an angle gation. The corresponding formula for E-layer
OD with the vertical, the ratio of these distances is propagation is
see 00.

Thus neglecting the effect of varying the angle a a see #D I CO
between the direction of propagation and the V'+JH cos 0')
direction of the earth's magnetic field, the ratio
of the nondeviative absorption a' for oblique- where now a' is the absorption for the frequency
incidence propagation to a for vertical-incidence P' propagated obliquely and reflected at the angle
propagation is .0y from the E layer, and a is the vertical incidence

a'/a=sec OD, absorption for the equivalent vertical incidence
frequencyf=j' cos 0,z, i. e., the frequency reflected

provided complete penetration of the D region at vertical incidence at the same level asF'.
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i. Absorption for long paths inately the same for all R2 modes for which the
length of a single hop is greater than 1,000 km.

Beyond about 3,000 km attenuation is so great For modles whose hop length is less than 1,000
for frequencies propagated by the F layer. down km the absorption is greater.
to about 1 Mc, that field intensities produced Thus the absorption for long paths may be
with reasonable values of radiated power are written

usually too weak to be useful. Discussion of a' =Sd,
absorption for such long paths may reasonably be
limited to F2-layer propagation. where d is the path length, and S is the average

It is useful to note that, in the case of n2 layer absorption per unit distance along the path.
propagation, sec -D is approximately linearly pro- Introducing the factor A=JQK, mentioned in
portional to the length of a single hop for Uop section 7.5, f, which expresses the regular varia-
lengths greater than about 1,000 km. This means tions, we have a'=SoAd=SoJQKd, in which So
that for a given path the absorption is approxi- is a function of frequency only.
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Fzouam 7.7. Field-intniy measured over the same path, on the same frequency, for a quiet day (February 17, 1938), a day of
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FIGuaz 7.8. Field-intensity variation during and after visible aurora of October 8, 1941.

Note depression of field Intensity as compared with following day.

7.6. Abnaormal. Absorption wide ionosphere-storm effects, the intensities of
which decrease with distance from the auroral

Besides the regular absorption effects discussed belts. During such storms, ionization becomes
above, which are believed to be caused by rela- diffuse, and sometimes the normal stratification
tively steady ultraviolet radiation from the sun, of the ionosphere disappears. At these times far
there are effects due to relatively sudden and more ionization exists at low levels than ordinarily,
irregular outbursts of solar activity and to solar especially at night, and absorption is abnormally
particle emanations. These effects include the high andirregular in nature.
absorption effects manifested during ionosphere Figure 7.7 shows, for comparison, the records of
storms and "sudden ionosphere disturbances," field intensities, measured on the same frequency,
and the absorption continually present in the for an ionospherically quiet day, and during days
auroral belts. of moderate and severe storms. Figure 7.8

Phenomena in the auroral belts, (chapter 5), presents field-intensity measurements showing the
are believed to be due to electrified solar particles sudden decrease in intensity with the onset of an
guided into the belts by the earth's magnetic auroral display that was visible at the receiving
feld. Ionization produced by these particles location.
extends into low levels of the atmosphere and Coincident with the appearance of solar flares,
results in pronounced absorption at nearly all or bright eruptions on the sun, usually in the
times, day and night, vicinity of a large sunspot or group of spots,

Frequently coincident with the passage of large there often occur periods of abnormally high
sunspots or groups of spots across the sun, the D-region ionization, lasting from a few minutes
streams of solar particles are greatly intensified, to an hour or more, and occurring only during
and the auroral belts spread out, causing world- daylight hours. These are the "sudden ionosphere
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7.7. Calculation of Incident Field Intensity9570 kcA. W1XK, M1LL1, MA$3.,

0 kiLOMl"E:R3 f RlOM (a. G eneral
W. •The procedures described below enable rapid

too i I• I Iestimation of the incident field intensity for a
given path, frequency, mode of propagation, and

Iso; effective radiated power.
0 The field intensity obtained for a particular
n month and time of day corresponds to the median
0 2 value for normal (undisturbed) days of the month.

In section 7.5, g, it was pointed out that the dis-
tribution of daily median values of the incidentto - field intensity is such that 90 percent are greater
than about one-half (6 db below) the monthly
median, and that 90 percent are less than about

2 twice (6 db above) the monthly median value.
I It was also pointed out in section 7.3 that in a
0 A9 GMT normally fading wave, the distribution (Ray-

S7_ _18oo _ _ - MT leigh) of instantaneous values of field intensity
, GH Eis such that 90 percent are above the lower

13,525 k¢]oM GLH, ENGLAND, decile value, which is equal to 0.39 times (8.2 db
5400 kiLOMCTERS OM below) the median value, while 90 percent are

I• RIVEmHEAI, N.Y. A below the upper decile value equal to 1.8 times
- Atm (5.1 db above) the median value.

n In most radio transmission problems, the lower
0 , .,decile value is usually of greater interest than

> the upper decile value. Also, the value of field
0 I__--_ A'T intensity which the daily lower decile values exceed
c to_ 

- on 90 percent of the days of the month may be
of interest. This value is obtained by calculat-

2 ing the incident field intensity according to the
- methods given in the following sections and then

___H multiplying this field intensity by 0.5 XO.39=0.195
a0oo wO0 0 T (decrease by 14 db).U100 7M Io 19 GMT The value of field intensity which is exceeded

Fiouiims 7.9. Sudden disturbance of the ionosphere on April 8,
1936, as revealed in the finld-intensity records of widely sep- on only 10 percent of the days by the daily lower
arated transmitting stations. decile field intensity is obtained by multiply-

ing the median value by 2X0.39=0.78 (decrease
disturbances", previously mentioned in chapter 5, by 2.2 db).
caused by sudden intense bursts of utltaviolet The results obtained in a particular calculation
light emanating from the solar flaxes. may be in error due to incompleteness of the basic

This increase in D-region ionization makes the measurem-nt data, and to simplifying assumptions
region a better conductor, so that the intensities of made in reducing the measurement data and
waves of frequencies below about 500 kc, which applying the results to calculation procedures.
do not penetrate through the region, are actually In general, the errors tend to be greatest for
increased. Even waves that normally penetrate extreme values of the frequency, distance, and
the D region, as in the medium-frequency broad- absorption factor A. However, the calculated
cast band, may be reflected below the D region, field intensity will tend to be too high for any
and exhibit increased intensities. However, values of these quantities if deviative absorption
absorption of waves of higher frequency, which is present in appreciable quantity, or if solar
continue to penetrate the D region, is so strong activity is unusually high during the month in
as to cause cessation of all useful high-frequency question, and the results will tend to be too low
transmission, except possibly on frequencies very if solar activity is unusually low. Other effects,
near the muf limit. such as sporadic-E ionization, may cause errors

Figure 7.9 shows field-intensity records of signals in either direction.
received at widely separated stations over quite It should be noted that the effect of the incid-nt
different paths during a day on which one of these field intensity in producing voltage at the input
sudden disturbances occurred. It will be seen )f the receiving set varies with the angle of arrival
that the striking sudden drop in field intensity to of the wave. Thus the combined effect of waves
practically zero occurs simultaneously. arriving at different angles should be calculated
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taking into account the effective length of the in section 7.5, e, we obtain Q= 1.56. The lati-
antenna for each angle of arrival. The resultant tude of Maitila is about 140 N. Referring to
voltage, V, induced in the receiving antenna is the K-chart for June, figure 7.39, we find for
given by 1200 local time at 14* N., 7-=K=-1.0, approxi-

mately. Thus A =JQ7?==l.56.
V= (L)• 1 -+ (.)2+... + (LE.)2 , Referring to figure 7.3, the radiation angle for

1-hop-F2 is approximately 800 and for 1-hop-E is
where E,, E 2 * * * E. are the incident field approximately 65". The distance "z" cor-.
intensities for the various active modes of propa- responding to 1-hop-E for A=80* is 35 km.
gation expressed in microvolts per meter, and Referring to figure 7.2, we find that 2.2 Mc is well
LI, L2  * * * L. are the corresponding effec- below the E-layer muf for both 100 and 35 kin, and
tive lengths of the receiving antenna expressed is therefore below the muf for 1-hop-E and also
in meters. The effective length is proportional below the E-layer cut-off frequency for 1-hop-F2.
to the square root of the gain factor. Further Therefore, the 1-hop-E mode is active, but the
discussion of effective length is outside the scope 1-hop-F2 mode is inactive at this frequency.
of this book. On the field-intensity nomogram, figure 7.10

P=i100 w is plotted on the left-hand scale, and
b. Calculation of incident Field Intensity for Short A== 1.56 is plotted on the right-hand scale. A

Paths, 0 to 400 Kin straightedge is laid between these two points and
the incident field intensity is read at the intersec-

For sky-wave transmission over short paths, the tion of the straightedge with the vertical line cor-
absorption is nearly independent of the path responding to 2.2 Me. The field intensity so read
length and the mode of propagation for 1-hop is 0.1 log (pv/m) or 2 db above 1 uv/m.
modes. Accordingly, the expression for the ab- Suppose, now, the operating frequency were 7
sorption given in section 7.5, f, may be written Mc instead of 2.2 Me. It is evident from figure

7.2 that 7 Me is well above both the 1-hop-E mui
a=AS,, and the 1-hop-F2 cut-off frequency. Referring to

CRPL-D31, the 1-hop-F2 milf is 13 Me. Tbus
where A -JQK, and 31 is a function of the fre- the 1-hop-F2 mode would be active, but the 1-hop-
quency only. Also, for short distances, the E mode would be inactive at 7 Me. The loga-
unabsorbed field intensity is also approximately rithm of the field intensity in microvolts per meter
independent of the path length. If, further, we for this frequency would be 1.7 (34 db above 1
neglect the variation of the unabsorbed field Mv/m.)
intensity with mode of propagation, the logarithm NOTE: figures 6.17, 6.18, 6.21 to (.30 are taken from
of incident field intensity in microvolts per meter CRPL-D31.given by F=Fo+ % log P--AS, c. Calculation of Incident Field Intensity for

may be calculated by means of the nomogram in Paths of Intermediate Length, 400 to 3,200 Km

figure 7.10. If P and A are plotted on the left- The incident field intensity in microvolts per
and right-hand scales of the nomogram, respec- meter and in decibels above I pv/m for 1-kw
tively, and a straightedge laid between them, the effective radiated power is plotted as a function of
logarithm of the incident field intensity in micro- frequency for various values of the absorption
volts per meter or the field intensity in decibels factor A=JQK in figures 7.11 to 7.30. Field in-
above 1 uv/m, is read at the intersection of the tensities for different distances and modes of
straightedge with the desired frequency. propagation are plotted on separate charts. Only

The value of P used should be that correspond- 1-hop-P2, 2-hop-F2, and 1-hop-k: and 2-hop-E
ing to 1-hop-E or 1-hop-n2, whichever is active, modes of propagation are represented. Consid-
If both are active, use the higher value of P. eration of these modes is sufficient for most

The appropriate value of R may be obtained purposes.
from K charts, as explained in section 7.7, f. These charts are based on an analysis made by

Let us calculate, for example, the incident the United States Army Signal Corps 6f field-
sky-wave field intensity produced at a distance of intensity measurements for a group of paths of
100 km by a transmitter operating at 100-w intermediate lengths (400 to 2,600 km) located
effective radiated power on 2.2 Mc near Manila, near Washington, D. C., where the inclination of
P. I., in June 1947, at 1200 local time. Referring the earth's magnetic field is nearly vertical. Al-
to table 7.1, J=l.0. The CRPL predicted though specifically applicable in regions of similar
sunspot number for June 1947, is 112 (publi- magnetic inclination, excluding the auroral belts,
cation of predicted sunspot numbers in the the charts are probably of nearly equal validity in
CRPL-D series begins with the prediction for other regions especially at the higher frequencies,
July 1947). Substituting in the formula for Q say, above about 10 Mc.
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The approximate muf for E-layer modes and the F2 and 2-hop-F2 modes. The muf for these
approximate cut-off frequency for F2-layer modes modes, as obtained from CRPL-D31, are 15.3
are shown on these charts. Separate curves are Mc and 10.3 Mc, respectively. Thus l-hop-F2
given for J=1.0 and 1.3. Values for J=1.15 lie is active, but 2-hop-F2 is inactive.
approximately half-way between these curves. In figures 7.20 and 7.24, the 1-hop-F2 incident
?he F2-muf cannot be expressed as a function of field intensities for 1,200 and 1,600 km at 13 Mc
A. It must be determined separately for each and A==1.56, are 35 and 20 Miv/m (31 and 26 db
particular problem. above 1 ,v/m), respectively. Interpolating linearly,

If the length of the transmission path for which the field intensity for 1,500 km is approximately
the incident iitd intensity is desired is not equal 24 Mv/m (27 db above 1 uv/m).
to one of the distances represented in the charts, For equal effective radiated power the 1-hop-
read the field intensity on the chart for the nearest F2 field intensity is 3.3 times (10.4 db above) the
distance less than and greater than the path 1-hop-E field intensity. Referring to figure 7.3,
length, and interpolate linearly between the values the radiation angle for 1,500 km is about 200 for
of field intensity in decibels to obtain the field 1-hop-F2, but only 50 for 1-hop-E. Most an-
intensity corresponding to the path length. tennas radiate very poorly at 50. In practice,

The field intensity so found corresponds to therefore, the difference between the I-hop-F2
1 kw effective radiated power. For P kw effec- and I-hop-E field intensities would probably be
tive radiated power, multiply this field intensity more than the factor 3.3.
by -P (or add P expressed in db above I kw to the Suppose the effective radiated power in the
field intensity in decibels above 1 M~v/m). See above example were 500 w for the 1-hop-F2 radi-
section 7.7, f, for calculation of K. ation angle (20') instead of 1,000 w. The 1-hop-

Consider, for example, transmission from Wash- F2 field intensity would then be 24X- /(500/1000)
ington, D. C., to Miami, Fla., a distance of 1,500 17 Mv/m.
km at 1200 local time in Miami in June 1947 on
a frequency of 13 Me. What would be the field d. Calculation of Incident Field Intensity for Long
intensity produced in Miami by a transmitter Paths, over 3,200 in
radiating 1,000 w effective power at Washington?
Referring to table 7.1, J=-1.0. The CRPL pre- Utilizing the expression for absorption for long
dicted sunspot number for June 1947, is 112 paths given in section 7.5, i, the incident field in-
(publication of predicted sunspot numbers in the tensity in log microvolts per meter for long paths
CRPL-D series begins with the July 1947, pre- is
diction). Substituting this value in the formula F-Fo-- log P-SoAD,
for Q in section 7.5, e, we obtain Q=1.56. The
latitude of the midpoint of the path is about 320 N. where F is for 1-kw effective radiated power and
The longitude is approximately equal to that of A=JQK. The incident field intensity may be
Miami; therefore, no time correction need be made. calculated by direct substitution in this formula.
On the K-chart for June, figure 7.39, we find for The quantity So, as determined from analysis of
1200 local time at 320 N., K=K=-1.0, approxi- long-path field-intensity measurements, is plotted
mately. Thus A=JQK= 1.56. as a function of frequency in fig. 7.31. F0 is given

As 1,500 km lies between two of the distances by figure 7.4. A procedure for calculating Rd is
for which the intermediate-distance field-intensity given in section 7.7, e. Alternatively the incident
charts are constructed, charts for 1,200 and 1,600 field intensity may be obtained from the nomo-
km are selected, figures 7.18 through 7.25. grams in figures 7.32 and 7.33. The nomogram

The 1-hop-E and 2-hop-E muf for this path, in figure 7.32 is for use with small values of Ad,
at the time considered, as obtained from CRPL- and that in figure 7.33 with large values of Ad.
D31, are 18 and 11.5 Me, respectively. Thus If d and Ad are plotted on the left- and right-hand
1-hop-E is active, but 2-hop-E is inactive at 13 scales, respectively, the logarithm of the incident
Me. Referring to figure 7.18 the 1-hop-E field field intensity in microvolts per meter, or the field
intensity chart for 1,200 kin, we find that the in- intensity in decibels above 1 uv/m, correspond-
cident field intensity for 13 Mc at A=1.56 is 9 ing to 1 kw effective radiated power, is read at
Mv/m (19 db above 1 Mv/m). On figure 7.22, the the intersection of a straightedge laid between d
1-hop-E chart for 1,600 km, the incident field and Ad with the desired frequency. To obtain
intensity at 13 Mc and A=1.56 is 5.6 uv/m (15 the logarithm of the incident field intensity cor-
db above 1 Mv/m). Interpolating linearly, the responding to P kw, add I log P to the logarithm
1-hop-E field intensity for 1,500 km is approxi- of the field intensity for 1 kw. To obtain the
mately 6.3 Mv/rn (16 db above 1 Mv/m). field intensity in decibels above 1 Mv/m, add P

Referring to figures 7.20, 7.21, 7.24, and 7.25, expressed in decibels above 1 kw to the field in-
it appears that 13 Mc is above the E-layer cut-off tensity for 1 kw expressed in decibels above 1
frequency at 1,200 and 1,600 km for both 1-hop- Mv/m. If the field intensity is expressed in
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microvolts per meter, multiply by the square root terminal points of the path. Record 0 for K,
of P, expressed in kilowatts. or K2 if the corresponding terminal lies outside

For long-path transmission, the effective ra- the K=-0 curve.
diated power, P, may be considered equal to the 5. Read the length of the path in thousands of
average value of P for radiation angles between kilometers, which lies in the region where K is
00 and 300. not zero. Call this length D'

For calculation of input to the receiver, use the 6. The quantity Kd in thousands of kilometers
average effective length of the receiving antenna units may now be calculated by using the formula
for angles of arrival between 00 and 300,

The appropriate value of Kd is calculated as Kd=0.142D'-+ (K 1 ±K2-0.284) tan (D'i2R),
explained in section 7.7, e. where R is the radius of the earth expressed in the

For example, let us find the incident field inten- same units as D', i. e., thousands of kilometers.
sity produced at 1200 local time in Trieste, Italy, The angle D'/2R is in radians.
in June 1947, by a transmitter in Washington, Alternatively, Rd may be obtained by entering
D. C., operating on 15 Mc and radiating an aver- the values of K1+K 2, and D' in the appropriate
age effective power of 1 kw between 0 and 300 nomogram, figures 7.46 and 7.47. These nomo-
radiation angle. The length of this path is 7,100 gram , figure 7.4 a nd 7.47. Ts nmgrams are not accurate for D' near 20,000 km.
km and Kd=4.9 (see sample calculation in section In such cases the path should be divided into two
7.7, e. Referring to table 7.1, J=1.0. The parts, Kd calculated for each part separately, and
CRPL predicted sunspot number for June parts adc ed fo each par telytand
1947, is 112. Substituting this value in the the results added to obtain Kd for the entire
formula for Q, section 7.5, e), we obtain Q=-1.56. path.
Thus Ad-7.6 We choose the nomogram of 7. Repeat steps 3 through 6 for each time for
ofiure 7.33 as the one appropriate to the magnitude which Rd is desired.
ofAd. Laying a straightedge between 7,100 km For example, what is Kd for the path between
on the left-hand distance scale, and 7.6 on the Washington, D. C., and Trieste, Italy "in June,
right-hand Ad scale, the logarithm of the field at 1200 local time at Trieste? Following the
intensity in microvolts per meter read at 15 Mc above procedure, we obtain K, (Washington)=
is 0.15 (3 db above 1 ;,v/m). 0.33, K 2 (Trieste)=0.93, and D'=d=7,100 km.

For an effective radiated power of 4 kw (6 db Entering D' and K 1+K 2 in the nomogram of
above 1 kw), the logarithm of the incident field figure 7.46, we obtain Kd=4.9.
intensity would be 0.15+J log 4=0.45. Using
decibels, the field intensity would be 3+6=9 db f. Calculation of K•for Short or Intermediate Paths
above Mv/m.

If the path is of short or intermediate length,
e. Calculation of Ed and does not cross the K=0 curve, it is usually

sufficiently accurate, after step 3 above, to take
Figures 7.34 through 7.45 are charts of the KRequal to the value of K at the midpoint of the

diurnal variation factor K= 0. 142+-0.858 cos x for path. If the path straddles the K=0 line, read
each month of the year. To obtain Kd, proceed K at the midpoint of the portion that lies on the
as follows: side where K is greater than zero. K is equal to

1. Construct a great-circle curve for the path on this value multiplied by D'/d.
a piece of transparent paper exactly as in steps 1 Otherwise, find Rd and divide by d expressed
and 2 in the procedure piven in 6.6, a, chapter 6. in thousands of kilometers to obtain K.
Be sure to mark the meridian whose local times are
to be used as the times for the calculations. Call g. Paths Passing Through the Auroral Zone
this the "reference" meridian.

2. Before removing the paper from the great- Transmissions over paths that lie, even in part,
circle chart of figure 6.30 (chapter 6) at the end in the auroral zones, are subject to a greater degree
of step 2 mentioned above, mark distance intervals of irregularity and erratic performance than are
of 500 km along the curve, using as guides the transmissions over other paths.
numbered dot ash lines and the dotted lines The absorption is very great, especially during
which are spaced at 500-km intervals along the daylight conditions. For example, stations oper-
great-circle curves. ating at less than about 6,000 kc usually cannot be

3. Place the transparent paper over the K heard during daylight hours over any great dis-
chart, figures 7.34 through 7.45 for the desired tance (2,000 km or more) in these regions.
month, and aline the reference meridian marked in Severe and prolonged ionosphere storms occur
step 1 with the time for which the calculation is frequently, often developing suddenly in the
to be made. course of a few minutes. They are manifested by

4. Read K, and K 2, the values of K at the greatly increased absorption and by a drop in the
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ionization density of the higher reflecting layers, 400 to 3,00 km. Sketch the great-circle path
which lowers the maximum usable frequency. between the terminal points on a piece of trans-
The result is the narrowing or complete disappear- parent paper. Determine the active modes of
ance of the band of useful frequencies. It is not propagation. The mufs for E-layer modes and the
unusual for long-distance transmission to be impos- cut-off frequencies for E-layer modes may be
sible on all high frequencies for a day or more at a higher than normal because of sporadic-E. Call
time, and to be erratic and only partially recovered the length of each hop d., where n denotes the
on a small portion of the high-frequency spectrum number of hops. Locate and mark the ionosphere
for as much as a week. There have been instances reflection point at the midpoint of each hop. In
of ionospheric storminess lasting almost continu- the case of F-layer modes also mark points one-
ously for a month. third of d. on each side of each ionosphere reflec-

Frequently in auroral zones during ionosphere tion point. These are the D-region points. In
storms, there also appears strong, widespread, and the case of E-layer modes, the E-layer reflection
continuous intense sporadic-E transmission lasting points may be regarded as D-region points.
for many hours. This may considerably improve Place the transparent sheet on the map of figure
radio reception in certain directions and over some 7.48 and note the value of K' at each D-region
paths while it lasts, but there is no way of pre. point. In the case of E-layer modes, add together
dicting it. the values of K' for all D-region points and divide

During the polar winter night, except during by the number of hops n. In the case of F-layer
ionosphere storms, good radio transmission is modes, add together the values of K' for all D-
often experienced on all high frequencies up to region points and divide by 2n. In either case,
near the maximum usable frequency. the average value of K' so obtained is the amount

Some paths that are similar except for direction to be added to Kf in the calculation of incident
seem to display different propagation character- field intensity by the method and charts described
istics. For example, in parts of Greenland, the in section 7. 7,e. Note that the curves for E-layer
European high-frequency stations on about 9 to cut-off and E-layer muf on these charts are valid
15 Me are heard much better than United States only for A=JQK, and not when K' has been
stations at similar distances and frequencies. Also, included.
while transmission across the auroral zone between Paths tonger than 3,000 km. Draw the great-
the United States and Greenland is unfavorable circle path on a transparent sheet and place marks
for the broadcast frequencies, 550 to 1,500 kc, at 500-km intervals along the path. Estimate the
United States stations on these frequencies are length of path in kilometers lying in each of the
received well in northern Canada and Greenland, subzones between adjacent K' contours in figure
during the winter night. Not enough is yet known 7.48. Multiply each of these distances by the
about the auroral zone to explain such effects fully, estimated average values of K' for the correspond-

Observations indicate that the region of severe ing subzones. for example, the average value of
absorption associated with the auroral zone is a K' for the subzone between K'-0 and K'--0.1 is
relatively narrow band located slightly equator- approximately 0.05. The sum of all these products
ward from the line of maximum auroral frequency. is the amount to be added to Rd in the calculation
Transmissions over paths just outside this band of incident field intensity by the method of section
are affected to a much smaller extent by the 7.7, d.
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CHAPTER 8

RADIO NOISE AND REQUIRED FIELD INTENSITY

8.1. Introduction value has significance only to the extent that indi-
vidual peaks of the random noise are isolated and

As radio waves decrease in intensity on spread- considered as impulse noise.
ing out from the transmitter, and as they lose From the above we see that a distinction
energy by absorption in either the ground or the between impulse and random noise is not always
ionosphere, they finally become so weak that the easy to make. However, electrical, or man-made,
signals carried by these waves are no longer capa- noise caused by the operation of electrical ap-
ble of conveying any intelligence to an observer paratus is usually of the impulse type, whereas
when they are received in the presence of radio atmospheric noise, originating in thunderstorms
noise or other signals occupying the same part of or due to other atmospheric conditions, may
the radio spectrum. In this chapter, the only un- ordinarily be considered to have the bandwidth
desired fields to be considered are those due to characteristics of random noise. The best ex-
radio noise of various types; a discussion of the ample of random noise is the fluctuation noise
fields required in the presence of other radio trans- originating in the resistance components of im-
missions is outside the scope of this handboek. pedance elements in the receiver or due to the
The minimum radio field intensity needed to allow fluctuations of electrons in vacuum tubes. An-
an intelligible signal of a particular type to be sat- other example of random noise is the cosmic
isfactorily received in the presence of the radio noise from interstellar space as received on
noise at the receiving station is called the required frequencies which are sufficiently high to pene-
field intensity for that type of serv~ice, and the trate the earth's atmosphere.
distance from the transmitter to any point beyond
which the radio field intensity is lees than the
required field intensity is the distance range. 8.3. Atmospheric and Precipitation Radio

The required field intensity is subject to wide Noise
variation. It depends upon the receiving antenna;
the band width and noise figure of the receiving At the frequencies under consideration in this
set; the local radio noise or "static"; the type of book, atmospheric and precipitation noise are
modulation of the radio wave, i. e., type of service; the most important types to be considered.
and the grade of service desired, e. g., barely in- Radio noise from electrica appratus, such as the
telligible, entirely satisfactory, etc. It also varies, ignition systems of automobiles, may be very se-
with the radio noise, according to the time of day. rious, but such noise is more or less, under the
and season. control of the obseryei ad can be largely elimi-

nated if necessary. Atmospheric and precipita-
tion noise, on the other hand, since it originates

8.2. Types of Radio Noise in thunderstorms, or in rain, snow, or dust storms,
cannot usually be eliminated and thus sets the

In general, radio noise may be defined as inter- limit to radio reception. Precipitation noise
ference whose energy is not confined to a narrow arising from an interaction between the receiving
band of frequencies. Two general types of radio antenna and a rain, snow, or dust storm is not
noise may be distinguished: (a) impulse noise included in the graphs of required field intensity
which is interference due to a single elementary to be given later, although it may at times, de-
disturbance, or to an aggregate of elementary dis- pending on local conqiderations at particular
turbances with systematic relative phases and receiving sites, be the principal source of radio
(b) random, or fluctuation, noise, which is the noise.
aggregate of a large number of elementary dis- Practically all atmospheric radio noise is con-
turbances with random relative phases. In gen- sidered to originate in the lightning flashes as-
eral, the peak value of the receiver response to sociated with thunderstorms. As received at a
impulse noise is proportional to the effective re- distant receiving point, this noise may be expected
ceiver band width (see chapter 3), the effective to display the same propagation characteristics,
(rms) value is proportional to the square root of the such as intensity variations, as do ordinary radio
effective band width, and the average value is in- transmissions propagated from a distant source.
dependent of the effective band width. On the In addition to these expected propagation varia-
other hand, both the effective and average values tions, there are the variations to be expected as
of random noise are proportional to the square a result of different concentrations in thunderstorm
root of the effective band width, while the peak activity in various parts of the world and the
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variation, with frequency, in the noise power the preceding sentence also a factor at the higher
radiated from individual lightning flashes; the frequencies. During daylight hours the absorp-
latter is known to be approximately inversely tion of the sky-wave propagated noise increases,
proportional to the square of the radio frequency and is greatest in the frequency range of 1.5 to
for frequencies above about 10 to 20 kc. Thus, 2.5 Mc. This is evident in the shape and magni-
at a given location, the atmospheric radio noise tude of the noise curves for daylight hours. It
level is made up of noise from nearby centers of is also pointed out that sky-wave propagated
noise generation such as local thunderstorms noise extends to higher frequencies in the day-
whose distances from the receiving set may vary time, because of the higher maximum usable
from a few miles to hundreds of miles, plus noise frequencies occurring duwing those hours.
which has been propagated to the receiving loca- The required-incident-field-intensity curves are
tion from one or more of the principal centers of plotted for 90 percent intelligibility of 100-percent
noise generation, such as the active thundeistorm modulated radiotelephone service, assuming a
areas in equatorial Africa, Central America, and nondirectional receiving antenna that responds
the East Indies. The location and activity of equally to the noise and to the desired signal; for
the various noise centers vary with time of day reception of other types of seruice the required
and season, but probably not much with the sun- field intensities need to be modified by the factors
spot cycle. Generally, thunderstorms occur much shown in table 8.1, taken from another United
more frequently over the land than over the sea States Signal Corps report (second reference,
and are much more common at low than at high section 8.7). It will be noted that the curves for
latitudes. the lower noise grades are plotted for summer

Figures 8.1 to 8.4, inclusive, are maps of the (May, June, and July) and winter (November,
world divided into atmospheric radio noise zones. December, and January), months. This variation
Figures 8.5 to 8.10, inclusive, are required field- with season is due to the variation in the length of
intensity curves corresponding to the noise zones. daylight and darkness hours for north or south
The required field-intensity curves and noise latitudes greater than 300, and the cons( mnt
maps were prepared by D. K. Bailey, and the effect on the propagation of the noise. When
noise curves were taken directly from a United the receiving location is at a latitude of less than
States Signal Corps report (first reference, sectioi, 30' the required field-intensity curves for the
8.7). equinox months apply for all months of the year.

It will be noted that the four noise maps corre- These noise curves represent a signal-to-average
spond to four different periods of the year. Areas noise ratio of 5.5 (15 db), with a receiving-set
of the world in which thunderstorms are most oand-width of 3 kc each side of the carrier
frequent are indicated as zones 4 and 5. The frequency.
areas most remote from the principal thunder- When the receiving antenna discriminates either
storm areas, and in which but little atmospheric for or against the desired signal with respect to
radio noise may be expected, even by way of the atmospheric noise, the required incident field
long-distance sky-wave propagation, are indicated intensity for a particular type of service needs to
as zone 1. The other zones are intermediate in be modified accordingly. For instance, assume
radio noise expectation. that most of the noise is arriving from a noise

The required-field-intensity curves of figures center to the south of a particular receiving loca-
8.5 to 8.10, inclusive, are plotted as required inci- tion, and that a signal is being received from the
dent field intensity for radio-telephone communi- east on a directive antenna. Assume further
cation versus frequency, for six different times that the antenna gain in the direction of the arrival
of day, for each particular noise grade. It will of the desired signal is three times the gain in the
be noted that the night curves have an almost direction of the arrival of the noise. Then the
constant slope, the required intensity decreas- required field intensity to overcome the atmos-
ing with increasing frequency. This represents pheric noise is one-third of the value indicated by
rouglly the frequency characteristic of the noise the curves. It is to be remembered that the ver-
produced by the thunderstorms, as there is very tical angles of arrival of the signal and noise need
Little sky-wave absorption during night hours. to be considered, as well as the azimuth angles, in
Above the maximum usable frequency for long- determining the relative gain of an antenna for the
distance transmission the noise cannot be propa- signal and for the noise. In this connection it
gated by sky-wave transmission, and hence should be pointed out that only meager data are
decreases very rapidly with increasing frequency. available on vertical angles of arrival of atmos-
The variation in the magnitude of the required- pheric noise; an average angle of 20' above the
field-intensity curves for various hours during horizontal has frequently been assumed for the
darkness is due to the average variation of thun- intermediate- and low-noise grades.
derstorm activity throughout the night, with the Also it should be noted that the data on the
maximum usable frequency effect mentioned in basis of which these curves were drawn are frag-
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TABLE 8.1. Factors needed to modify required field intensities for various types of services

Ratio of the field intensity re-
quired for intelligible reep-
tion to the field Intensity Type of

Type of radio communication service Conditions of operation required for radiotelephony service
factor.

T,
Intensity ratio Ratio, In

decibels

Double sideband radiotelephony ------------- Receiver band width 3 kc each side of carrier; 100-percent modu- I (reference 0 1
latlon; intelligibility 90 percent. level

Single sideband radiotelephony -------------- Carrier suppressed 10 to 25 db ----------------------------------- 0.50 -6 4.0
Standard broadcast --------------- _-_----- Receiver band width 6 kc each side of carrier; 38 db signal-to- 20 26 0.0025

noise ratio considered tolerable.
International short-wave broadcast ----------- Assume considerably more disturbance tolerable than on stand- 5.6 15 .032

ard broadcast.
Manual CW telegraphy ---------------------- Receiver band width 3 kc each side of carrier; 90-percent intelli- 0.14 -17 50

gibility at 10 words (cipher groups) per minute.dDiversity reception----------------.. .18 --15 32
High-speed automatic CW telegraphy --------80 to 120 words per minut Nondiversity reception -------------.. 28 -- 1 12.6

Interrupted carrier radioteletypewriter ------ 60-words-per-minute radioteletype-) rty r i -1
writer; carrier on for Nondiversity reception... .25 -12 16
rier off for spacing. I.40 -8 6.3

Carrier shift system-radioteletypewriter ----- 60-words-per-minute radioteletypewriter; shift 425 cycles each .10 -20 100
side of nominal carrier frequency; diversity reception.

Carrier shift system-"Diplex" radioteletype- Two 60-words-per-minute radioteletypewriter channels operat- .18 -15 32
writer. ing simultaneously; diversity reception.

Modulated CW manual telegraphy ---------- 100-percent modulation (required field intensity, l4 inversely .18 -15 32
proportional to percentage modulation); signal received with-
out use of BFO (use of BFO provides reception equal to or
better than pure CW).

Double sideband 1-tone voice frequency 1-channel 60-words-per-minute radioteletypewriter; one tone on .50 -6 4
radioleletypewriter system. marking, tone off on spacing.

Double sideband two-tone voice frequency 1-channel 60-words-per-minute radioteletypewriter; one tone on .25 -12 16
radioteletypewriter system. marking, another tone on spacing.

Double sideband four-tone voice frequency 1-channel 60-words-per-minute radioteletypewriter; two tones on .14 -17 50
radioteletypewriter system. marking, another two tones on spacing.

Single sideband two-tone voice frequency Each channel 60-words-per-minute ra- 1-channel operation -.- . .13 -18 63
radioteletypewriter system. dloteletypewriter; one tone on mark-3-channel operation ---- .22 -13 20

in, another tone on spacing. 16-channel operation .... .32 -10 10
Single sideband four-tone voice frequency E!% channel 60-words-per-minute ra- I-channel operation -.--. 071 -23 200

sadioteletypewriter system. dioteletypewriter; two tones on mark- 2-channel operation .... .10 -20 100
ing, another two tones on spacing. 13-channel operation ---- 13 -18 63

Single sideband telephoto system ------------- .............................................................. 50 -6 4.0
Double sideband telephoto system ----------- fDiversity reception ............................................... 71 -3 2.0

INondiversity reception ------....-------------------------------- 1 0 1
Carrier shift telephoto system ---------------- Diversity reception ------------------------------------------ 0.36 -g 7.9

(Nondiversity reception -------------------------------------- .50 -6 4.0

3This column is used in chapter 9.

mentary and far from complete; a considerable ring in all of the space between the stars. Many
portion of the information is based on estimates. observers throughout the world are now in the

process of further research on the variations in the
8.4. Cosmic and Solar Radio Noise intensity of this noise with time of day, season,

geographical location, radio frequency, and re-
At frequencies between about 10 and 100 Mc, ceiving antenna directivity. An analysis of cos-

cosmic radio noise of extraterrestrial origin is mic noise data now available appears to indicate
known to be the principal source of interference that, as received on an antenna with no more
to reception under many circumstances. As men- directivity than a half-wave dipole, the required
tioned above, this noise has much the same char- incident field intensity for intelligible reception of
acteristics as the fluctuation noise originating in radio telephony in the presence of cosmic noise
the components of a receiving set. The sources of may be expressed approximately:
this cosmic noise are not uniformly distributed over
the sky but tend to be concentrated in several E== 2//-Vf. microvolts per meter
regions on the celestial sphere, the principal source (18 Mc<IMe< 160 Mc)
being in the region Scorpio-Sagittarius near the JfM= frequency in megacycles per second.
center of the galaxy. Consequently, when re-
ceived on a directional antenna, the noise varies This relation is shown as a dashed line between 18
in a characteristic manner from hour to hour and and 100 Mc on figures 8.5 to 8.10, and it is clear
from day to day. from its relation to the corresponding atmospheric-

The reason for the existence of this noise is not noise curves that cosmic noise will often be the
yet understood. Some investigators believe it is limiting factor in radio reception on frequencies
radio-frequency radiation from eruptions similar between 18 and 100 Me.
to spot eruptions on our sun occurring on all the At the time cosmic radio noise was first discov-
stars in the galaxy, while others have considered it ered an attempt was made to determine if similar
to originate in free-free electron transitions occur- phenomena were observable in connection with the

160 Circulars of the National Bureau of Standards



sun. Negative results were obtained at that time. figure" as determined by the methods given in
Relatively recently, however, measurements of chapter 3.
radio noise at 200 Mc, made with , rather sensitive Experimental determination of the receiver in-
receiving system and a directive antenna with high put terminal voltage required to override the in-
gain, showed that the sun also acts as a radiator ternal receiver noise in typical Army communica-
of radio noise. The theory of thermal radiation tion receivers has resulted in a value of approxi-
predicts that any black body will radiate a certain mately 1 sv for .90 percent intelligibility of 100
amount of energy at all wavelengths. If the percent modulated radiotelephony. This value
Rayleigh-Jeans formula is applied to the sun, is somewhat dependent on frequency, but is con-
assuming that the sun is a black body at 6,000'K, sidered sufficiently accurate for all frequencies in
the intensity of radiation at 200 Mc would be the band o 20 Mc.
very much below the threshold of present-day Figu1 .3, inclusive, are a set of curves
receiving systems. The intensities which have showing •, , ,i incident field intensity versus
actually been measured at 200 Mc are of magni- frequency for various practical receiving antennas
tudes which correspond to a solar temperature of to deliver 1 jAv across a 100-ohm load resistance,
approximately a million degrees Kelvin. Further- as given in the Signal Corps report mentioned
more, at times of ionosphere storms, associated above. The average receiver input impedance
with large sunspots, intensities of the radiation has been assumed to be 100 ohms, and it is assumed
have been observed corresponding to temperatures that the antenna reactance, if any, will be tuned
of a thousand million degrees Kelvin. By the use out. In the calculations for the rhombic antennas
of polarized Yagi directional antennas it has been it has been assumed that a 600- to 100-ohm radio-
observed that these bursts of radio noise are frequency transformer will be used between the
circularly polarized, either right-handed or left- antenna and receiver, and that a voltage of 1 uv
handed depending on whether the sunspots were is required across the 100-ohm side. Transmis-
in the northern or southern hemisphere. This sion-line and matching-network losses have been
polarization was observed only for bursts of high neglected in these curves. If these losses are
intensity; normal radio noise coming from a known, the loss in decibels should be added to the
quiescent sun appears to have random polarization, required field intensity as read from the curves.
Measurements have also been made of solar radia- Thus these curves show the required incident field
tion at frequencies of 3,000 to 24,000 Me, and these intensity for 90 percent intelligibility of radio-
also gave distinct evidence of radio noise coming telephony with the various receiving antennas,
from the sun. The intensity of this noise, how- when get noise is the limiting factor.
ever, corresponded rather closely to that which In computing these receiving antenna curves,
one would expect from thermal radiation, with advantage has been taken of the reciprocity
effective black-body temperatures of the order of theorem for transmitting and receiving antennas,
20,000*K as compared with visual temperatures of in that the directivity factors for a given antenna
6,0000K and as against effective temperatures of have been assumed to be the same in both cases.
106 to 109 OK, measured at 100 to 200 Me. Some The formula used for the calculations is
plausible and complete theories have been formed
regarding the nature of solar noise and the fre- 2 4 .6XJm, R,+R1 +R,
quency distribution of its intensity, but only a few Euv••- X ?R R
experimental measurements have been performed -V --X-F R.
towards confirming it. Except at the time of
larga sunspot eruptions, solar noise is important to produce 1 •v across R,
only on very high frequencies when highly di- where
rectional antennas are actually pointed at the sun;
consequently, it usually need not be considered in R,= antenna radiation resistance
relation to practical problems of propagation. R,- antenna loss resistance

R•-=antenna load resistance
8.5. Receiving Set Noise F= theoretical inverse distance field in-

As previously discussed in chapter 3, noise gen- tensity in millivolts per meter

erated internally in a receiver will exist because of produced by antenna at 1 mile

the random motion of electrons in resistance com- a transmitting antenna, with 1.0

ponents of impedance elements and the fluctua- kw delivered to antenna, assum-

tions of the electrons in vacuum tubes. In the ing zero antenna loss resistance.
absence of all external noise, signals must be strong fMC frequency in megacycles per second.

enough to override this internal noise to be in- Eu/m=required incident field intensity in

telligible. The ability of a particular receiver to microvolts per meter.
receive signals with only internal noise present
may be expressed in terms of the receiver's "noise It is to be noted that curves have been drawn
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for antennas located over both "good" and "poor" 10-db class intervals in this figure. The devia-
ground, and for various vertical angles of wave tions were counted without regard to sign; they
arrival. are, however, distributed nearly symmetrically

about zero. Approximately 20 percent and 10
8.6. Reliabiiity of the Data and Methods percent of the deviations are greater than ± 10 db

for 2.5 and 5 Mc, respectively. Although not
The noise-grade maps and required field-in- shown on the chart, only 45 percent and 63 per-

tensity charts described in section 8.3 above were cent, respectively, were less than ±5 db. These
prepared by using the actual measurements of re- deviations from the predictions are considered to
q uired field intensity then available, together with be relatively small in view of the fact that the
the theories of atmospheric noise generation and predictions for these 17 stations and 2 frequencies
propagation described in the preceding sections. were extrapolations of data measured at other
Since then the additional measurements for CW stations and on other frequencies.
signals described in section 3.8 have become avail- In addtion to the above indicated small in-
able. These data are not considered a sufficient accuracies of the predicted required field intensities
basis yet for a fundamental revision of the predic- themselves, other uncertainties may arise in con-
tion data and method, but they do permit an nection with their application to the solution of
estimate of the day-to-day variability of noise communication problems.
conditions and the probable reliability of the pre-
dictions at these particular locations. 8.7. References

Analysis of the CW measurements indicates that
during a given month at a given hour, 80 percent Minimum required field intensities for intelligible reception
of the daily values of required field intensity fall of radiotelephony in presence of atmospherics or receiv-
within a range of approximately ± 6 db of their ing set noise. RPU-140, Radio Propagation Unit

Technical Report No. 5, revised, July 1947. Preparedmedian values. This gives some idea of the vari- under the direction of the Chief Signal Officer by the
ability of required field intensities. Radio Propagation Unit (9463d-TSU), Holabird Signal
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ferent stations cover periods ranging from a few tion of the Chief Signal Officer by the Radio Propagation
months to 2 years, all of the data corresponding Unit (9463d TSU), Holabird Signal Depot, Baltimore,
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CHAPTER 9

LOWEST REQUIRED RADIATED POWER AND LOWEST USEFUL
HIGH FREQUENCY

9.1. General months in grades 1, 2, and 3, use winter curves for
20, 00, and 04 local time, and summer curves for

The lowest requiretd radiated power (lrrp) is the 08, 12, and 16 local time. Equinox values are to
lowest radiated power that produces an incident be used for all months of the year for stations
field intensity greater than or equal to the mini- between 300 N and 30' S latitude. These nomo-
mum required incident field intensity discussed in grams do not take complete account of set-noise
the previous chapter. Determination of the lrrp required field intensities. The one set-noise curve
is in some respects the reverse of the procedure drawn on each nomogram is for a half-wave dipole
described in chapter 7 for calculating the incident at medium angles of arrival. If desired. other
field intensity, set-noise curves may be plotted on field-intensity

The lowest useful high frequency (luhf) is the nomogranIs like those of figures 7.10, 7.32, and
lowest useful frequency for which the incident 7.33 and used in conjunction with the nomograms
field intensity is greater than or equal to the mini- presented in this chapter.
mum required incident field intensity. The lrrp or luhf obtained following one of the

Separate procedures for calculating the lrrp and procedures below may nominally be expected to
luhf for short, intermediate, and long distances work on 90 percent of the days of the month.
are given in sections 9.3 through 9.8. The pro- This figure, however, is subject to considerable
cedures for intermediate distances make use of variation due to uncertainties in the values of
incident field-intensity curves (figs. 7.11 through incident and required field intensity involved, in
7.30) presented in chapter 7, and the required inci- the day-to-day variations of these quantities, and
dent field-intensity curves (figs. 8.5 through 8.43) in the degree ef correlation of these variations, as
presented in chapter 8. The procedures for short well as to possible errors in the user's estimate of
and long distances involve the use of nomograms such quantities as radiated power and noise dis-
(figs. 9.2 to 9.7, and 9.8 to 9.19) of the type de- crimination. It is pointed out, that, as a rule, the
scribed in chapter 7 (figs. 7.10, 7.32, and 7.33) user's errors are the least important.
for calculation of short- and long-distance inci- The percentage of days is usually sensitive to
dent field intensities on which the minimum variations in the operating frequency, but rela-
incident field intensities required to overcome tively insensitive to variations in quantities asso-
atmospheric and cosmic noise presented in fig- ciated with equivalent radiated power. Thus a
ures 8.5 through 8.10 have been plotted. It is user who is getting only 50 percent usage with a
to be noted that values for half-integral noise certain power and frequency, say 500 w at 10 Mc,
grades lie approximately halfway between curves will find that in order to increase the percentage
for adjacent integral grades. Curves for grades of use to 90 percent it is necessary to increase the
4 and 5 are the same for all seasons. For equinox power by a factor of 4 or more; whereas, the same

0 -increase in usage might be obtained by a relatively
I it 1! 1Asmall increase in frequency, say to 12 or 13 Mc.

A situation, discussed below, in which the per-
111-0 1 centage of use would be insensitive to frequency41 UJI variation over a considerable range is shown inI Io i!:T!J, ii figure 9.1.

S0. 'Whereas the lrrp is a quantity that always exists
0. unambiguously, the luhf may not exist at all in the

J ýr!, I F 1 fi lilt q10 frequency range considered here, or may exist
,] 05:• ambiguously in the sense of the above definition.a In figure 9.21 (b) is illustrated the ideal situation.

-i i .... The curve marked noise grade 3.5 is the required
"IMI field intensity, and the curve marked A=1.56

"- - 4 1 ,0 to represents the incident field intensity plotted as a

FEOUENCY IN MC function of frequency. The curves intersect at
FIGURl in wi ch tapproximately 9 Mc. Above this frequency the

FIGUIm 9.1. Example in which Lhe luhi is not well defined, incident field intensity is greater than the required
F Is the required field intensity for radiotelephone reception In noise field intensity, while below this frequency the

grade 2 at 0800 local time in summer. E is the incident field intensity for
i-hop-E,l.200-km -0.6. and 3.2 w (25 db below I kw) equivalent radiated incident field intensity is less than the required
lower. Thenomlnalluhfisabout8 Me, but frequencies down to 3 or 4 MC

sould bealy a serviceable. field intensity.
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In figure 9.21(d) the luhf does not exist. The whereas at night a range up to 30* or 40' may not
incident field intensity never exceeds the required be unlikely. An average vertical angle of arrival
field intensity because of the muf limit, of 200 has frequently been assumed for interine-

In figure 9.21(a) also, the curves do not inter- diate and low noise grades. The average angle
sect. However, the lulf exists and is equal to should be somewhat higher than this at night and
the E-layer cut-off frequency at about 10 Me. somewhat lower during the daytime. The average

Another situation that may arise is illustrated angle of arrival in the higher noise grades tends to
in figure 9.1. Here the curves intersect at about be greater than in intermediate and low-noise
8.5 Mc, but remain so close together below that grades.
frequency that frequencies down to 4 or 5 Mc In view of these uncertainties, general rules for
might actually be usable, obtaining the discrimination factor Z for atmos-

pheric noise cannot be formulated. However, it
9.2. Quantities Involved in hirp and luh[ is possible to give rules for estimating the factor

Calculations in the case of receiving antennas which have no
pronounced lobes, e. g., a single vertical wire, a

a. Noise grade. The noise grade for the receiv- horizontal half-wave dipole, or an inverted-L, the
ing station is obtained from the charts presented horizontal portion of which is not over a half
in chapter 8, figures 8.1 to 8.4. wavelength long. For such antennas:

b. Absorption factor A=JQ. or Ad=JQKd. (a) If the angle of arrival of the signal wave is
Refer to sections 7.5, f; 7.7 e; and 7.7, f, for details between 100 and 300, take Z= 1.
of these quantities. (b) If the angle of arrival of the signal wave is

c. Afodes of propagation, active modes of propa- greater than 300 or less than 100, take Z equal to
gation, radiation angle, angle of arrivat. See the ratio of the antenna gain factor (as defined in
section 7.1. chapter 7) for the angle of arrival of the signal

d. Type of service factor T. Since the required wave to the average gain factor for vertical
field intensities used in the calculations below are angles between 100 and 300 at all horizontal
for radiotelephone service, a type of service factor angles.
T, defined as the ratio of the minimum radiated If cosmic noise is the limiting factor, which may
power required for radiotelephone service to that be the case at the higher frequencies, take Z equal
required for the desired type of service, is intro- to the ratio of the antenna gain factor for the
duced. T factors for various types of service are angle of arrival of the signal wave to the average
listed in the last column of table 8.1. Expressed gain factor for all angles of arrival.
in decibels, T is equal to the negative of the type In the case of antennas having pronounced
of service gain in decibels. For example, the lobes, if the signal wave is received on the major
type of service factor for manual CW telegraphy lobe, Z cannot be less than 1, but may take
given in this table is 50 (+ 17 db). greater values, in some cases greater than the

e. Noise discrimination factor Z. When the maximum gain factor of the antenna, depending
receiving antenna discriminates either in favor of upon the orientation of the lobes with respect to
or against the signal wave with respect to the the angles of arrival of the radio waves.
noise waves, the required field intensity for a f. Gain factor G of transmitting antenna. Dis-
particular type of service varies accordingly. The cussed in section 7.2, c.
discrimination depends upon the vertical and g. Equivalent gain G' and equivalent radiated
horizontal angles of arrival of the signaL and-noise power P'. Defined by the formulas
waves and upon the receiving-antenna pattern.

Very few data are available on the angles of P =-G'Po, G'= TZG,
arrival of atmospheric noise. It is thought that
the bulk of such noise arrives from areas where where T, Z, and G are the type of service factor,
thunderstorms are numerous, especially in equa- noise-discrimination factor, and the transmitting-
torial regions. The noise-grade maps and the antenna gain factor, respectively, and P0 is the
minimum-required-field-intensity curves presented total radiated power (section 7.2, a). Note that
in chapter 8 are in fact based on this assumption, both Z and G may vary with the mode of propa-

The horizontal angles of arrival of atmospheric gation.
noise are probably distributed more or less un- h. Equivalent distance d' for long liaths. The
evenly over a wide range Qf azimuths at most distances labeled on the left-hand scale of the
locations, and the distribution may vary consid- nomograms for long paths are valid only if the
erably from season to season and possibly also equivalent radiated power P' is 1 kw. For other
from day to day, depending upon the prevalence values of P' the equivalent distance d' is located
and direction of nearby thunderstorms. In the on this scale by means of the auxiliary P' scale

absence of nearby thunderstorms, the vertical printed alongside each nomogram as follows:
angles of arrival of most atmospheric noise are 1. Mark the point corresponding to the path
probably fairly low in the daytime (less than 200), length d on the distance scale.
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2. Aline the edge of a piece of paper with the noise grade obtained from figure 8.3 is 4. A= 1.56
auxiliary P' scale. Make one mark opposite (see example worked out in section 7.7, b. The
1.0 kw and another mark opposite the calculated appropriate nomogram is that of figure 9.5.
value of P'. Assuming set noise can be neglected, atmospheric

3. Without rotating the paper, move it over to noise (curve labeled 4) controls the required field
the distance scale and aline the 1.0-kw mark with intensity at 2.2 Mc. Make a mark at 2.2 Me on
the point d located in step 1. this curve, mark A= 1.56 on tile right-hand scale,

4. Put a mark on the distance scale opposite and lay a straightedge between these two marks.
the second mark on the paper. This locates the Extended to the left, the straightedge intersects the
point d' to be used with the nomogram for P' scale at 400 w, which is 4 db below I kw. This
calculations of luhf. is the irequired equivalent radiated power. For

To obtain P', having found d', as in calculating this problem, T=50 (+17 db). Thus the re-
the lrrp, follow the above procedure in reverse. quired lrrp is Po=P'ITZG= 16 w. (Using deci-

bels, the lrrp=--4--17-0+3=-18 db referred
to 1 kw.)

9.3. Calculation of lrrp for Short Paths,
0 to 400 km 9.4. Calculation of luhf for Short Paths,

1. Determine the atmospheric-noise grade for 0 to 400 km

the location of the receiving station. 1. Determine the atmospheric noise grade for
2. Calculate A=JQK for the desired local time the receiving station.

at the receiving station. Note that only certain 2. Calculate P' for the radiation angle corres-
local times are represented in the nomograms ponding to one of the modes of propagation.
(figs. 9.2 to 9.7). If the desired local time coin- (Only one-hop-F2 and one-hop-E need be con-
cides with one of these, the lrrp may be obtained sidered). If P' is a function of frequency, calcu-
directly from the nomogram. Otherwise, calcu- late P' for several frequencies in the range where
late A for several of the local times represented in the luhf is expected to fall, and draw a smooth
the nomograms, obtain the lrrp for each of these curve of P' as a function of frequency in this
times, and read off the irrp for the desired time range.
from a smooth curve drawn through the calculated 3. Calculate A==JQK for the desired local time
values. at the receiving station. Note that only certain

3. Plot A on the right-hand scale of the nomo- local times are represented in the nomograms (figs.
gram corresponding to the local time for which A 9.2 to 9-7). If the desired local time coincides
was calculated. with one of these, the luhf may be obtained di-

4. At the desired frequency mark the appropri- rectly from the nomogram. Otherwise, calculate
ate noise-grade curve, or the set-noise curve, A for several of the local times represented in the
whichever is uppermost. Remember that the nomograms, obtain the luhf for each of these
set noise curve is correct only for a half-wave dipole times, and read off the luhf for the desired time
receiving antenna at medium angles. from a smooth curve drawn through the calculated

5. Lay a straightedge between the points values.
marked in steps 3 and 4. 4. Select the nomogram corresponding to the

6. Read P" at the intersection of the straight- local time for which A was calculated.
edge with the left-hand scale of the nomogram. 5. Plot A on the right-hand scale, and P' on the

7. Determine the noise discrimination factor Z left-hand scale of the nomogram. If P' varies
and the transmitting antenna gain factor G for with frequency, plot the value corresponding to a
each active mode of propagation. Only 1-hop-E frequency near the middle of the range selected in
and 1-hop-F2 need be considered, and usually only step 2.
one of these is active. 6. Lay a straightedge between A and P'. Note

8. Calculate P0 for each active mode by sub- the frequency corresponding to the intersection
stituting P', T, Z, and G in of the straightedge with the appropriate atmos-

pheric-noise grade curve, or the set-noise curve,
Po = P'/ TZG. whichever is greater. Remember that the set

noise curve is correct only for a half-wave dipole
The lower value so obtained is the desired lrrp. receiving antenna at medium angles.
Note that P 0 is in watts if PF is read in watts. 7. If the frequency found in step 6 is not the

Example: Find the lrrp for sky-wave reception same as the frequency to which P' corresponds,
of manual CW signals transmitted on 2.2 Mc over repeat step 6 by using the value of P' correspond-
a 100-km path in the vicinity of Manila, P. I., at ing to the new frequency. Continue this process
1200 local time in June 1947, assuming Z=1 until the luhf is the same as the frequency for
(0 db) and G-=0.5 (-3 db). The atmospheric- which P' was calculated. This frequency is the
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correct luhf for the mode of propagation con- which the charts were constructed, read the field
sidered, provided the mode is active at this intensity for the nearest chart distance less than
frequency. and greater than the path length and interpolate

8. Repeat steps 2 through 7 for the other mode linearly to find the field intensity for the desired
of propagation. The lower of the two luhf thus distance.
found is the desired luhf for the path. 6. As the field intensity determined above is for

Example: Find the luhf for sky-wave reception 1-kw effective radiated power, the equivalent
of radiotelephone signals transmitted over a 100- radiated power P'=TZGPo required is equal to the
km path in the vicinity of Manila, P. I., at 1200 square of the ratio of the required field intensity

local time in June 1947, assuming P 0=25 w, E, found in step 2 to the incident field intensity k
G=0.5 (-3 db), and Z=1 (0 db) irrespective of determined in step 5. The total radiated power
the mode of propagation involved. The noise P0 in kilowatts required for this mode is therefore
grade is 4. The nomogram used is figure 9.5. given by
For radiotelephone, T= 1 (0 db). Substituting Pd=(E,/E)21/TZG.
in P'=PoTZG. we have P'= 12.5 w. A straight-
edge is laid between P'= 12.5 w on the left-hand 7. Find P0 for each active mode of propagation.
scale of the nomogram, and A= 1.56 on the right- The least of these is the desired lrrp.
hand scale (A was calculated in section 7.7, b.). Frequently the lrrp is desired for several local
The luhf is read at the intersection of the straight- thnes or a period of time. The lrrp should then
edge with the atmospheric-noise curve for grade 4, be calculated for each of the local times repre-
assuming set noise may be neglected. The luhf sented in the charts, plotted versus local time, and
thus obtained is 3.4 Mc. Reference to figures 7.2 a smooth curve drawn through the points. The
and 7.3 shows that this frequency is below the lrrp for any local time may than be read from the
E-layer cut-off for F2-layer propagation and is curve.
therefore propagated by the E layer only. Erample: Find the lrrp for reception of manual

CW signals transmitted on 13 Mc from Washing-

9.5. Calculation of lrrp for Intermediate ton, D. C., to Miami, Fla., at 1200 local time in
Miami in June 1947, if Z=0.3 (-5 db) for 1-hop-

Paths, 400 to 3,200 In E, Z=1 (0 db) for other modes, G=0.2 (-7 db)
for 1-hop-E, and 0=0.5 (-3 db) for other modes.

1. Determine the noise grade for the receiving Both Z and G are less for 1-hop-E because of the
location, low radiation and arrival angles involved (approxi-

2. Select the required field-intensity chart cor- mately 5'). It is further assumed that set noise
responding to the desirea local time at the receiv- may be neglected. For manual CW, T= 50 (17
ing station, figures 8.5 through 8.10. Also consult db). Referring to figure 8.3, the noise grade at
the appropriate set noise chart, figures 8.12 through Miami is approximately 3.5. Referring to figure
8.43 or a similar chart prepared for the antenna 8.7, the required field intensity E, for radiotele-
used if it does not correspond to one of those phone reception is 5.6jsv/m (15 db above 1 jsv/m),
-represented in these figures. At the desired assuming set noise may be neglected. In the
frequency, read the field intensities for cosmic example worked out in section 7.7, c, only 1-hop-
noise, for set noise, and for atmospheric noise of F2, and 1-hop-E were found to be active at 13
the grade found in step 1. The required incident Mc. Incident field intensities for 1-kw effective
field intensity is the highest of these. If the radiated power for these modes were found to be
desired local time is not close to one of the local 22.4 and 6.3 jv/m (27 db and 16 db above 1 uv/m),
times for which the charts of figures 8.5 through respectively. The lrrp for 1-hop-E need not be
8.10 were constructed, read the required field calculated, since it obviously is higher than that
intensity for several local times on the charts for 1-hop-F2. The desired lrrp is therefore that
before and after the desired local time, and read for 1-hop-F2 and is Po=(5.6/22.4)'/50X1XO.5=
off the required field intensity for the desired local 0.0025 kw=-2.5 w. (Using decibels, the lrrp= 15-
time from a smooth curve drawn through these 27-17-0+3=--26 db, referred to 1 kw).
values.

3. Calculate A=-JQK for the path and desired
local time at the receiving station. 9.6. Calculation of luhf for Intermediate

4. Determine which modes of propagation are Paths, 400 to 3,200 km
active at the time and frequency selected.

5. Select the incident field-intensity chart (figs. 1. Determine the noise grade for the receiving
7.11 through 7.30) corresponding to the path station.
length and one of the active modes of propagation, 2. Calculate A=JQK for the path and desired
and read the value of the field intensity correspond- local time at the receiving station. Note that
ing to A and the desired frequency. If the path only certain local times are represented in the re-
length is not close to one of the distances for quired-field-intensity charts. If the desired local
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time does not coincide with one of these, read and the P'= 1 kw (0 db) line on the overlay coin-
step 12. cides with the reference line on the chart. The

3. Calculate P' for one mode of propagation. frequency read at the intersection of the required-
If P' varies with frequency, calculate values at field-intensity curve for the desired local time
several frequencies covering the range in which with the incident-field-intensity curve correspond-
the luhf should fall. ing to the value of A calculated for this local time

4. Figure 9.20 is a chart for plotting P' as a in step 2 is the luhf, provided the mode is active
function of frequency. Lay a piece of trans- at this frequency. If the calculated value of A
parent paper over this grid. Draw a horizontal does not equal one of the values for which curves
line corresponding to P'= 1 kw (0 db) and a ver- are plotted, an interpolated curve should of course
tical line at 1 Mc. Then plot P' on the overlay be drawn or imagined. In the case of F2-layer
as a function of frequency for one mode of propa- modes, if the frequency determined above is less
gation, using the scales on the grid seen through than the E-layer cut-off frequency, the cut-off
the overlay. The values of P' calculated in step frequency is the luhf.
3 are to be used. Draw a smooth curve through 9. Repeat steps 4 through 6 for each mode of
the plotted points. It is not necessary to copy propagation, preparing a separate overlay for each
the scales on the overlay. Note that P' increases mode having a different P' curve to avoid con-
downward on this chart. fusion of curves.

5. Transfer the overlay to the required field- 10. The lowest of the luhf thus determined is
intensity chart (figs. 8.5 through 8.10), which has the desired luhf for the path.
the curve for the noise grade found in step 1 and 11. If the path length is not equal or nearly
the local time selected in step 2. Adjust the equal to one of the distances for which the incident
overlay so that the 1-Me lines coincide. Now field-intensity charts were constructed, follow
slide the overlay vertically up or down until the steps 8, 9, and 10 for the nearest chart distance
P' curve intersects the reference line on the chart less and greater than the path length, and inter-
at one or more frequencies. Note the points on the polate linearly between the two values of luhf
appropriate required-field-intensity curve corre- thus obtained to obtain the luhf for the desired
sponding to these frequencies, i. e., the atmospheric path length.
noise curve or the cosmic noise curve, whichever 12. If the desired local time is not close to one
is higher. Mark these points on the overlay, of the local times for which the required field-
Slide the overlay up or down until the P' curve intensity curves are drawn, obtain the luhf for
intersects the reference line at one or more other the nearest local time before and after the desired
frequencies. Mark the points on the required- local and interpolate. A better method is to cal-
field-intensity curve corresponding to these fre- culate the luhf for several of the given local times.
quencies. Repeat until enough points are plotted The luhf for any desired local time may then be
on the overlay to define a curve. Draw a smooth read off a smooth curve drawn through the
curve through the points. calculated luhf's.

6. Next, transfer the overlay to the appropriate Example: Find the luhf for reception of manual
set noise chart, figures 8.12 through 8.43, or a CW signals transmitted from Washington, D. C.,
similar chart prepared for the antenna used, if it to Miami, Fla., at 1200 local time in Miami in
does not correspond to one of those represented in June 1947, assuming P,-=400 w (4 db less than
these figures. Adjust the P' curve to the refer- 1 kw), and the same values of Z and G assumed
ence line at the same frequencies as in step 5. in the problem worked out in the previous section.
Wherever the set noise curve exceeds that drawn For simplicity, Z and G are further assumed to be
in step 5, mark the set noise points and redraw independent of frequency. Also set noise is as-
the curve so that it passes through these points. sumed negligible, so that step 6 in the above pro-
The resulting curve is the required field-intensity cedure may be omitted. For manual CW,
curve for reception in the presence of atmospheric, T=-+17 db. Thus for 1-hop-E, P' is found to
cosmic, and set noise. It was necessary to adjust be 1.26 kw (1 db above 1 kw). For other modes,
for variation in P' because the overlay will now P'=-10 kw (10 db above I kw). For this path,
be used with incident field-intensity curves drawn A= 1.56 (see example worked out in section 7.7,
for 1 kw. c). The path length is 1,500 kin. Therefore, in-

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for each desired local cident field-intensity charts for 1,200 km and
time. Curves for different local times may be 1,600 kin, figures 7.18 through 7.25, chapter 7,
plotted on the same overlay and labeled appro- are selected. The appearance of the two overlays
priately. constructed in step 5 of the above procedure when

8. Transfer the overlay to the incident field- superposed on the incident field-intensity charts
intensity chart (figs. 7.11 through 7.30), appropriate for 1,600 km is illustrated in figure 9.21.
to the path length and mode of propagation. In figure 9.21 (a) the curves do not intersect
Adjust the overlay so that the 1-Mc lines coincide because of the E-layer cut-off at approximately
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10 Me. The cut-off frequency is therefore the 9.8. Calculation of luhf for Distances Over
1,600-km luhf for 1-hop-F2. In figure 9.21 (b) 3,200 km
the curves intersect at approximately 9 Mc, which
is the 1,600-km luhif for 2-hop-F2. In figure The procedure is the same as for short distances,
9.21 (c) the curves intersect at approximately 13 except that Ad=JQKd is calculated and plotted
Me, the 1,600-km luhf for 1-hop-E. In figure on the right-hand scale of the nomogram (figs. 9.8
9.21 (d) the curves do not intersect because of through 9.19) appropriate to the magnitude of Ad,
the muf limit. Consequently, the luhf does not d' is located on the left-hand scale as instructed in
exist for 2-hop-E under these conditions. section 9.2, h, and the straightedge is laid between

Results for 1,200 km (not illustrated) are d' and Ad.
1-hop-F2 luhf is still the cut-off frequency; Example: Find the luhf f,,r reception of manual
2-hop-F2 luhf=8.0 Mc; 1-hop-E luhf=11.5 Me; CW signals transmitted frn):i Washington, D. C.,
2-hop-E luhf does not exist. to Trieste, Italy, at 1200 local time in Trieste in

The 1,500-km lulif for l-liop-F2 is the 1,500-kin June 1947, assuming P0 =250 w, G=4 (6 db), and
cut-off frequency=9.5 Mc. Interpolating lin- Z=I (0 db). The noise grade is 3 (fig. 8.3).
early between the 1,200- and 1,600-km luhfs, the Since Ad=7.6 (worked out for example in section
1,500 luhfs for 2-hop-F2 and 1-hop-E are approxi- 7.7, d), the appropriate nomogram is figure 9.17.
mately 8.7 Mc and 12.5 Mc. The desired lulif for For manual CW operation T=50 (17 db). Sub-
1,500 km is the lowest of these, namely, 8.7 Mc. stituting in P'==PoTZG, obtain P'=250X50x 1 X

4=50 kw or 17 db above 1 kw. For this path

9.7. Calculation of lrrp for Distances Over d=7,100 km. Following the procedure of Sec-

3,200 km tion 9.2, h, locate d' on the left-hand scale,
A=7.6 on the right-hand scale, and lay a straight-
edge between these points. The luhf is read at the

The procedure is the same as for short distances, intersection of the straightedge with the atmos-
except that Ad=JQKd is calculated and plotted pheric noise curve labeled 3, assuming set noise
on the right-hand scale of the nomogram (figs. may be neglected. The !uhf so obtained is 12.8
9.8 through 9.19) appropriate to the magnitude Me. Reference to CRPL-D31, or the example
of Ad, d' is read on the left-hand scale, and P" worked out in section 6.6, e, shows that the F2-owf
is found by using the auxiliary scale on the left is above 12.8 Mc for the path. Were the owf
as instructed in section 9.2, h. below 12.8 Mc, the expected utility of 12.8 Mc

Example: Find the lrrp for reception of manual wotld be less than the usual 90 percent.
CW signals transmitted on 15 Mc from Washing-
ton, D. C., to Trieste, Italy, at 1200 local time in 9.9. Paths Passing Through the Auroral
Trieste in June 1947, assuming Z-=I (0 db) and
G=4 (6 db). Referring to figure 8.3, the noise Zone
grade at Trieste is 3. Since Ad=7.6 (see example If the transmission path lies wholly or in part in
worked out in section 7.7, d), the appropriate one of the auroral belts shown in figure 7.48, refer
nomogram is figure 9.17. Assuming set noise may to section 7.7, g, for discussion of propagation
be neglected, the required field intensity at 15 Mc effects ant. modification of K and Kd used in the
is controlled by atmospheric noise (curve labeled effecalcul ationse
3). Make a mark on this curve at 15 Me, mark above calculations.
Ad= 7.6 on the right-hand scale, and lay a straight-
edge between these two marks. Now mark the 9.10. References
intersection of the straightedge with the d' scale Calculation of sky-wave field intensities, maximum usable

,,a the left. The distance d for this path is 7,110 frequencies, andt lowest useful high frequencies. RPU-
km. Following the procedure of section 9.2, h, 144, Radio Propagation Unit Technical Report No. 6,

P' is approximately 6.4 kw. Now T=50 (+17 March 1947. Prepared under the direction of the

db). Therefore, Po=P'/TZG=6.4/50X1 X4= Chief Signal Officer by the Radio Propagation Unit,
(9463d TSU), i1olabird Signal Depot, Baltimore, Md.

0.032 kw=32 w. (Using decibels, the lrrp=8- (Available at Office of Technical Services, Department
17--0--6 -15 db referred to 1 kw). of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.)
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LRRP, LUHF NOMOGRAM
FOR DISTANCES 0-400 KM
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LRRP, LUHF NOMOGRAM
FOR DISTANCES 0-400 KM
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LRRP, LUMF NOMOGRAM FOR SMALL VALUES OF Ad
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10. APPENDIX

THE miks SYSTEM OF UNiTS
Electrostatics and magnet=otatics grew up independent. In addition to the basic quantities of length, mass, and

ly, and each devised its own system of units. When the time, one other basic quantity is necessary to provide a
relation between the two subjects was recognized, it was system of units in electrodynamics. A convenient choice
necessary to reconcile the two systems of units, and this of such a fourth quantity is electric charge. With the
was done by inserting the conversion factor c=3X10 It coulomb as the unit of charge, the meter as the unit of
(the number of esu of charge in 1 emu) in various places, length, the kilogram as the unit of mass, and the second as
Furthermore, a troublesome factor of 4v was usually the unit of time, the inks system of units may be derived.
prominent, caused by the fact that the ares of a unit sphere Having selected these basic units, the units of potential,
is 4w square radians, and thus there were 4w lines of electric current, resistance, charge, and power in this system arethe practical units, namely, volt, ampere, ohm, coulomb,
or magnetic force conceived of as emanating from a unit and watt, respectively. The inks system of units for
charge or pole, respectively. Also, the units of electrical various quantities and their equivalents in the cgs electro-
quantities in the two systems were either too large or too static and electromagnetic systems are given in the
small for convenience in practical work. following table:

Quantity Symbol D n Mks egg (esO) cp (emu) equation

Length ---------------- L L I meter = 10' em = 10 cm
Mass ----------------- M M I kilogram = 10 g =101 g
Time ----------------- T T I second = ase = mse
Force ----------------- F ML/T% I newton = 10i dynes = 10' dynes Ffma
Energy ---------------- W MV/.•s I joule = 10 ergs = 101 ergs W=34 me
Power ----------------- P MV/I" 1 watt =101 erga/sec =10' ergs/sec P=dW/dt
Charge ---------------- Q Q coulomb =3X100 esu =10-1 emu
Current --------------- I QIT I ampere =3X 109 statamp = 10-i abamp l=dQ/dt
Resistance ------------- R ML'/10T I ohm =iX1<l-1' stat- =109 abohms R=P/IP

ohm
Potential -------------- V ML'/QT7 I volt = X 10-' stat- = 10' abvolts VaIR

volt
Electric field ----------- E ML/TI" I volt/meter =* X 10-' stat- = 10' abvolts/cm E= -v V

volt/cm
Electric flux density*---- D 0/LV I coulomb/square 1= 12rX 10 esu =4rX 10-6 emu D-

meter. 1 4w,'
Dielectric constant ----- X Q'¶1/MV, 1 farad/meter =86vX 10' enu =4rX 10-" emu x=D/9

for free space -------- -m ------------ erXl0- farad/ =lesu =%X10-'emu
meter.

Capacitance ----------- C Q'TI/MLM I farad =9X 10" stat- =10-9 abfarad W= C'n
farad

Magnetic flux ---------- # MV/QT I weber = KX 10o- esu = 10P maxwells V=do/dt
Magnetic flux density- B MIQT I weber/square =KX 10-4 esu = 10 gauss B-4IA

meter
Inductance ------------ L MV/1' I henry =%-X 10-11 esu = 10 abhenry W= %L/
Magnetic intensity*-- H O/LT 1 ampere turn/ =I12 X 10W esu =4wX10-4oereted fHds=I

meter
Permeability -----------. i ML/O' 1 henry/meter =%.orX 10-" esu =%rX 10? emu o= B/H

for free space ----------- 4rX10-7 henry/ =3X10-3esu =1emu
meter

e (electronic charge) = 1.59X 10-1" coulomb.
s/m (specific electronic charge) = 1.77X 10" coulombs per kilogram.

lkatlionhlng fctot 4w Introduced in these quantities.

WA•uHINTON, Jun 9,, 1947.
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